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Aim: This study examines the Critical Success Factor (CSF) model and its implementation 

in a case study where ERP Systems are integrated. The model includes Legacy System as 

a CSF. 

 

Method: Deductive reasoning and case study were applied to support the research theory. 

Primary and secondary data were collected. Interviews with managers and staffs were 

performed. 

 

Result & Conclusions: The study shows the factors that are critical in successful 

implementation of ERP project and how a successful implementation and integration of 

ERP projects is executed when two companies are being merged. It also shows how the 

ERP integration project can be implemented. This work studied an implementation of 

Holland and Light’s theoretical CSF model empirically and validated that the model is 

general and robust for successful ERP implementation and managing changes. 

 

Contribution of the research: This study of integration of few Legacy Systems when 

companies are being merged is a contribution to the theory of CSF. The central role that 

Legacy Systems plays in ERP project implementation is shown empirically. This study 

presents Software Alignment (Software Configuration) based on two company’s business 

processes empirically and found it to be essential in success of ERP projects. The research 

shows how CSF model manages changes, assisting managers in merging two companies 

successfully. The research presents a modified Holland and Light CSF model to meet the 

merging situations.    

 

Suggestions for future research: To gain more knowledge about CSFs for integration of 

ERPs, this study suggests further cross- industrial empirical studies in wholesale and retail 

industries with varied sizes. Research about identifying CFSs in extended ERP using 

e_CRM is recommended. 

 

Key words: ERP, Legacy System, Critical Success Factors (CSF), Business Process 

Changes, Strategic and Tactic CSFs, Software Configuration, Software Alignment. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMS 

 

• BP (Business Process): A business process is a set of activities needed to produce a product 

or service for a customer 

• BPC (Business Process Change): Is re-engineering of the current processes and designing 

new ones. The terms “Business Process Re-engineering” and “Business Process Change” 

are used synonymously 

• BCP and Software Configuration: Business Process Change (BPC) and Software 

Configuration is to align the software with the business process 

• CAGAR: The Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is the mean annual growth rate of 

an investment over a specified period longer than one year 



 

 

 

 

• C & C System: A full-service consulting computing company offering a wide range of 

experience in PC’s mainframes and network 

• Critical Success Factors (CSF): Factors that contribute to a successful implementation  

• ERP Implementation: A mix of Business Process Change (BPC) and Software 

Configuration to align the software with the business processes 

• ERP Strategy: A CSF in Holland and Light model. There are two strategies: either ERP 

software package is customized to meet the company’s requirements, which is often faulty 

and costly process, or requirements and business process are changed to suit software, 

which is less costly but still involves many configuration settings 

• IFS: IFS AB is a global enterprise software company headquartered 

in Linköping, Sweden with 50 offices around the world that provides a component-based 

extended ERP suite. Its primary product is IFS Applications which it develops, supplies, 

and implements 

• IT: Information and Communication Technology 

• irtrade – Telecom: Irish Telecom Company 

• IS: Information System 

• Legacy System: Companies’ Legacy System are their present business, IT system and 

organisation and is the starting point for their future ERP system 

• MIS: Stands for Management Information System. MIS reporting is a periodical 

presentation containing appropriate data as required by the senior level management 

• Mbps: Mega Bit Per Second 

• Modified Holland and Light CSF Model: The modified model is based on the empirical 

data of research case study for a merging situation. The CSF “Business Process Change and 

Software Configuration” is divided into two CSFs: “Business Process Change” and 

“Software Configuration”. Furthermore, CSF “Training” is added to the original model.  

• Newgroup: called even Work Group Is a collection of computers on a local area network 

that share common resources and responsibilities in homes, schools and small businesses.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aktiebolag
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Link%C3%B6ping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_resource_planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IFS_Applications&action=edit&redlink=1


 

 

 

 

• P&G: Procter and Gamble is multinational manufacturer of product ranges including 

personal care, household cleaning, laundry detergents, prescription drugs and disposable 

nappies 

• Package Selection Methodology: Is the methodology to implement “Software 

Configuration”, which is a part of CSF “Business Process Change and Software 

Configuration”. The methodology consists of 3 processes of: Requirement Definition 

Processes, Package Selection Processes and Confirmation Processes  

• Request For Information (RFI): A document. Among the package vendors, some 10- 20 

are identified to receive a Request for Information (RFI). RFI is a document containing 

questions about each package whose answers are only be provided by the vender 

• Request For Proposal (RFP): A document. The list of requirements is structured in a 

document and will have the form of formal “Request For Proposal” (RFP).  

• Software Alignment: the process of finding the best software that matches company’s 

requirements. The concept of “Software Configuration” is implemented through “Software 

Alignment”. Sometimes, the term “Software Configuration” and “Software Alignment” are 

used interchangeably.  

• Software Vendor Selection Project: Through 6 phases the project finds the best match 

between company’s requirements and an ERP Software Vendor. These phases are: 1- 

Preparation, 2- ERP Software Vendor Compliance Review, 3- ERP Software Vendor Short 

Listing, 4- ERP Software Vendor Presentation and Demonstration, 5- ERP Software Vendor 

Recommendation, 6- ERP Software Vendor Contract     
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1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a background to the research. Research motivation, research 

problematization, research gap, research questions and research disposition are presented here. 

1.1 Research Background 

The world of business is constantly changing, as well as the world of technology and 

computer hardware and software. New applications are designed, hardware is replaced, 

integrations are created, and innovative solutions are phased in. According to Porter and Millar 

(1985) information gives firms competitive advantage and technology is used to achieve 

increased customer service, loyalty, efficiency and profitability.    

In a broader view, a firm is considered a centre of a value network (Porter and Miller, 

1985). Holistic marketers are increasingly taking a value network view of their businesses. 

Instead of limiting their views to the immediate suppliers, distributors and customers, they 

examine the whole supply chain that links raw materials, components and manufactured goods 

and demonstrate how they move towards final customers. They look at the customer segment 

and how resources can be organized to meet needs. Furthermore, Porter and Millar discuss that 

successful value creation needs successful value delivery (1985). Managing this value network 

has required companies to make greater investment in Information Technology (IT). Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) is a software tool that manages such a network of enterprise-wide 

resources. An Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) system is a multi-module transaction-based 

application software that helps organisations to manage the vital parts of the business (Forsser 

et al.   2011). Organizations worldwide continue to invest in ER systems to develop and 

maintain competitive advantage (Singh 2016). 

ERP is essentially a modular software product that “is user-interfaced and designed to 

provide information useful to support strategy, operations, management analysis and decision-

making functions in an organization” (Matende and Ogao 2013). ERP systems have become a 

de facto standard for integrating business functions (Forsser et al.   2011). Implementation of 

ERP embraces all aspects of firm’s value creation. 

ERP system can include software for manufacturing, order entry, general ledger, accounts 

receivable and payable, purchasing, warehousing, transportation and human resources (Soliman 

and Karia 2015). Examples of software modules in an ERP, which formerly were stand-alone 

applications, includes: Manufacturing, Supply Chain, Financials, Customer Relationship 

https://hbr.org/search?term=michael+e.+porter
https://hbr.org/search?term=victor+e.+millar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supply_chain_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financials
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_Relationship_Management
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Management (CRM), Human Resources, Warehouse Management and Decision Support 

System. ERP provides a picture of firm’s resources all-in-one. These software packages can be 

customized to the specific needs of each organization (Johnson and Lorents 2004). Managing 

resources efficiently and integration of organizational activities are some of the major features 

of ERP software (Chaudari and Ghone 2015). Fosser et al.   (2008) in a study about ERP system 

and competitive advantage, found that managers can initiate processes based on the output of 

the ERP-system that can result in a competitive advantage. 

According to Josh Richards (2016), 75% of all ERP projects fail, despite the industry 

focus on delivering better customer and advanced IT systems. The purpose of this work is to 

study a model for successful implementation of ERP projects and then validate the model by 

performing empirical studies. 

1.2 Research Motivation 

ERP system is now an established system in most modern companies with a growing 

market segment. Chaudari and Ghone (2015) reported that the global ERP software market is 

expected to reach $ 41.69 billion by 2020, registering a CAGR of 7.2% during 2014-2020.  

There are many ERP implementation projects that have shortcomings with cost, duration, 

and benefit. A survey by Krigsman (2013), where 172 companies took part during a four-month 

period shows that over 50% of companies experienced cost overruns, more than 60 % schedule 

overruns and exactly 60 % received less than half of expected benefit from their ERP 

implementation. 71% of these companies reported revenues of $300 million or less and 21% 

revenue of $1 billion or higher. Grabski et al.   (2011) state that the ERP systems are “typically 

the largest, most complex, and most demanding information systems implemented by firms”, 

and are vastly different from individual and departmental information systems prevalent in the 

past. Therefore, failure in ERP project tends to cost much, as an example given in the list of 10 

Epic ERP Failures in 2011 (ERP Software Blog Editors 2012), the National Health Service 

(NHS) in the UK failed to provide electronic health records to all citizens after spending close 

to 12 billion pounds (US$18.7 billion). Some of the projects listed in the 10 Epic ERP failures, 

have led to bankruptcy and even litigation against ERP vendors. The furniture seller Park N 

Pool sued the ERP vendor Epicor when it failed to deliver a seven-week project that lasted 

seven months. A further example is the case of City Time project in New York City which 

failed partly due to a budget that swelled from $63 million to $760 million (2012). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_Relationship_Management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Resources
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warehouse_Management_System
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Louis Columbus (2013) shows in a study that majority of Fortune 500 companies will re-

evaluate their current ERP systems in 2013 when it becomes clear that their existing enterprise 

systems are getting in the way of attracting new customers and holding onto existing ones. 

Many companies are replacing their old updated ERP systems. According to Seo (2013),” 

Recently, some universities have begun replacing their legacy systems with ERP systems to 

improve management and administration”. 

1.3 Research Problematization 

Business need to avoid failure of the ERP projects and thereby several researchers have 

raised the question of what factors could lead to successful implementation of ERP projects. 

The general approach among the researchers is the concept of “Critical Success Factors” 

abbreviated as CSF. Samita et al.   (2013) highlights the importance of CSFs and mentions that 

due to failure to identify the factors crucial to successful implementation “even a successful 

ERP implementation could largely be wasted, and the benefits be nullified”.  

According to Huang (2010),  Critical Success Factors (CSF) helps firms to implement 

ERP successfully. To assist manager in successful implementation of ERP projects, this 

research work studies the critical factors in ERP implementation projects. Furthermore, these 

CSFs are studied in a CSF model that consist of the critical factors during the project’s whole 

life- cycle 

Garg et al.   (2014) examines the success of ERP implementation based on only five 

identified items: top management commitment (TMC), user involvement (UI), business process 

reengineering (BPR), project management (PM) and ERP teamwork and composition (TWC) 

factors. Among other researchers who studied a model consisting of CSFs, are Holland and 

Light (1999), Shanks (2000), Chung et al.   (2009), Norton et al.   (2013) and Schniederjans et 

al.   (2013).  

Initially, this research introduces the concept of CSF which is the critical success factors 

helping firms to implement ERP projects successfully. Consequently, this work studies a 

theoretical CSF model for successful ERP implementation and its implementation project 

during the project’s whole life- cycle using CSFs.  
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1.4 Research Gap  

Legacy Systems are companies present business, IT system and organisation and is the 

starting point for their future ERP system (Holland and Light, 1999). Legacy Systems refers to 

the existing systems in a company while a new system is under development, these systems 

will not be enhanced (Seo, 2013). Legacy System as a CSF in implementation of ERP system 

has been stressed in literatures by many researchers, among them are Roberts and Barr (1992), 

Holland and Light (1999), Nah et al.   (2003), Wiener (2007), Seo, (2013) and Shatat (2015).   

However, there is a research gap when successful ERP implementation is studied in a 

case study where companies, each with their own Legacy Systems, are being merged and the 

implementation is based on a CSF model. This study of integration of few Legacy Systems 

while companies are being merged together is a valuable contribution to the theory of CSF. 

This research emphasises the essential role that Legacy Systems plays in ERP project 

implementation. Furthermore, the research shows how CSF model manages changes.  By 

studying Holland and Light theoretical CSF model and its practical implementation, this work 

has shown that focusing on the critical success factors in Holland and Light can lead to a 

successful implementation of ERP project with Legacy Systems. 

1.5 Research Questions 

This study aims to answer the following two questions: 

1. Which factors are critical in successful implementation of an ERP system? 

2.  How is the model of CSF implemented in a merger?  

Empirical study was performed through case study at two companies. All the technical 

information and facts in this empirical study are presented exactly as they are presented 

in the company’s internal documents, these includes technical hardware and software 

applications, networks and factual numbers. Tables and figures are constructed based on 

the data provided by the company. Due to a request from the companies involved, the 

identity of the companies where the empirical study was undertaken, and the two 

consultancy companies are anonymized as Sun Foods, Royal Potato as companies and 

Project Master, Audit Master as consultancy companies. 
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1.6 Disposition 

This study consists of six chapters 

• Chapter 1: This chapter is devoted to research introduction where research 

background, motivation, problematization, gap, question and limitation are presented.    

• Chapter 2: This chapter presents literature review of CSF concept, Holland and 

Light’s CSF model and implementation process. A set of factors for successful 

implementation of ERP are presented as Critical Success Factors (CSF) including 

Legacy System. A conceptual model for the research work is presented. 

• Chapter 3: Research methodology is presented in this chapter.  

• Chapter 4: In this chapter the empirical is presented. A case study for ERP 

implementation at a UK company is presented here in details.  

• Chapter 5: A summary of the empirical study and analysis is presented in tabular form.  

• Chapter 6: Research Conclusion is presented in this chapter. It discusses apprehension 

of the research questions and research's contribution both theoretically and 

managerially. Research´s recommendations for further studies and research’s 

limitations are given at the end of the chapter.  
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2 Literature Review 

Section 2.1 presents the theory of Critical Success Factors (CSF) through literature 

reviews. The result of literature reviews is summarized in a table at the end of section. Section 

2.2 highlights the implementation process of three CSFs that Holland and Light added to an 

earlier set of CSFs to make an ERP CSF model. The research conceptual model is presented at 

the end of chapter 2. 

2.1 CSFs in Holland and Light Model 

Critical Success Factor is abbreviated as CSF. CSFs are operations that are critical for 

successful ERP project implementation. Business Dictionary (2017) defines CSF as:” Limited 

number (usually between 3 to 8) of characteristics, conditions, or variables that have a direct 

and serious impact on the effectiveness, efficiency, and viability of an organization, program, 

or project. Activities associated with CSF must be performed at the highest possible level of 

excellence to achieve the intended overall objectives”.  

According to Rockbart (1979) CSF is defined as “Those few critical areas where things 

must go right for the business to flourish”. Rockbart specifies that CSFs are: “The limited 

number of areas in which results, if they are satisfactory, will ensure successful competitive 

performance for the organization". Hossain and Shakir (2001) similarly state that CSF are often 

used to identify and determine the key elements which are necessary for the success of business 

operation and can be described as a small number of easily identifiable operational goals, which 

are determined by industry, business, managers and environment, that ensure success for 

organization. 

2.1.1 CSF Approach 

The CSF approach has become popular among researchers in the field of ERP. Huang 

(2010) performed a literature review of 113 journals and conferences and found a total of 524 

articles containing the word “ERP” of which 32 articles dealt with CSF. His study resulted in a 

list of top 10 CSFs. 

De Sousa (2004) has done a research project defining and analyzing the critical success 

factors for ERP implementation. His work shows that most of the problems of ERP 

implementations depend on activities identified as CSF, according to company managers. De 

Sousa (2004) argues that “when managers have considered the CSF identified, some of project 

problems have been avoided or their impact significantly reduced in ERP implementation 
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projects and the organization is more likely to use more effectively the ERP system after its 

implementation” (De Sousa 2004). Research shows that a CSF approach is helpful in avoiding 

long-term problems. 

To determine factors that are critical for success, some scholars have turned to companies’ 

managers asking what factors they consider as critical. Dadashzadeh (1989) state that the 

purpose of CSF approach is “determination of the set of factors that the manager considers 

critical for his or her success. Once identified, these factors are stated as his or her objectives 

and the information required to monitor their performance is then identified”. Nah et al.   (2003)  

present a survey of Chief Information Officer (CIOs) from Fortune 1000 companies on their 

perceptions of the critical success factors. The CIOs has identified CSFs needed for a successful 

ERP implementation. 

2.1.2 Legacy System 

Legacy System refer to the existing system in a company while a new system is being 

developed. Legacy Systems will not be enhanced (Seo, 2013). Legacy Systems are companies 

present business, IT system and organisation and is the starting point of company’s future ERP 

system.  

Researchers have found many reasons why Legacy System is a critical success factor in 

ERP implementation project. Watcharaporn and Piyanan (2004) state that Legacy System 

contains critical business data that sometimes cannot be extracted to convert for use in a new 

system. Implementing ERP systems often require the customization of software to suit each 

organization (Watcharaporn and Piyanan, 2004), because no ERP product offers all functions 

required by an organization. 

Conteh and Akhtar (2015) state that:” a Legacy System is a reference to an outdated 

computer or software systems that are not upgradeable to the latest versions”. Conteh and 

Akhtar (2015) continue:” But it does not mean that the Legacy Systems are defined by age, 

instead, they are defined by the lack of the original manufacturer support, incapable of meeting 

latest organizational requirements”. According to Janssen (2010), Legacy Systems may require 

high maintenance and a complex matrix of interrelating components (with added compatibility 

layers) to prolong a device or application functionality.  

2.1.3 Integration of Legacy System with Third Party Applications 

Some researchers have investigated critical problems that arises when Legacy Systems in 

two companies need to be integrated with a third-party application. Watcharaporn and Piyanan 
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(2004) have a list of three obstacles when integrating Legacy Systems with third-party 

applications: 

• Data structure of ERP is very complex. The ERP application is a proprietary system and 

each ERP vendor has its own data structure standard.  

• Third-party application cannot directly interface with an ERP system. Since the nature of 

ERP is proprietary, the degree of proprietorship differs between applications 

• Lack of knowledge about ERP. Organizations rarely have knowledge about ERP systems. 

2.1.4 Choice of CSF Set with Legacy System 

A key question in deploying an ERP system is to specify factors contributing to successful 

implementation. Many scholars have investigated the concept of CSF model in ERP 

implementation with different sets of CSFs. 

Some authors have included the concept of Legacy System in their list of CSFs. 

Kronbichler et al.   (2009) identified following 15 CSFs through literature studies:  

1. Top Management Support  

2. Team Composition and Teamwork  

3. (Interdepartmental) Cooperation and Communication 

4. Business Plan and Vision 

5. Project Management 

6. Project Champion / Empowered decision Makers  

7. Vendor Support 

8. Architecture Choices, Technical Implementation, Technological Infrastructure 

9. Software Development, Testing and Troubleshooting 

10. User Involvement / Training 

11. Business Process Reengineering 

12. Change Management 

13. Partnership 

14. Legacy Systems Knowledge (data analysis and conversion) and  

15. Deliverable Dates. 
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Nah et al.   (2003) identified the following 11 factors as critical to successful 

implementation of ERP systems:  

1. Appropriate business and IT Legacy Systems 

2. Business plan and vision 

3. Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) 

4. Change management program and culture 

5. Communication 

6. ERP teamwork and composition 

7. Monitoring and evaluation of performance 

8. Project champion  

9. Project management  

10. Software development, testing, and troubleshooting 

11. Top management support. 

Many researchers have identified the same or similar CSFs.  Rabaa’i (2009) studied 

earlier studies and concluded the top 13 most frequently cited CSFs as: Top management 

commitment and support, change management, project management, business process 

reengineering and system customization, training, ERP team composition, visioning and 

planning, consultant selection and relationship, communication plan, ERP system selection, 

ERP systems integration, Organisational culture and post-implementation evaluation measures.  

 

2.1.5 Scope of Legacy System as a CSF 

Researchers have defined different aspects of Legacy System. The following literature 

study attempts to define the scope of Legacy System defined by researchers.  

1) IT Infrastructure as Legacy System 

• Researchers Roberts and Barrar (1992) and Adolph (1999) note that Legacy System 

includes existing information technology infrastructure (hardware and software)   

• Al- Mashari  (2003) argue that “the problem of Legacy Systems centers on the fact that 

in most companies, data are not kept in a single repository, but rather spread across 

dozens or even hundreds of separate computer systems, each housed in an individual 
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function, business unit, region, factory, or office. Each of these Legacy Systems may 

provide valuable support for a particular business task” 

• Al-Mashari et al.   (2003) further states that “to manage the complexity of Legacy 

Systems is an important part of a successful ERP implementation or ERP alternating 

project”. 

• Nah et al.   (2003) argues that “to be successful, ERP implementation efforts must 

overcome issues of complexity arising from business and IT Legacy Systems”. 

• Kronbichler et al.   (2009) observed that “adequate Legacy Systems knowledge, data 

analysis and data conversion” were appropriate CSFs 

• Markus and Tanis (2000) and Yusuf (2004) note that “the majority of difficulties 

experienced during ERP implementations were the costly developments of additional 

software as an interface to the Legacy Systems for master data as well as for transaction 

data”.  

2) Legacy System as Business Process 

• Roberts and Barrar (1992) discuss factors “essential” and “necessary” for ERP 

implementation by stating; “a stable and successful business setting is essential and 

success in other business areas is necessary”.  

• Roberts and Barrar (1992)  and Adolph (1999)  recognize business process as Legacy 

System. 

• Holland and Light (1999) found that a major factor in deciding the degree of IT and 

organizational change required for successful ERP implementation is the company’s 

business and IT Legacy System. The greater the complexity of Legacy Systems, the 

greater the amount of technological and organizational change required.  

3) Organizational Structure as Legacy System 

• Roberts and Barrar (1992)  and Adolph (1999)  recognize the organizational structure 

as Legacy System. 

• Nah et al.   (2003) consider organization as a component of the Legacy System and refer 

to Roberts and Barrar (1992) who argue that “stable and successful business is more 

likely to have a strong organizational identity and be more open to change” and such an 

organization can “offset some of the challenges posed by complexity” 
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• Slooten and Yap (1999) consider the factor of: “a stable, mature, and capable 

organization” as a CSF to succeed in a “smooth and rapid ERP implementation”. 

4) Organisational Culture as Legacy System 

• Researchers Roberts and Barrar (1992)  and Adolph (1999)  recognize the organizational 

culture as a Legacy System. 

• Kronbichler et al.   (2009) show that cultural backgrounds explain why some authors 

do not incline to identify the Legacy System as a CSF.  

• Nah et al.    (2003) consider ERP implementation as an innovation in an organization. 

They apply the theory of innovation by Rogers (1995). Rogers’s theory focusses on 

introducing changes into a culture. This argument concludes that complexity of Legacy 

Systems affects the amount of changes and organization’s members will often conceive 

innovations negatively. 

2.1.6 CSFs for Project Implementation  

The following set of CSFs is based on a list of 10 critical success factors developed by 

Pinto and Slevin (1987): 

1. Project Mission  

2. Top Management Support  

3. Project Schedule / Plans 

4. Communication 

5. Client Consultation 

6. Personnel Recruitment, Training and Selection  

7. Technical Tasks  

8. Client Acceptance 

9. Monitoring and feedback  

10. Trouble Shooting 

Pinto and Slevin (1987) studied over 400 projects and developed a framework for project 

implementation based on the above ten factors. They argue that “these ten factors are not only 

all critical to project success but there is also a relationship among the factors” and therefore 

they should be examined “in relation to each other as well as to their individual impact on 
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successful implementation”. Pinto and Slevin fit these factors into strategic and tactical CSF as 

the following: 

• Strategic: Project Mission, Top Management Support, Project Schedule / Plans 

• Tactical: Communication, Client Consultation, Personnel Recruitment, Training and 

Selection, Technical Tasks, Client Acceptance, Monitoring and feedback, Trouble 

Shooting 

They use the concept of Project Life Cycle as a “frame of reference” for looking at “project 

dynamics over time”. Pinto and Slevin (1987) show that although both strategy and tactics are 

essential for successful project implementation, their importance” shifts as the project moves 

through its life cycle”. They emphasise that the strategic factors are issues most important in 

the early "planning” of the project management whereas the tactical factors are issues concerned 

with the actual “execution” or the "action'' of the project. Projects successful in both phases are 

likely to succeed, Pinto and Slevin (1987). Due to its generality, this ten- factor CFSs could be 

used by any project manager in any project implementation. 

2.1.7 Why Holland and Light’s CSF Model? 

Holland and Light (1999) have done extensive research studies on critical success factors 

in managing ERP projects. They adopted a clear business approach to ERP implementation and 

CSF model. In their research study “A Critical Success Factors Model for ERP 

Implementation”, they added factors specific for software projects to the list by Pinto and 

Slevin. Holland and Light (1999) state that they have developed a CSF research framework 

based on both a “review of literature” and “the experiences of the organisations in the study”. 

CSF models have been applied to “general project management problems, manufacturing 

system implementation and re-engineering”. Holland and Light explain that their approach is 

particularly suitable for the analysis of ERP projects since it “includes the influence of tactical 

factors such as technical software configuration and project management variables together 

with broader strategic influences, such as the overall implementation strategy”. Their case 

analysis highlights the “critical impact of Legacy System upon the implementation process and 

the importance of selecting an appropriate ERP strategy”, Holland and Light (1999).  

Holland and Light’s approach differs from other researchers whose CSF model do not 

have any framework and do not study the CSFs in the context of a project phase.    
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Table 1: Holland and Light’s CSF Model 

ERP Implementation Process 

Strategic Tactical 

• Business Vision • Client Consultation 

• Top Management Support • Personnel 

• Project Schedule and Plans • BPC and Software Configuration 

• ERP Strategy • Client Acceptance 

• Legacy Systems • Monitoring and Feedback 

 • Communication 

 • Trouble Shooting 

Source: Holland and Light, 1999, page 31 

2.1.8 General Holland and Light CSF Model 

Holland and Light’s CSF model for ERP is built on Pinto and Slevin’s proposed ten CSFs 

and earlier work on strategy and tactics. (See Table 1 above.) Holland and Light added factors 

unique to ERP implementation. They added Legacy System and ERP Strategy to strategic 

factors and BPC and Software Configuration to tactical factors. 

The fact that this model makes a clear division between strategic and tactical CSFs and 

takes the business vision into consideration and the fact that this model takes the Legacy System 

as a CSF, makes this model suitable for our case study at Sun Foods where ERP project was 

implemented while two companies, each with their complex Legacy System, were emerged 

together. 

2.1.9 Business Process Change (BPC) and Software Configuration 

Some researchers consider ERP as a package software solution that “seek to integrate the 

complete range of a business’s processes and functions to present a holistic view of the business 

from a single information and IT architecture” (Gable, 1998).  

Afshar (2016) describes a business model as: “The blueprint of your strategy. Your 

strategy tells you where you want to go, and the business model tells you how you are going to 

do that”.  Osterwalder and Pigneur (2004) states that a business model describes “The rationale 

of how an organisation creates, delivers and captures value (economic, social or other forms of 

value)”. The process of business value creation is part of a business strategy.  Business model 

includes aspects of a firm such as strategies and tactics, policies, organizational structures, 

operational processes and trading practices (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2004). The model aims 
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to describe how an enterprise can best organize to meet customer’s needs such as what 

customers want and where they want it. The aim is to make profit by delivering value, 

(Osterwalder and Pigneur 2004). 

A central concept in Holland and Light’s CSF model is “Business Process”. A business 

process is a set of activities needed to produce a product or service for a customer. Every 

organization needs accounting, sales and marketing, HR, finance control, product or service 

delivery, product development and sales and marketing with high quality. Without business 

processes, the organization does not function properly. The terms “Business Process Re-

engineering” and “Business Process Change, BPC” are used synonymously by authors such as 

Davenport and Short (1990)  and imply “re-engineering current processes and designing new 

ones”, Davenport and Short (1990).  

Holland and Light (1999) sees the implementation of ERP as “a mix of Business Process 

Change and Software Configuration” through aligning software with business process. This is 

a clear emphasis on the business aspects and software configuration of ERP implementation. In 

their case studies, Holland and Light (1999) concluded that system development in ERP 

implementations have different type of problems compared with traditional software 

development methods since an ERP projects “centres on the alignment of business processes 

with the standard software package and the project management of the implementation 

process”. Consequently, Holland and Light (1999) require less emphasis on the technical aspect 

of software development and instead seek to balance the three following aspects of IT project 

management: business process design, software configuration and project management with 

“the overall strategy and structure of the firm” (1999). 

2.1.10 Holland and Light Model in Research Studies 

Holland and Light model have been referred to by many researchers. In this section, we 

refer to few researchers who have either referred, used and/or supported Holland and Light’s 

CSFs. Al-Aboud (2011) refer to Holland and Light’s discussion on reengineer company’s core 

business processes to fit the company’s new requirements. Furthermore, Al-Aboud (2011) refer 

to Holland and Light’s suggestion that ready-made ERP packages could be at lower cost than 

packages developed by the IT department in the organization.  

In their research work, Curko et al.   (2012) used Pinto and Slevin’s classification by 

arguing:” dividing critical success factors in strategic and tactical criteria contributes to easier 

understanding and highlights the differences”. Furthermore, Curko et al.   (2012) supported 

Holland and Light’s model and state that:” Holland and Light have also grouped the critical 
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success factors by strategic and tactical criteria. They emphasize the need for harmonization of 

business processes with software during implementation and argue that the strategy and tactics 

are interdependent”.  

Shatat (2015) refer to Holland and Light’s model classifying CSFs into 2 categories of 

Strategic Factors and Tactical Factors. Chandiwana et al.   (2016) refer to Holland and Light’s 

statement that organizations generally expect to achieve benefits from ERP system in 

operational efficiency and productivity. 

In this work, we adopt Holland and Light’s theoretical CSF model and in an empirical 

study we test this theoretical model in a case study to see whether this theoretical model can be 

validated. There is substantial literature covering ERP CSFs (Norton et al.   2013). Many 

articles study the concept of critical success factor with a good overview and explanation of the 

concept.  

Many authors have mentioned the same CSF but with different phrases. This work has 

studied and grouped CSFs identical or like Holland and Light’s CSFs as related CSFs into one 

factor.  

In the below Table 2, we studied the definition of CSFs by Curko et al.   (2012), to see 

how exact these definitions match Holland and Light’s definitions of CSFs and found out that, 

for example, the CSF factor “Project Sponsor” has been placed under” Top Management 

Support”, where top management support is a broad term that includes all the activities from 

“Project Support”, “Project Approval”, “Identification of Project Priorities and Allocating 

Project Resources”. This table is the result of literature reviews and can be used to check the 

reliability of the CSFs consisting in Holland and Light’s CSF model. Appendix 1 presents an 

explanation of all the CSFs in Holland of Light’s model. 
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Table 2: Summary of Holland and Light’s Model in Research Studies 
CSF in Holland and 

Light’s model Similar CSF used in other Research Studies 

Business vision 

Buckhout et al.   (1999), Curko et al.   (2012), Falkowski et al.   (1998), Finney and Corbertt 
(2007), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Goni et al.   (2011), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Leyh 
(2014), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Motwani et al.   (2005), Ross (1999), Rosario (2000), 
Shanks (2000), Seo (2013), Trexin (2014) 

Top Management Support 

Bingi (1999),Buckhout (1999),Bingi (1999), Buckhout (1999), Curko et al.   (2012), Shanks 
(2000), Murray and Coffin(2001), Nah et al.    (2003), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Goni et 
al.   (2011), Motwani et al.   (2005), Ngai et al.   (2008), Kronbichler et al.    (2009), Huang 
(2010), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Roberts and Barr (1992), Seo (2013), Sumner (1999), 
Leyh (2014), Trexin (2014) 

Project Schedule and Plans 
Holland and Light (1999), Shanks (2000), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Motwani et al.   (2005), 
Ngai et al.   (2008), Nah et al.   (2006), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Huang (2010), Curko et 
al.   (2012), Seo (2013), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Leyh (2014), Trexin. (2014) 

ERP Strategy 

Al-Mashari et al.   (2003), Bingi et al.   (1999), Curko et al.   (2012), Gargeya and Brady 
(2005), Goni et al.   (2011), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Lee et al.   (2003), Leyh and Muschick 
(2013), Leyh (2014), Motwani et al.   (2005), Nah et al.   (2006), Rosario (2000), Seo (2013), 
Somers and Nelson (2001), Trexin (2014) 

Legacy Systems 

Al-Mashari et al.   (2003), Bennett (1995), Ward and Griffiths (1996), Adolph (1999), Holland 
and Light (1999), Lee et al.   (2003), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Motwani et al.   (2005), Nah 
et al.   (2006), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Leyh and Seo (2013), Muschick (2013), Leyh (2014), 
Roberts and Barr (1992), Trexin (2014) 

Client Consultation Gargeya and Brady (2005), Goni et al.   (2011), Motwani et al.   (2005), Nah et al.   (2006), 
Curko et al.   (2012), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Leyh (2014), Trexin. (2014) 

Personnel 

Falkowski (1998), Bingi (1999), Sumner (1999), Buckhout (1999) Stefanou (1999), Shanks 
(2000), Rosario (2000), Shanks (2000), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Goni et al.   (2011), 
Motwani et al.   (2005), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Huang (2010), Curko et al.   (2012), Leyh 
and Muschick (2013), Seo (2013), Leyh (2014), Trexin (2014) 

BPC and Software 

Configuration 

Al-Masbari (2003), Hong and Kim (2002), Nah et al.   (2004), Bingi et al.   (1999), Holland 
and Ligh (1999), Goni et al.   (2011), Sumner (1999), Shank (2000), Sieber et al.   (2000), 
Parr and Shanks (2000), Markus and Tanis (2000), Scheer et al.   (2000), Rosario (2000), 
Murry and Coffin (2001), Light (2001), Robey et al.   (2002), Motwani (2002), Umble et al.   
(2003), Umble (2003), Bajwa et al.   (2004), Motwani et al.   (2005), Gargeya and Brady 
(2005), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Huang (2010), Curko et al.   (2012), Leyh and Muschick 
(2013), Seo (2013), Leyh (2014), Trexin (2014) 

Client Acceptance 
Curko et al.   (2012), Goni et al.   (2011), Holland and Light (1999), Gargeya and Brady 
(2005), Motwani et al.   (2005), Kronbichler et al.   2009), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Seo 
(2013), Leyh (2014), Trexin (2014) 

Monitoring and Feedback 
Al-Masbari et al.   (2003), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Goni et al.   (2011), Motwani et al.   
(2005), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Seo (2013), Leyh (2014), 
Trexin (2014) 

Communication 

Falkowski et al.   (1998), Goni et al.   (2011), Holland and Light (1999), Sumner (1999), 
Somers and Wee (2000), Rosario (2000), Shanks (2000), Somers and Nelson (2001), 
Nelson (2001), Al-Masbari (2003), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Motwani et al.   (2005), 
Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Huang (2010), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Seo (2013), Leyh 
(2014), Trexin. (2014), Curko et al.   (2012) 

Trouble Shooting 
Holland and Light (1999), Gargeya and Brady (2005), Goni et al.   (2011), Motwani et al.   
(2005), Nah et al.   (2006), Kronbichler et al.   (2009), Leyh and Muschick (2013), Seo (2013), 
Leyh (2014), Trexin (2014) 

Source: Own construction 
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2.2 Implementation Process 

This section answers the question of how Holland and Light’s three CSFs, which are 

specifically added for the successful implementation of ERP project, are implemented?  

Holland and Light’s three CSFs are: “ERP Strategy”, “Legacy System” and “Business 

Process Change and Software Configuration” (abbreviated as “BPC and Software 

Configuration”).   

Holland and Light added three CSF to Pinto and Slevin’s ten project success factors and 

thereby created a CSF model for successful ERP implementation. These CSFs are:  

• ERP Strategy (a strategic CSF) 

• Legacy System (a strategic CSF)  

• Business Process Change and Software Configuration (a tactical CSF). 

In the following we present how these three CSFs are implemented. 

2.2.1 Implementing CSF “ERP Strategy” 

This CSF is about choosing strategy for implementing ERP software. The ERP sold in 

the market by software vendors does not suit all the requirements by a company. The solution 

is either to change company’s requirements or change the ERP software. Holland and Light 

(1999) call these two options for “ERP Strategy”. They consider two options in implementing 

this CSF: either the ERP software package is customized to meet company’s requirements, 

which can often become faulty and costly, or company’s present Legacy System is changed to 

suit the ERP software, which is less costly but still involves many configuration settings, 

(Holland and Light 1999). By first option the ERP strategy will be based on software 

development, whereas by the second option, the product is accepted as it has already been 

developed but the company’s business processes will be changed to meet the ERP software.  

For a successful ERP project implementation, Holland and Light (1999) recommend the 

ERP software strategy implementation methodology based on a pre-configured version of the 

ERP software package. 

2.2.2 Implementing CSF “Legacy System” 

Legacy System consists of: 

1. Company’s IT Infrastructure 

2. Company’s Business Process 
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3. Company’s Organisational Structure and Organisation Culture 

Company’s present is embedded in this CSF. Holland and Light state that the complexity of 

Legacy Systems decides the amount of changes required to succeed in ERP project. To 

implement this CSF is to implement changes. 

2.2.3 Implementing “BPC and Software Configuration”  

The aim of “BPC and Software Configuration” is to find the perfect match between ERP 

software package and company’s requirements. This CSF is implemented through a software 

selection project.  

2.2.4 General ERP Software Package Selection Methodology 

Picking the right ERP software package will enable business process improvement and is 

an important decision for the organization. According to Jadhav and Rajendra (2008):” 

Evaluating and selecting software packages that meet an organization’s requirements is a 

difficult software engineering process. Selection of a wrong software package can turn out to 

be costly and adversely affect business processes”.  

There are hundreds of vendors who claim to have the best ERP package for your 

company. Escalle et al.    (1999) state that choosing software package system which is not the 

best fit for the business will led to a more expensive implementation whereby the total ERP 

implementation can run as high as two or three percent of the company’s revenues. To pick up 

correct ERP software, organizations need to initiate projects to select and evaluate an ERP 

software vendor.  

As the company develops, there will be need for additional functionalities, application 

programs and technologies. The software and vendor should fulfill certain general 

characteristics.  Some authors, such as Jadhav and Rajendra (2008) have chosen to present these 

characteristics in a list of requirements. Some use graphical presentation, such as Wei et al.   

(2005). Shields (2001) has a list of 30 characteristics which should be considered before 

selecting a vendor. 

Jadhav and Rajendra (2008) propose a generic stage-based methodology for selection of any 

software package by following seven stages. 

”1. Determining the need for purchasing the system and preliminary investigation of the 

availability of packaged software that might be suitable candidate, including high level 

investigation of software features and capabilities provided by vendor,  
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2. Short listing of candidate packages  

3. Eliminating most candidate package that do not have required feature or do not work 

with the existing hardware, operating system and database management software or 

network 

4. Using an evaluation technique to evaluate remaining packages and obtain a score or 

overall ranking of them  

5. Doing further scrutiny by obtaining trial copy of top software packages and conducting 

an empirical evaluation. Pilot testing the tool in an appropriate environment  

6. Negotiating a contract specifying software price, number of licenses, payment schedule, 

functional specification, repair and maintenance responsibilities, time table for 

delivery, and options to terminate any agreement  

7. Purchasing and implementing most appropriate software package”,  

(Jadhav and Rajendra 2008). 

2.3 ERP Package Selection Methodology 

The CSF “BPC and Software Configuration” in Holland and Light CSF model is implemented 

according to “ERP Package Selection Methodology”. Shields (2001) suggests three following 

3 project processes: 

1. Requirement Definition Processes 

2. Package Selection Processes 

3. Confirmation Processes 

Shields’s three processes are based on an application of Jadhav and Rajendra (2008). 

Shields (2001) states that the aim of software selection project is to select two things: “a 

software package that will be used to enable process change and improvements and a business 

partner that the organization can depend on to support and enhance the product in the future”.   

Shields (2001) further states that the ERP package selection methodology needs to decide 

on a project plan that structures project’s formal objectives to achieve a defined timetable, the 

project budget and the organization of project members. In addition, the composition of the 

project team and their competencies needs to be cross- organizational “to include people with 

a variety of skills, representing the major parts of the organization: key business functions, the 

IS (Information System) organization and key users of the system that will eventually be 

implemented”. Thereby, Shields (2001) proposes a steering committee composing of each 
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functional area impacted by the software selection consisting of “vice president from finance, 

marketing, manufacturing, engineering, human resources, information technology and 

distribution that needs to meet 2-3 times a week during the selection process to approve 

recommendations of the selection teams”. Shields’s three processes are defined in below: 

Figure 1: Package Selection Methodology  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Shields, 2001, page 67. 

Figure 1 above shows that the selection methodology presented by Shields (2001) consists 

of three processes. Each process has input (or inputs) and output (or outputs). The output from 

one process becomes input to the next process. Outputs are the deliverables. A deliverable is 

“created because of the completion of a task: a data file is converted, end users are trained, 

procedure manuals are prepared, in each of these cases, some sort of documentation is produced 

as the proof that a task has been completed. This documentation also describes the results from 

doing the task, if the manager cannot clearly define a deliverable for a task, then the task 

probably is not necessary” (Shields, 2001). Deliverables are defined by the project managers 

and are often 2-10-page documents that will guide the activities of each task.  Project members 

use the deliverables to know what level of detail a task should be performed and when they 

have completed a task. 

2.4 Process 1: “Requirement Definition” 

This process defines requirements and priorities to provide an overall picture of what to 

be accomplished. Most companies start by searching all the existing domain of ERP packages 

in the market that may satisfy their needs. To identify ERP system requirements and to select a 

software vendor, Shields (2001) suggests a cross- organizational team consisting of members 

of each departments or functions affected by the new ERP system. They will need to provide a 

person “who is familiar with the business processes of the organization and contribute in 
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identifying system requirements and selection criteria, developing demo scenarios and scripts, 

evaluating the package from various vendors and selling the team recommendations throughout 

the organization”. 

2.4.1 Request For Information (RFI)  

Among the package vendors, some 10- 20 are identified to receive a Request for 

Information (RFI). RFI is a document containing questions about each package whose answers 

are only be provided by the vender (Shields, 2011). The selection team will analyze the answers.  

During the time waiting to receive vendors’ response, the selection team studies the current 

systems and business processes. The strengths and weaknesses of the existing systems and the 

requirements of the users and managers on the new system will be documented and structured 

in interviews.  

The requirements of the company’s future ERP system are identified through “interviews 

with top management, supervisors and users of the current systems, development and analysis 

of process diagrams, discussions about system scope, selection criteria and priorities among 

processes, evaluation of the technical architectures required to support the packages and a lot 

of informal discussions between the team members- who represent the major functions within 

the organization” (Shields, 2001). The documented system requirement in the selection process 

will mirror what Holland and Light’s model calls for CSF” Business Process Change and 

Software Configuration”.  

2.4.2 Functional Specification and Requirement Specification  

The detailed list of “Functional Specification” and “Requirement Specification” (Shields, 

2001) for the new systems are structured and put into a priority list of requirement categories 

such as mandatory, desirable and optional. Some of the vendors do not respond to the RFI and 

some are eliminated from further considerations because the organization has not been satisfied 

by their responses. Therefore, this list of requirements will be sent to a smaller number of 

vendors compared to those who originally received the RFI.  

2.4.3 Request For Proposal (RFP) 

The list of requirements is structured in a document and will have the form of formal 

“Request For Proposal” (RFP) (Shields, 2001). The vendors need to send an answer to this 

detailed RFP but before answering they need to evaluate their own chance of being selected as 

the software provider. Shields (2001) mentions that some vendors either cannot answer the RPF 
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within the timeframe provided by the organization or see the chance of being selected too low 

to make it worthwhile, especially when too large number of vendors receive the RFP.  

2.4.4 Software Package Demonstration  

After receiving the answers from the vendors, the selected vendors will be invited to 

demonstrate their solutions to the company. According to Shields (2001), vendors tend to “stay 

in the game” by giving a “Yes” answer to as many of these questions whether they have the 

capabilities or not, partly because they will depend on the demo process to sort out what the 

packages can and cannot do, and partly because they know that none of the packages actually 

satisfy all the company’s’ requirements in the RFP.  

2.4.5 Selection Criteria by Weighting 

Each requirement item has two attributes: its selection criteria and its weighting.  

Shields (2001) has a long list of selection criteria of which high-level ones consist of factors 

such as “functional fit, cost, technical fit, long term functional viability of the vendor, vendor 

training and support capabilities, breadth of other package offerings from the vendor, reliability 

of the software, references from other organizations using the software, availability of 

implementers for the package and the ability of the users group to influence additional 

functionality in future releases”. Since configuration and implementation of a vendor’s ERP 

product is a complex task, most vendors have an associate consultant company which they train 

as an implementer for the package. The selection team has the responsibility for developing the 

detailed selection criteria and weightings. Requirements are divided into categories such as 

mandatory, desirable and optional. 

2.5 Process 2: “Package Selection” 

Package selection is a process of choosing a package that best matches the company’s 

requirements. This process will lead to vendor selection. Vendors need to understand the 

customer organization, and this is provided for by bidder’s conferences where vendors get the 

opportunity to put questions that may affect their bids.  

When the selection team receives responses from vendors, they will do a detailed 

mapping of the responses against the selection criteria and then develop a numerical score to 

represent the overall fit for each package. In case scores are close to each other, selection team 
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uses product demonstration to find further information on products. Demonstrations are carried 

out flowing scripts detailing the procedure scenarios. 

The selection team concludes the selection stage based on evaluation from 

demonstrations, numerical scoring from the RFP answers and information from the reference 

checks and thereby the original vendor’s list is short- listed. The selection team decides which 

packages meet requirements of the organization. 

Many consultant firms have people with prior experience of selecting and implementing 

ERP software packages. Shields (2001) sees three advantages in using consultants in software 

selection projects: They have a selection methodology and experience in doing these projects 

and its associated tasks, such as deliverables, they have knowledge of key vendors and their 

products and can assist the company to get a short list of candidate vendors quickly, they have 

hands-on experience in implementing all the major packages with insights on the strengths and 

weaknesses of the packages.  

2.6 Process 3: “Confirmation” 

The selection teams’ recommendations consist of a list of preferred vendors that will be 

presented to the management for approval and contract negotiation. Shields (2001) emphasizes 

that a detailed requirement selection is sometimes needed due to organizations “internal 

policies, laws or regulations that require a formal RFP to be issued”. 

There are situations when a leading company within a branch has selected and 

implemented a packet because of its unique functionality. Hence, other organization within 

similar branch select similar package. In this case, the organization believe that it already knows 

which package is the right one, it only needs to confirm this selection before signing the contract 

and preparing for the implementation. This approach is called “Proof –Of- Concept” by Shields. 

To justify the capital investment in the software package, the goal and benefit of the 

project should be clearly stated in detailed business case. Some of the typical goals and 

objectives includes “reducing operational costs, improving productivity, standardizing business 

processes, providing better information of decision making, reducing cycle time, providing 

better customer service, reducing headcount, transforming the organization into an e-business, 

adding functionality to better manage the supply chain and business relationships, adopting the 

same system as the parent organization and taking advantage of new technologies” (Shields, 

2001). The implementation plan is based on the business case and ensures that the new system 

is aligned with the business strategies and priorities of the organization. The “Implementation 
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Successful ERP Implementation 

Plan” is then used to “determine all the tasks that must occur during the project, estimate how 

long they will take, allocate the project resources, assign responsibilities to individuals, identify 

the deliverables to be produced during the project, determine the status of the project and estimate 

the effect of changes to any of the project variables” (Shields, 2001). 

 

2.6.1 Research Conceptual Model 

Holland and Light (1999) sees the whole ERP implementation project as “a mix of 

business process changes and software configuration”. The CSF “Business Process Change and 

Software Configuration” has therefor a leading role in the fulfillment of successful ERP project 

and is realized according to “ERP Package Selection Methodology” through three processes: 

“Requirement Definition”, “Package Selection” and “Confirmation”.  This is how Holland and 

Light’s model aligns a vendor’s ERP software with company’s future business process 

successfully to find the perfect match between ERP software package and company’s 

requirements.  

Figure 2: Integration of ERP Systems Model  

 

 

Own construction as adopted from Holland and Right and Shields. 
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Holland and Light (1999) mention the interplay between strategic and tactical factors. 

ERP package selection methodology is shown in the above model plays a central role in 

bringing together the strategic factors and the tactical factors, where three processes links the 

tactical CSFs to the strategical CSFs. Furthermore, the model above shows that CSFs supports 

successful ERP system implementation during the whole project's life cycle.  
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3 Research Methodology 

This study adopts Holland and Light’s theoretical CSF model and investigates whether 

the model can be validated empirically. The empirical study is performed by a case study in a 

company implementing a new ERP while merging with one other company, each with their 

own Legacy System. Interviews with seven members of multi-functional-staff from different 

section of the company were performed. 

3.1 Research Methods: Inductive, Deductive 

According to Bhattacherjee (2012), scientific inquiry may take one of two possible forms: 

inductive or deductive. Bhattacherjee (2012) explains:” In inductive research, the goal of a 

researcher is to infer theoretical concepts and patterns from observed data. In deductive 

research, the goal of the researchers to test concepts and patterns known from theory using new 

empirical data”. Also:” inductive research is also called theory-building research, and deductive 

research is theory-testing research. Note here that the goal of theory-testing is not just to test a 

theory, but possibly to refine, improve, and extend it.”, Bhattacherjee (2012). 

Ghauri and Grönhaug (2002) state that deduction method implies drawing conclusion 

through logical reasoning. The researcher in this type of research builds / deduces hypotheses 

from existing knowledge (literature). Hypotheses can then be subjected to empirical testing and 

thus be accepted or rejected. Ghauri and Grönhaug (2002) therefore consider the main task of 

the researcher to build hypotheses from existing knowledge. Furthermore, it is also essential to 

present these hypotheses in operational terms (called operationalization) to illustrate how 

information can be collected testing these hypotheses and the used concepts. Thus, the theories, 

and the hypotheses built upon them, are initially established and the rest of the research will be 

influenced by them.  

This work starts by performing theoretical studies of some classical ERP literatures and 

earlier research papers on Critical Success Factors for ERP to classify Holland and Light model 

as a CSF model, as Ghauri and Grönhaug (2002) described earlier. The hypothesis of the study 

is the assumption that Holland and Light model is consisting of factors that are critical for 

successful ERP project implementation and by considering them as critical even any other ERP 

implementation project using this CSF model will succeed. By subjecting this hypothesis to 

empirical testing, we intended to decide whether to accept or reject the hypothesis and draw 

conclusion. The study method is thereby using the deductive research reasoning. 
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3.2 Case Study  

Eisenhardt (1989) wrote that case studies are: “Particularly well suited to new research 

areas or research areas for which existing theory seems inadequate. This type of work is highly 

complementary to incremental theory building from normal science research. The former is 

useful in early stages of research on a topic or when a fresh perspective is needed, whilst the 

latter is useful in later stages of knowledge”.  

According to Norton et al.   (2013), case study is the most popular approach within the 

field of ERP CSF research. Sekaran (2003) mentions that since a case study has a start and end, 

CSFs can more easily be evaluated during the whole ERP implementation project.  

To answer research’s question the case study research method is used in this work. Only 

one case was studied to get a more detailed evaluation of the CSFs (Flynn et al.   1990). 

This research’s case is the observation of ERP implementation in a company that was 

merging with one other company, each with their own Legacy Systems. 

3.2.1 Case Study Analysis 

Pattern-matching technique is suggested for analysing data collected in a case study (Yin, 

1994). This method is applied by comparing empirically drawn outcome pattern with a 

predicted one, where the research questions is the predicted outcome.  

This study applies the steps recommended by Yin (1994) for the analysis of empirical 

studies in chapter 5 of this work:  

1. Examining: data (evidences) composing of interview materials and project specification 

documentations were examined. Only those factors which have been critical in 

successful implementation of ERP, according to the documentation or the interviewees, 

were considered   

2. Categorizing: These factors were classified into a CSF 

3. Tabulating and creating a data display: Each CSF was ordered according to our CSF 

model and was given a name display  

4. Testing and combining qualitative and quantitative evidence to address initial 

propositions: These factors were analyzed to see whether they fulfil the definition and 

character of a CSF according to Holland and Light and thereby can qualify to be 

classified as a CSF in Holland and Light model. “Pattern-Matching” was used as an 
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analysis technique of the case study (Yin, 1994) where we compared an empirically 

based CSF with a predicted CSF to strengthen internal validity of the case study.  

3.3 Data Collection 

Data collection for research purposes can proceed in several ways. Wiedersheim and 

Eriksson (2009) divide data collected in primary data and secondary data. Primary data is 

information collected specifically for research purpose. The secondary data is existing 

information that someone else has already collected for other purposes.  

The evidences used to analyse and conclude the case study were based on a method used 

by Yin (1994), presented by Norton et al.   (2013): 

1. Documentation was collected, key items including procedural documents and 

internal company documents 

2. Archival records were studied and analysed, sources such as consultancy companies 

being particularly helpful  

3. Informal interviews were undertaken with colleagues from the project team 

whenever the opportunity is raised 

4. Direct observations were collected and included the actions of senior 

management involved in the project team, information being recorded  

5. Physical materials were collected, including project specification, presentation hand-

outs, training materials and manuals. 

6. Formal interviews were undertaken with respondents who were engaged in the ERP 

implementation project 

The content of the documents used are all presented in this study.  

3.3.1 Primary Data 

Primary Data collected in this study has come through observations and interviews. 

Research’s primary data collected were from project specifications by the consultant 

firms that executed stages of ERP project and company’s internal documents and annual 

reports.  The purpose of primary data was to answer our research question. Interviews were 

performed, data collected through interviews are original and collected for the first time.  
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Due to a request, the companies’ names that have provided this study with some primary 

data are changed whereas the facts and figures are as in the original source. 

3.3.2 Secondary Data  

The secondary data in this work comes from literatures, books, research studies and 

companies’ web sites. These findings are used to develop the research’s questions throughout 

this work. Many research works have studied the concept of CSF, but only few studies have 

focused on a CSF model that includes Legacy Systems. Holland and Light (1999) has done 

research studies on CSF model including Legacy System that are used in this research. 

3.3.3 Interviews 

This study has used interviewing the practitioners of the ERP project since interviews has 

shown to be a successful way of revealing valuable information during IT research (Clegg et 

al., 1997; Koh et al., 2011). Greener (2008) considers three types of interviews: structured, 

semi- structures and unstructured interviews. Questionnaires are formulated for structured and 

semi- structured interviews and are asked either face- to face or remotely. Semi- structured 

interviews will be based on a question guide, but the interviewee can go as he or she wishes by 

diverting the questions to other point of interests. Unstructured interviews or in-depth 

interviews aims to discover more about the interviewee by what they say and think rather than 

how they answer specific questions. According to Hodgson (1987) face-to-face interviews offer 

little chance of misinterpretation and has the advantage of being a two-way dialogue which 

offers the best way to obtain valuable opinions from interviewees. To manage the interview 

process, this study chose to follow the in-depth interview method for semi- structured 

interviews, where some questions were formulated prior to the interviews. 

To increase the validity of the data collected, multiple participants form company's key 

area were chosen (Miles and Huberman, 1994). During this study, interviews with seven key 

company business staff members in Ireland were performed. These included: Company’s Credit 

Controller, ERP Project and Finance Manager, IT- Manager, Account Project Manager, 

Purchasing and Control of Raw Material, Distribution Manager and Finance Director. These 

members of the company were selected to include people from different section of the company 

working both on the company’s floor and on managerial positions.  

To ensure the reliability of the interviews, this research has followed Kvale (1996) who 

recommends the following seven stages to design a reliable interview: 
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1. Thematising: The interviewees were informed at the outset that they were going to be 

asked questions about the critical factors of ERP implementation project and that the 

purpose if the interviews were to validate the project 

2. Designing:  There are seven deep interviews done face- to- face at Sun Foods six month 

before the project’s end. Semi - structured interviews were planned where structured 

questions were also prepared based on literature reviews about CSFs. These questions 

could be used to steer the respondents to the right track, when necessary 

3. Interviewing: Technical and industry-specific terminologies were used to match the 

level of respondents being approached (O’Brien, 1984) 

4. Transcribing: Interviews 1-6 were recorded on a minidisc during ERP implementation 

while interview seven with company’s IT manager was done by Skype after project 

ended. The audio recordings were transcribed afterwards and are presented in appendix. 

5. Analysing: 110 interview responses form interviewees were analysed separately 

6. Verifying: Each interviewee was sent copy of their interview for self-review purposes. 

Contact was made with the interviewees when further verification became necessary   

7. Reporting: Comments made during interviews were reviewed, evaluated and reported.  

These interviews were performed on different dates during a period of one weeks. Flow-

ups questions were directed to interviewees to clarify the answers. 

3.4 Qualitative and Quantitative Collection Methods  

Greener (2008) states that a quantitative approach to research is often associated with a 

deductive approach in testing theory, often using number or facts and therefore is a positivist 

model. A qualitative approach, in contrary, is often associated with inductive approach in 

generating theory often using an interpretivist model allowing the existence of multiple 

perspectives.  

Successful ERP implementation requires software that matches company’s requirements. 

To find the best match between company’s requirements and vendor’s ERP product, the 

company’s requirements were initially quantified in a series of activities. In the next stage, the 

vendors who satisfied the requirements were ranked and weighted. Thereby, this study uses 

quantitative method with facts, numbers and tables during the process of finding the best 

appropriate ERP product for implementation project in our case study. 
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3.5 Reasons for Choosing the CSF Model for Integration of ERP Systems  

A general CSF model is based on identification of a set of Critical Success Factors (CSF). 

The CSF model investigated here, divides the CSFs into two clear groups of strategic and 

tactical factors. This approach to ERP implementation project is based on business process 

while emphasizing the role of Legacy System and aligning ERP software with business 

processes. The model includes Legacy System as a strategic CSF. This makes the model 

appropriate for our case study which has a similar background with a Legacy Systems, since 

the empirical studies in this work were performed in two companies each with Legacy Systems. 

 Nielsen (2002) states that “This model can be seen as important as it focuses on the actual 

organization, strategic and tactical processes that can exist in an ERP implementation process 

from a management perspective”. 

3.6 Positivist and Interpretivist Approach 

Greener (2008) discusses that a positivist approach is usually associated with natural 

science and involves empirical testing. Positivism believes that there are two ways to reach 

knowledge: through our five senses (empiricism) and through our intellect (logical knowledge). 

Thereby, conclusions can be drawn in two ways: inductive or deductive. The inductive method 

is based on empirical evidence and the deductive method on logic. The empirical truth does not 

always need to be true because our senses may betray us whereas the logical truth is always 

true. Interpretivism is more common in social sciences. Greener (2008) explains that since 

business and management involve people as well as things, the interpretivist argument promotes 

the idea that “subjective thoughts and ideas” are valid. The interpretivist aims to see the world 

through the eye of people being studied, allowing them multiple perspectives of reality, rather 

than the “one reality” of positivism.  

This research is about management in business science. The research study follows 

positivist approach where logical reasoning and deductive method is used. 

3.7 Reliability and Validity 

Greener (2008) defines “Reliability” as another term for consistency or repeatability 

where the reader should be able to use the same method and produce the same results. The fact 

that Holland and Light model is based on Pinto and Slevin’s list of ten success factors in over 

400 projects makes it repeatable. Our case study followed the theoretical Holland and Light’s 
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model through a series of concrete steps and arrived at a successful ERP implementation and 

thereby the same procedure could be repeated in the future and the model is thereby a reliable 

model. Furthermore, literature reviews of CSFs by other researchers were used to increase the 

reliability of the CSFs in Holland and Light CSF model by iteration.  

Greener defines (2008) “Internal Validity” with an example: does factor X causes factor 

Y to happen? This is called causality where X is called the independent variable and Y the 

dependent variable.  Before we execute the causality test in this respect, we need to find what 

factors to be denoted to X and what factor to Y.  

The independent variables are Holland and Light’s CSFs and the test will clarify whether 

these variables will cause a successful ERP implementation. The success of the implementation 

case study presented in chapter 4 clearly shows that the model in theory is internally validated 

in practice.   

Greener (2008) states that “External Validity” is attained when result can be generalized 

to other context or situations. External validity can be achieved by extending the scope of case 

study to other industries, this is not included in this study since our study is performed only in 

food business. 

3.8 Ethical Consideration 

According to Babbie (2013), researchers have a social duty to protect the anonymity of 

the participants in the study. Names of persons and companies given in this study are changed, 

due to request from the Sun Foods, where we performed case study. The name of the company 

and persons who were interviewed should not be given publicly and has also been changed. 

Some facts and figures have been kept for the company only, such as the cost of the project. 

This study had access to internal documents belonging to Sun Food, these documents have been 

presented in chapter 4 of this study. All the information given here that originated from internal 

documents has been correctly referred to. Researcher should avoid untruth or manipulated data 

and information, which this study has followed. Other researchers could use the information 

and data in the internal documents. 
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4 Presentation of Empirical Studies 

This chapter presents a case study for ERP implementation at a UK company The ERP 

overall project was implemented in two stages through two projects. In the first stage, consultant 

company Audit Master selected ERP package vendor through “Software Vendor Selection 

Project”. In the second stage, consultant company Project Master was the project manager for 

the “ERP implementation Project”. 

4.1 Background  

Sun Foods needed a new ERP system. The management of Sun Foods was planning to 

acquire another company in the same branch called Royal Potato. Royal Potato owned a 

production nearby. These sites needed a new ERP system integrated into one ERP.  

Sun Foods acquired Royal Potato before its ERP implementation project started, but due 

to financial problems the integration of the two companies was conducted one year after the 

acquisition. The practical implications of this company acquisition were changes in the whole 

ERP implementation project. The project which had already started at Sun Foods a year ago, 

should integrate two other sites: the existing ERP at Royal Potato site and a further site nearby.  

The integration of these three sites, each with own Legacy Systems into one and the 

implementation of a unified ERP system based on these sites’ Legacy System, was a technical 

challenge. Furthermore, Sun Foods experienced a new project organization directly after 

acquiring Royal Potato.  

People, technical challenges and business climates are important factors that make an 

ERP implementation unique. Due to synergic effects, some of the staffs with ERP knowledge 

in Sun Foods and Royal Potato were made redundant during the project implementation phase.  

Still, the ERP implementation project, which took 28 months, was finished almost as schedule 

and within the budget. 

4.2 Company Presentation 

Royal Potato and Sun Foods are two companies with a large customer market segment, 

comprising the whole UK. Audit Master. and Project Master. are two external consultant 

companies which assisted them with ERP’s vendor selection and project management of the 

implementation project. To present the business complexity, short histories of these companies 

are presented here based on the companies’ internal evidences. Names of the companies are 
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anonymized as Sun Foods, Royal Potato and the names of the two consultancy companies are 

anonymized as Project Master and Audit Master due to a request from the companies.  

4.2.1 Royal Potato 

Royal Potato was formed 1950 and licensed the name and recipes of Royal Potato in UK. 

Royal Potato expanded by acquiring two further manufacturing sites and the contract to produce 

Golden Cores for Procter and Gamble. Between 2007-2010, Royal Potato acquired few other 

companies producing ecology foods and dietary snacks manufacturer in the UK. The Royal 

Potato group, which was privately owned by the James family, achieved a turnover of £150 

million per annum with more than 1,000 employed people. 

4.2.2 Sun Foods Export  

Sun Food’s internal documents states that the company was established in 1973 in  Ireland 

as manufacturer and distributor of premium snack foods (crisps, snacks, peanuts and popcorn), 

supplying branded and own label products to UK, Continental Europe, Australia, Asia and 

Middle East. Latest accounts for Sun Food Exports Ltd shows that the company increased its 

pretax profit to €2.56 million in 2009 from €1.96 million in the previous year. In 2011 after the 

successful acquisition of the Royal Potato, Sun Foods has grown to be one of Ireland’s top 

snack foods manufacturer. Today, that brand accounts for retail sales of nearly €18 million and 

is the number one crinkle cut crisp in Ireland.  

4.3 Two External Consultancy Companies 

The consulting organizations generally have number of people with experiences of 

implementing numerous major ERP packages and they have worked with various tools to 

support these implementations. To reduce the risk associated with this project, two external 

consultant companies were hired to assist Sun Foods during the whole ERP project 

implementation.  

These companies do not wish to be named by their real name. In this work, we refer to 

them as Audit Master and Project Master. Audit Master was hired by Sun Foods to perform the 

ERP vendor selection and specify the project. Project Master was the project management of 

the implementation project.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tayto
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procter_%26_Gamble
http://www.largofoods.ie/our-company/
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4.3.1 External Consultancy for ERP Software Vendor Selection: Audit Master 

There are many vendors providing ERP for systems with varieties of sizes and 

complexities. 

Sun Foods required suitable ERP software among hundreds of similar products on the 

market by different vendors. The task of selecting a vendor, writing its project drivers, project 

objectives and other project specification documents was delegated to Audit Master. 

The internal documents of Audit Master present the company as an international 

organization specializing in audit, accountancy, tax, legal and advisory services to large 

corporations. 

They have a large dedicated consultant division in UK, including an IT unit. Audit Master 

has significant experience with the specification and selection of ERP / finance systems and 

therefore they were invited by Sun Foods to assist them in their selection of an ERP for 

“Manufacturing System”. The core team consisted of three expertise: an IT partner, a project 

manager and a senior IT consultant.  

4.3.2 External Consultancy for ERP Project Implementation: Project Master  

Project Master is a UK based business and IT consultancy firm. Founded in 1998, they 

specialize in program and project management, IT consulting and resourcing.  

Company’s internal documents states that they assist blue chip organizations to build 

competitive advantage through IT, human resource development and best practice approaches 

to program and project management. They have in-depth understanding of food sector business 

dynamics and were therefore chosen to deploy a company- wide ERP project at Sun Foods with 

a total investment at six figures (€). 

 

4.3.3 Internal Company Documents Policy 

This section refers to the internal documents provided by Sun Foods. The facts and figures 

used in this chapter are all as in company’s internal documents, however, the companies have 

been renamed. The internal documents are referred to here as:  

• “ERP Vendor Selection and Verification Process” written by Audit Master.  

• “New IT Environment and Infrastructure” written by Project Master. 
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4.4 Case Study  

4.4.1 Overall ERP Project  

The overall project consisted of two stages.  In the first stage Audit Master selected a 

vendor through six project phases: phase 1 to 6. The company’s steering group discussed the 

recommended vendor and negotiated the contract. In the second stage, Project Master, acting 

as the implementation project manager, implemented the project. 

What were the factors causing the ERP system to be initiated?  What were the 

opportunities to be gained or threats to be avoided by implementing new business application 

and investing in new ERP project? The answers to these questions constitute the expectations 

about the project’s business benefits and returns and are documented under project drivers and 

project goals based on Sun Foods ’ business case.  

4.4.2 ERP Project Drivers 

 Sun Foods had earlier expanded by obtaining Royal Potato. Royal Potato had used a 

Legacy System ERP called C&C which was owned by a full-service consulting computing 

company offering a wide range of experiences in mainframes and network.  

After the acquisition of Royal Potato, the continuing use of C&C systems by Royal Potato 

was only a short-term measure. The complete ERP system used by Royal Potato was at the end 

of its life and was no longer being developed or marketed. Therefore, there was no integration 

or standardization between Sun Foods and Royal Potato’s C&C ERP system.  

On the other hand, Sun Foods was planning a new warehouse at a site, called Barnsley. 

Both Sun Foods and Royal Potato had aging clients and “Workgroup Computer Network” 

infrastructure with a considerable amount of unsuitable, inadequate or unsupported hardware 

and software.  

4.4.3 ERP Project Objectives 

Every project has its own unique objective which is built on its business cases. Audit 

Master translated the project drivers into project objectives.  Company’s strategic objectives 

are clearly formulated in project objectives.  

The implementation project’s goal of improving the business process, was one of the most 

important goals of the project.  

The following objectives were formulated in Audit Master’s document to provide 

guidelines for everybody engaged in the project and to understand the project’s end- product: 
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• To improve business processes 

• To remove the competitive disadvantage of diverse obsolescent systems 

• To integrate operations of Sun Foods and Royal Potato with a single application and a 

single, standardized data set 

• To support the manufacturing environment – costing, planning, reporting, etc.  

• To support the new warehouse in Barnsley site using modern logistics management 

• To control stock and inventory 

• To increase capacity – a scalable solution able to support future business growth,  

• To reduce waste, optimize production capacity and costs,  

• To improve product traceability and forecasting and  

• To improve business information and MIS reporting.  

Achieving all these goals required changes in company’s business processes, organization 

and technology. 

4.4.4 ERP Project’s Intangible Benefits  

The consequence of a unified ERP system extends over organisations. Audit Master also 

documented the intangible benefits of software investment.  

As stated in the company’s internal documents, the existing ERP systems at two sites 

consisted of two older systems which were not user-friendly and were not accepted by users 

across the new organization. The new ERP system would benefit from the new technologies 

and would be a reliable system in accordance with the needs of the company while enjoying 

increased functionalities and providing higher performance. 

The technology refresh of organization’s Legacy System would offer a modern, 

standardized, supportable (for a minimum period of 5 years) ERP environment for an 

integrated, consistent Sun Foods and Royal Potato organization. 

The security aspect of the ERP system was also crucial. Sun Foods anticipated the new 

ERP system to facilitate an overall reduction in recurrent IT costs and a reporting and 

monitoring possibility against customer service levels agreements. 
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Table 3: ERP Project Time Line 

July: Year 1 Start of year 1 

August RFP for an ERP system issued by Sun Foods  

September Responses received 

January Audit Master joins project 

March Desk based tender evaluation complete, shortlist generated 

April Demo’s scheduled but cancelled 

May Vendors informed project was “on hold” 

July Royal Potato acquisition agreed 

July: Year 2 Start of year 2 

September ERP Project re-launched, expanded scope 

October Expedited “Best and Final” RFP process for revised shortlist 

November IFS selected as preferred vendors 

December Contracts signed with IFS. Vendor software implementation begins 

April First phase to Go-Live 

June All use of C&C systems by Royal Potato must cease 

July: Year 3 Start of year 3 

December Full functionality 

Source: Audit Master, page 6 

4.4.5 Project Time Line, Overall Project Plan 

The project time line is presented in Table 3 (above). The project time line and plan are 

specified in the company’s internal document. The document has considered the major changes 

and events that occurred over periods of project’s 28 months’ life time. Audit Master revised 

this document few times for changes during project.  

The anticipated Royal Potato acquisition was agreed upon in July, one year after the 

project’s start and thereby the project was re-launched by adapting an expanded version of the 

project, this time embracing the new company’s ERP system. The following overall project 

plan was documented by Audit Master. 

Figure 3: ERP Overall Project Plan 

 

Stage 1: 

ERP Software Vendor 

Selection Project 

  Phase 1 Preparation 

Phase 2 ERP Software Vendor Compliance Review 

Phase 3 ERP Software Vendor Short Listing 

Phase 4 ERP Software Vendor Presentation and demonstration 

Phase 5 ERP Software Vendor Recommendation 

Phase 6 ERP Software Vendor Contract  
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Stage 2: 

ERP Implementation 

Project 

 

ERP Software, Hardware Implementation Project 

Source: Audit Master, page 8  

4.5 Stage 1: ERP Software Vendor Selection Project 

As stated in company’s internal document, Audit Master performed the selection process 

through six phases as figure 3 in above.  

4.5.1 Phase 1: Preparation 

Audit Master documented a long list of general package and vendor characteristics for 

the project.  Since Audit Master has been in the branch for a long time, based on their branch 

knowledge and previous experiences, they could identify 30 vendors with varying company 

size, package complexity and package cost.  

Vendors were marked for best-match based on these three attributes.  These vendors each 

received a Request For Proposal (RFP) and a time frame to answer the questions about their 

package. These were questions whose answers were not available from other sources and could 

only be provided by the vendors themselves.   

During the preparation phase, the company’s requirements were defined and documented 

in a “Requirement Specification”. Audit Master used a requirement specification tool consisting 

of templates to help align business processes with standard package. This tool model’s business 

processes and automatically configures the software package.  

Audit Master held numerous meetings and interviews involving users from all levels of 

the organization and reviewed all the current business processes to define the strength and 

weaknesses of the current system and hence define the requirements of the current system. They 

defined new functional requirements incorporating both the branch-oriented requirements and 

non-product specific requirements. They prioritized all these requirements on a scale of 1-4, 

where 1= mandatory, 2= desirable, 3=optional, 4= nice to have. The detailed functional 

requirements were documented in all the major areas of the organization such as financial, 

manufacturing, inventory and few more. The “Mandatory” requirement indicates absolute 

requirement. Vendor’s answer would clearly show whether a vendor failed to support a 

requirement criterion.  
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This list of requirements was documented in the RFP and sent to vendors. The selection 

criteria and priority for each requirement item was included in the RFP document, making them 

visible for the vendors. Audit Master ensured transparency by putting the company in touch 

with each vendor directly in a series of bidders’ conferences where vendors question was 

answered by the organization. Each vendor attained a “Score” depending on the extent the 

vendor satisfied the company’s requirement. Following shows part of the Sun Foods’  

requirements. Each requirement has an identification number (serial number S/N), functional 

description, priority number (1-4), phase or time for its implementation, selection criteria 

(standard or waiting based on information on cost, complexity of the product and the vendor 

size), customer number and comments. 

  Table 4: Extract from Requirement Specification 

Source: Audit Master, page 10 

4.5.2 Phase 2: ERP Software Vendor Compliance Review  

When RFP were received from vendors, the document was used to check the compliance 

by mapping each requirement item against the selection criteria. This phase answered the 
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question: “how good vendors meet those company’s regulatory requirements to ensure 

compliance”. In the next phase, Audit Master would hold a series of meetings and desk-based 

discussions to perform vendor scoring and vendor evaluation. 

4.5.3 Phase 3: ERP Software Vendors Short Listing 

The short list of vendors should consist of those vendors who are most suitable to meet 

the requirements. The aim of this phase was to short-list vendors to a list consisting of 2-4 by 

applying few filters to the long vendor list.  The RFP and RFI documents were the initial filter. 

Audit Master used “Cost” as the filter for all vendors on the long list to give all the vendors a 

chance and at the same time to see which vendors gave value for money. The package belonging 

to each vendor on the short list needed to be reviewed in detail.  Audit Master believed that too 

many vendors on the short list would mean wasted effort for vendors with little chance of being 

selected and too few would mean that the organization avoids giving packages with a good 

chance of being selected, the opportunity of being selected. 

1) RFP and RFI Filter 

Initially, a table consisting of four following columns were prepared: “Vendor”,” Rank”,” 

Score” and “Status”. Each company requirement was given a score during a desk-based 

evaluation of RFP and RFI. Vendors were ranked by the order of scores achieved where the 

total score attainable in the evaluation was 200. The “Status” column showed which vendors 

were “Eliminated”, which were in “Progress” and which were “Reviewed”. One of the vendors 

with “Progress” status in the table below did not wish to continue and was therefore replaced 

by a vendor with “Review” status higher up in the table. 

      Table 5: ERP Software Vendor Evaluation, Filter- RFP/RFI  

Vendor Rank Score Status 

A 1 140 Progress 

B 2 138 Progress 

C 3 130 Progress 

D 4 125 Eliminate 

E 5 118 Eliminate 

F 6 116 Eliminate 

G 7 113 Review 

H 8 110 Review 

Source: Audit Master, page 15  
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2) Cost Filter 

All the vendors were further studied based on their cost-filter as in below. The total cost 

of package includes the cost of additional hardware and network, the purchase price of the 

software, licensing and databases. All vendors were requested to complete the supplied costs 

tables of their product entered in to spreadsheets below.  

Table 6: ERP Software Vendor Evaluation, Extract from Cost- Filter 

Source: Audit Master, page 16 

The above figure was supplied by all the vendors. The table is based on different aspects 

of costs to show whether a vendor offers value for money: 

1. The initial cost of hardware, software, database, implementation, data migration and 

support and training services 

2. Limitations and possible value/ cost of terms and conditions, licenses, warranties and 

duration 
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3. Total cost of acquisition 

4. The cost of ongoing annual licenses, maintenance and support 

5. Total cost of ownership over a period of 5 years. 

Cost proposals had to be normalised to facilitate comparison and ensure that a full cost 

solution was evaluated for all vendors. Costs are excluding VAT. These costs are then used in 

calculating the investment costs. 

3) Value for Money 

The result of the cost table, after applying normalization, is as in figure below, where 4 

remaining vendors were ranked based on both their initial costs and the cost during 5-years. 

Table 7: ERP Software Vendor Valuation, Value for Money in 5- years 

Ranking Vendor Initial Cost (€) 5-Years Cost of 

Ownership (€) 

1 A 312,930 405,715 

2 B 371,888 576,236 

3 C 392,600 587,065 

4 G 666,748 1,059,335 

  Source: Audit Master, page 17 

4) Other filters 

There are several ways to collect information on vendors to be used for short listing the 

vendors. Audit Master had done extensive research on reviewing the results of selection projects 

from other organizations, using package selection databases, reviewing literatures and reports, 

visiting vendor sites sending RFPs or RFIs to vendors. 

As stated by Audit Master, some vendors were eliminated because they did not have 

integrated modules in all the required areas, or vendor’s software did not have a focus in the 

organization’s industry. Few vendors were eliminated because their software could not run on 

the organization’s Legacy Systems such as operating systems and databases. Other reasons for 

elimination were reputation for a buggy software and bad support, stories of implementation 

failure, lack of references and shortcomings in vendor’s demonstration. 

4.5.4 Phase 4: ERP Software Vendor Presentation and Demonstration  

Phase 4 involves presentations and demonstrations by the vendors. All four shortlisted 

vendors were invited to run one-day demonstrations for the company. Feedback forms were 
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distributed, and the results collated. A score of below 60 is considered poor, 60-70 adequate, 

80-90 good and 100+ excellent. 

Table 8: ERP Software Vendor Evaluation, Presentation, Demonstration 

Vendor B C G A 

Overall Total 76.5 84.5 101.7 0 

Conclusion Adequate Good Excellent Adequate 

Source: Audit Master, page 18 

4.5.5 Best and Final RFP Evaluation 

Audit Master arranged a further RFP and the following table shows the result. The table 

below shows the relationship between Evaluation Criteria and the Weigh’s scores for “Best and 

Final” vendors A, B, C and G. 

Table 9: ERP Software Vendor Evaluation, Best and Final RFP Evaluation 

ERP Software Vendor Score 

Evaluation Criteria Weight B C G A 

Functional fit 60 40 54 45 34 

Technical fit 7.5 7 5 4 7 

Scalability 7.5 5 6 4 7 

Understanding 10 8 9 7 5 

Implementation 10 8 8 6 4 

Reputation 10 7 8 7 6 

Internal operation model 10 7 5 4 6 

Data Migration 5 7 4 2 2 

Quality of team proposed 15 8 11 7 6 

Support 15 9 10 9 8 

Value for money 50 37 36 14 44 

Totals 200 140 156 110 129 

Source: Audit Master, page 19  

4.5.6 Phase 5: ERP Software Vendors Recommendation 

Based on the above analysis Audit Master’s final evaluation of the vendors were 

summarized as follows and vendor C was selected while B was the reserve. 
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Table 10: ERP Software Vendor Recommendation 

 

Source: Audit Master, page 20  

4.5.7 Phase 6: ERP Software Vendor Contract 

This phase involves “Contract Negotiations” and “Reference Site Visits”.  

 

Table 11: Highest ERP Software Vendor Score 

Vendor Score 

Evaluation Criteria Weight B B (amended) C C (amended) 

Functional fit 60 40 40 54 54 

Technical fit 7.5 7 7 5 5 

Scalability 7.5 5 5 6 6 

Understanding 10 8 8 9 9 

Implementation 10 8 7 8 8 

Reputation 10 7 7 8 8 

Internal operation model 10 7 7 5 5 

Data Migration 5 7 4 4 4 

Quality of team proposed 15 8 8 11 11 

Support 15 9 9 10 10 

Value for money 50 37 40 36 32 

Totals 200 140 142 156 152 

Source: Audit Master, page 21 

Vendors C and B were recommended, and Audit Master decided to negotiate with both vendors. 

The negotiation resulted in amendments in both price category and functionalities and thereby 

changed the scores as shown in Table 11 above. 

Vendor C attained the highest score and was therefore chosen as recommended vendor. The 

selection team informed the company’s steering committee about their recommendation of 

selecting vendor C. Vendor C is the Swedish ERP company called IFS. 

Vendor Rank Recommended 

B 2 Reserve Supplier 

C 1 Preferred Supplier 

G 3 Eliminated 

A 4 Eliminated 
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4.6 Why ERP Vendor IFS? 

How good is the match between company’s requirements and business processes and the 

software package selected? In the following, the positive aspects of IFS’s software from 

company’s point of interests is presented as stated by Audit Master.  

4.6.1 Positives About ERP Vendor IFS 

ERP Packages use a certain approach to business processes in an organization. Some 

packages perform processes in a complex way, showing no flexibility. They use a language 

which is not used within the industry and therefore the package would not fit the organization.  

Audit Master describes the positive points about the software ERP package by IFS in a 

document. 

• IFS had a comprehensive component-based suite of functions  

• There was no need to acquire bolt-on third party offerings to fill functional gaps. The team, 

therefore, did not need to modify vendor’s source code or do custom programming to add 

functionality to the package. Software source code modifications would require altering the 

software design and require extensive testing. 

Still, IFS provided the required functionality and was particularly strong in factory floor control 

and procurement planning, inventory and warehouse and quality management. IFS applications 

were known for openness and its capability to integrate with other systems which makes it 

easier to access data from various sources. This is an absolute criterion for accurate forecasts.  

Software vendors tend to design their product for a certain industry.  IFS showed a strong 

knowledge of food manufacturing and presented good knowledge of Sun Foods ’s business in 

demonstration. IFS had also a good implementation approach and was co-operating with a 

reasonably strong implementation team in a consulting company called.  

During implementation of a package, the availability of god support becomes very 

important. IFS were based in a city where 2 of the implementation sites are situated and could 

provide local support for their software package. As for vendor criteria, the size of IFS was 

larger, and the company was known to be a more robust company than its rivals. It enjoyed 

high profile clients in UK. IFS received good references from companies in the same branch 

and after negotiation and amendments, it had an acceptable price. 
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4.6.2 Concerns About ERP Vendor IFS 

Since there are a lot of consolidations and merging going on within ERP vendors the 

financial stability and profitability of the vendors are important for customers. Audit Master 

had some concerns about IFS. These were presented to the company’s steering committee. The 

long-term viability of IFS as an independent vendor was a major concern. Audit Master often 

bases their concern on vendor’s stock price and the stability of the company top management.  

• One concern was IFS’s annual support and maintenance costs. Often all the functionalities 

required for an organization’s processes are not available in one release and therefore the 

organization need to have a secure plan for support and maintenance of the package in case 

errors appear during operation until the next release.  

• Vendor’s approach to training was also an issue. Audit Master required three levels of 

customer support. The first level was desktop support to answer questions. The second and 

the third line support involved having technicians on site in case of programming errors and 

design errors.  

• There were other issues such as payment terms, managing Oracle database and the data 

migration from the Legacy System. 

4.6.3 Project Risks  

Audit Master recognized the risks in the overall ERP project and presented risk analysis 

in a document discussing the project challenges.  

• The timescales and variable pace of project in different sites could delay the project 

• There were some changes to the project scope, including integrating Royal Potato 

requirements as a newly joined company in September which resulted in project re-launch 

• Changes to the project scope would also affect maintaining momentum and credibility with 

vendors and could lead to limited availability of resources and skills and lack of focus and 

commitment in the early stage of integration.  

• IT resource shortage. Since these two companies had their own needs for IT resources, there 

was a risk for competition for IT resources – including operational needs. 

To meet these challenges, Audit Master had plans for measures such as getting additional 

resources, re-distributing resources, reassigning difficult tasks and hiring specialists. 
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4.7 Stage 2: ERP Implementation Project 

To illustrate how the complexity of the IT infrastructure Legacy System affected the ERP 

implementation, the infrastructure at Sun Foods is presented in this study.  

The purpose of this section is not to discuss the mere technical issues, but the magnitude 

of the software and hardware changes will be presented. The aim is to show how these changes 

constitute the biggest challenge in the integration with the new ERP system. 

4.7.1 Legacy System: Company’s IT System 

The IT- Manager is based at Sun Foods Head Office where they manufacture crisps.  

Sun Foods has four depots spread in different sites in Ireland. The present office premises of 

Royal Potato are expected to close shortly and about 16 staff will be relocated to a nearby site 

which will be a production site.  

Royal Potato operation has access to the C&C owned ERP systems for one more year.  

The IT systems at Sun Foods was currently undergoing a period of rapid growth and 

development and substantial investment due to integration with Royal Potato and IFS 

implementation and introduction of new hardware for file and print and mail servers. This 

integration will result in the erection of a new warehouse nearby with new communication room 

and extensive rewiring.  

The combination of the above with the normal operational demands, has presented 

considerable challenges to the IT function. 

4.7.2 Legacy System: Company’s Hardware Profile 

 Sun Foods is currently completing a revamp of its core server systems which will position 

it with up-date hardware and software for production purposes.  

The use of IBM AS/400 servers by Royal Potato and a DEC Alpha Server by Sun Foods  

was about to be discontinued – although the later will still be accessible for historical data.   

Three aging legacy files and print and Lotus Notes servers will join the Barnsley network 

and will be phased out gradually. Other legacy servers at Barnsley will also be phased out as 

use of Vantage system will discontinue. 

4.7.3 Legacy System: Company’s IT Asset 

IT is the company’s Information and Communication Technology. Project Master 

documented the followings as the IT asset highlights:  
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• Six new server computers were required for web server, file and print server, IFS and 

MS SQL Cognos database and Mobilise 

• Two new high capacity tape streamers 

• 15 laptops and 70 PCs should also be installed 

• 6 legacy servers used for MS SQL, BDC and Vantage.  

4.7.4 Integration of ERP Systems by IFS ERP Software 

Sun Foods purchased IFS ERP system to replace several existing systems at Sun Foods  

and Royal Potato, these are as following: 

• The production system, located at a site nearby, runs on a large IBM server with data stored 

in an Oracle database  

• The finance and sales/distribution areas of IFS are the key items included in phase 1 before 

Go-Live with a Go-Live date 20 month after the total project start 

• Access to IFS is primarily via a small client loaded on PC’s and laptops. The 

Implementation process was phased after Go-Live 

 

Figure 4: IFS ERP Components Integration 

 

Source: Project Master, page 5 
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4.7.5 Legacy System: Company’s Software Application 

There were 12 most important software applications which candidates for the new ERP 

system. The new IT environment, documented by Project Master, needed to take each of the 

above these applications and its interface with the other applications into consideration. The 

integration and implementation also needed a very well-defined plan. The table above shows 

how the complexity of the legacy IT variety of the applications determines the complexity of 

the integration project. 

4.7.6 Legacy System: Company’s System Software 

The complexity of the Legacy Systems affects the system software. As stated by Project 

Master: “There were 10 essential systems already in use that needed to be re-installed, upgraded 

or replaced to satisfy the new requirement.” 

There were Windows Network Operating Systems for Server 2003 in 2 editions, Lotus 

Notes, Semantic Antivirus, Windows Operating Systems, Oracle 10g, Microsoft SQL Server, 

DEC OpenVMS, VERITAS Backup Exec 10 plus Oracle Agent.  

 

4.7.7 Legacy System: Company’s Network System 

The present network consisted of: 

• The Local Area Network to facilitate the communication between clients locally and 

the Wide Area Network for communications longer than 40 km.  

• Some Business Enhanced DSL connections at low rate of 3 Mega Bir Per Second. 

downstream and 512 kbps upstream still existed. Cabling of these networks needed to 

be replaced by high capacity fiber optic cables to increase the communication speed   

• A 6 Mega Bit Per Second wireless connection from Sun Foods office to a mast in 

Barnsley was already provided by a telecommunication company, which was then 

connected to the national backbone network.  

• Watch Guard firewall / router installations between Barnsley and Bradford, was 

provided and supported by irtrade - Telecom.  

• Cat 5 / Cat 5e local area network cabling with 3Com switches were running up at 

Gigabit.  
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• Further rationalisation and development was necessary at Barnsley site to support 

future requirements, two new fast Ethernet switches was planned for installation. A 

new office extension was necessary. Backup DSL from irtrade - Telecom was needed. 

• Deployment of leased line was considered as an option. 

4.7.8 Legacy System: Company’s IT organization 

A new organisation has been responsible for working with the implementation of the ERP 

system from IFS. The responsibility was assigned by the top management at Sun Foods where 

company’s Finance Director was the highest responsible post for the ERP project. The ERP 

Finance manager was assigned to lead the project internally as ERP Project and Finance 

Manager. The IT organization was assisting Project Master with the support matters during the 

project while being responsible for IT- communication with the company’s suppliers and even 

company’s daily supports. Suppliers of the materials consisted of both national and mainly 

European companies providing Sun Foods with raw materials and branded products. Therefore, 

coordination was necessary to ensure communication with supplier’s systems. These IT- 

systems needed to be compatible and running continuously for ordering purposes. The IT was 

responsible to maintain application security. The following chart (See Figure 5 below) was 

provided by Project Master to show the internal IT- organisation.  

 

    Figure 5: Internal IT- Organization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Source: Project Master, page 10 
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Since the IT team has not yet been trained on IFS package, they needed assistance of 

Project Master implementation team. After Go-Live phase, the IT team took over the total 

responsibilities for support of the new system in use but in the early stage. The IT team was 

watching Project Master’s technicians and learning about IFS product while making sure that 

technical environment was prepared for Project Master. 

4.7.9 ERP Implementation Project’s Challenges 

Audit Master presented project’s risk factors to the steering group. Since IT resources 

were required simultaneously in different projects, culmination of projects involving the IT 

function and their competing demands during the same period could cause shortage of IT 

resources. The IT function has now amalgamated user groups and satisfying their requirements 

should be done according to a standard. Maximising the potential of the newly acquired 

technologies and procedures was also a challenge for the project. The WAN hardware 

installation and integration with the Legacy System was facing the IT support with modern 

technologies and thereby was a new challenge.  

The review of policies and procedures necessitated by the company growth from “Family 

environment” to a “Large company environment” could have negative effect on the personnel. 

Sensible, economical, efficient and harmonious engagement of external support from Project 

Master, as an external project implementer for IT support, was also a challenge. 
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5 Analysis of Empirical Data 

The Empirical data collected by this study consists of both direct observation data and 

interviews. These are analysed in section 5.2 and grouped into Holland and Light’s CSFs, which 

consist of 12 CSFs. Based on analysis of direct observations and interviews this research study 

has modified Holland and Light’s model in the following way:  CSF “Business Process Change 

and Software Configuration” is divided into CSF “Business Process Change” and CSF 

“Software Configuration” and CSF “Training” is added to the model, giving rise to 14 CSFs.  

5.1 Background 

Sun Foods is a manufacturers of food products that has been selling part of their products 

as a wholesaler to Royal Potato for years. Sun Foods hade a working force of 300 employees.  

Royal Potato was a larger food company with about 500 employees. Royal Potato hade 

no longer its own food manufacturing lines but only selling and distributing other’s products. 

Royal Potato have been leasing an ERP system called C & C for 25 years.  

Sun Food required a new ERP system to replace their ERP called Vantage, implemented 

for 16 years ago. Vantage covered sales, credit control, accounts, logistics and distribution but 

suffered from lack of factory floor capability and was therefore outdated. Six months after the 

start of ERP project at Sun Foods while Sun Foods was still in the processes of selecting an 

ERP vendor to replace Vantage, Royal Potato came for sale. Sun Foods acquired Royal Potato. 

Royal Potato’s C&C ERP system belonged to their mother company and was based on 

user licences. C&C offered user license to Royal Potato’s users for initially six months after the 

company joined Sun Foods.  

Before joining Sun Foods, Royal Potato outsourced some of their districts, keeping only 

food distribution business of 26 van sales nationwide. Royal Potato rolled out their production 

lines, joining Sun Foods with around 100 employees. 

5.2 Analysis of Direct Observation Data and Interviews  

The steps taken for discussion and analysis of CSFs in our case study follows the 

recommendation by Yin (1994) that are presented in section 3.2.1 of this study. Pattern-

matching technique is applied by comparing empirically drawn outcome pattern with a 

predicted one (Yin, 1994). 
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5.3 Modified Holland and Light CSF Model for Merging Situation  

Merging in research’s case study changed the scope of “ERP overall project”. The 

original ERP project plan needed to expand to include the newly acquired company’s 

requirement and therefor was re- launched. The “Software Configuration” for Sun Food needed 

to include Royal Potato too.  “Business Processes Change” included now further changes in 

technology, requirements and organisation. Synergies caused some staff with key knowledge 

to leave the company. While company’s requirements needed to be formulated in one company, 

the integration of the Legacy System into a new ERP system had already started in the other 

company. Due to variable pace of the project in different sites, the gap between training of the 

personnel increased to the extent that cash flow was affected, and production line was stopped. 

The system run slow periodically. Thereby the modified Holland and Light’s CSF was formed 

to meet the new reality.   

In this research study, software Configuration has been performed in a project called 

“ERP Software Vendor Selection Project”. Holland and Light’s CSF “Business Process Change 

and Software Configuration” are in this study divided into two separate CSFs: “Business 

Process Change” and “Software Configuration” to emphasise the importance of both software 

Configuration as a project and managing process changes during projects life- cycle. Also, CSF 

“Training” is added to the model to respond to the request by users for more training. This is 

supported by other researchers who has chosen similar CSFs (See Table2 of this paper).   

 

Table 12: Modified Holland and Light’s CSF Model for Merging Situation 

ERP Implementation Process 

Strategic Tactical 

• Business Vision • Client Consultation 

• Top Management Support • Personnel 

• Project Schedule and Plans 

• ERP Strategy 

• Business Process Change 

• Software Configuration 

• Legacy Systems • Client Acceptance 

 • Monitoring and Feedback 

 • Communication 

 • Trouble Shooting 

• Training 

Source: Own construction 
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5.3.1 CSF “Business Vision” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

Audit Maser documented ERP project benefits and drivers (See sections 4.4.1-4.4.4 of 

this paper), explaining how the organization would benefit from a successful ERP. Furthermore, 

Audit Master formulated all project’s objectives where business process improvement was one 

of the most important goal of the project. Other project objectives were: To remove the 

competitive disadvantage of diverse obsolescent systems, to integrate operations of Sun Foods  

and Royal Potato into a single application and a single, standardized data set, to support the 

manufacturing environment that includes costing, planning, reporting, etc. to support the new 

warehouse site nearby using modern logistics management, to control stock and inventory, to 

increase capacity and to reduce waste, optimize production capacity and costs, to improve 

product traceability and forecasting and to improve business information and MIS reporting 

(See section 4.4 of this paper) 

Sun Food’s acquiring Royal Potato changed company’s business vision. Value creation 

(economic, social or other forms of value) is a part of business strategy.  Holland and Light 

require a business model behind ERP implementation. They require to identify business goals 

and benefits behind ERP implementation and to show how organization should work to achieve 

these (Holland and Light, 1999). Osterwalder and Pigneur (2004) clarify that business strategy 

tells you where you want to go while your business model tells you how to get there. 

These goals could be achieved by making changes in company’s business processes, 

organization and technology with the new ERP implementation. Company’s business vision 

was a clear CSF. 

 

Analysis of interviews 

What was company’s business vision behind ERP implementation? Holland and Light 

(1999) require a business model behind any ERP implementation. They put following questions 

to see if this requirement is fulfilled:   

1. Is there a clear model of how the organization should work?  

2. Are there business goals and benefits that can be identified and tracked?   

3. To see whether ERP implementation in our case hade business a vision, these 

questions are answered.  
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Answer to question 1: Sun Foods acquired Royal Potato and decided to replace all the Legacy 

Systems in Sun Foods , Royal Potato and another site called Barnsley (belonged to Royal 

Potato) with a new unified ERP system. Thereby the company decided on a clear working 

model for the joint company: a unified ERP system.  

Answer to question 2: Holland and Light (1999) require identification of those business goals 

and benefits that can be achieved through ERP implementation. Interview with company’s top 

management gave answer to what was the joined company’s goals and benefits.   

• Company’s Finance Director expressed the benefits of a unified ERP system as moving 

from an old Legacy System to a modern ERP system that: “Will give us substantially 

more data analysis to manipulate information and we will be able to extract information” 

(See Appendix 2:3) 

• Company’s ERP Project and ERP Project and Finance Manager said in his interview 

that the company knew that:” We must change from the ERP system we were using 

within the old Sun Foods due to the aging ERP system which was implemented for 16 

years ago”. He continued:” I can see the implementation of the new ERP system as the 

driving factor of the business praxis within the organization” (See Appendix 2:2) 

Merging these two companies was a business decision made by the owner. They were planning 

for a long-term substitution of these ERP systems, as shown in below: 

• Company’s ERP Finance Project Manager said that merging ERP systems into a unified 

ERP was company’s first objective, although that became a great challenge due to its 

timing:” The implementation was performed during the merging of these two 

companies, which was a disaster”, he stressed on the point that” the timing was a 

disaster” (See Appendix 2:2) 

• Company’s ERP Project and Finance Manager was asked if implementation of the new 

ERP was meant to benefit two company’s business processes, he answered that a new 

ERP was a necessity for the company but suddenly Royal Potato came for sale in the 

middle of ERP vendor selection process for Sun Foods , making the implementation of 

the new ERP secondary” We were getting to a point where we needed to implement any 

ERP system any way. The day it became obvious that Royal Potato was for sale, we 

were sitting down, that very day, with one of the ERP vendors, doing a demonstration 

of ERP system and going through ERP vendor selection process”.  He continued: 

“Merging of these two ERP systems was forced upon the company, since Royal Potato 
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came for sale at a turbulent time: “When the whole Royal Potato integration work was 

done, at the end of that it became even more imperative to collect new ERP system” 

(See Appendix 2:2) 

The fact that ERP implementation was interrupted due to merging processes between Sun Foods  

and Royal Potato, changed the joint company’s business model and created new goals and fresh 

benefits, which was critical for successful ERP implementation. 

5.3.2 CSF “Top Management Support” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

Company’s top management prepared a new organisation working with the 

implementation of the ERP system from IFS. Company’s Finance Director was the highest 

responsible post for the ERP project to ensure that cross- sectional resources are available and 

to ensure consensus throughout. Holland and Light (1999) require that the management provide 

resources and ensure consensus for a successful ERP implementation. Company’s top 

management provided financial support to assist the ERP project. Consultancies with high 

expertise were hired. Company’s Finance Director was chosen even as the highest responsible 

post for company’s ERP project to ensure that cross- sectional resources are available and to 

ensure consensus throughout the changes (Holland and Light 1999). Without a fulltime project 

group (Project Master) that was devoted fully to the implementation of the ERP and was 

supported by top management, there could not be any insurances that project resources would 

be available for continuous improvement before and after Go-Live.   

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light (1999) refer to 3 following tasks of top management: 

• To ensure resources are available for continuous improvement after the main project 

is finished  

• To ensure consensus throughout BPC and software Configuration phase of the project  

• To ensure the appropriation of people and resources to the project and the usage of 

the system post Go-Live. 

During interviews, it was shown that some users of the newly implemented ERP hade 

complains about system’s post Go- Live problems. These problems could be due to points 1 

and 3 in above i.e. shortage of resources (financial, man power, time…) caused by top 

management.  
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• “I can recall very profound consequences that the new system has set for the business 

since it has interrupted the cash flow” (See Appendix 2:1) 

• “On the human level, it meant that our staff had to work much longer hours. It is 

taking longer to do what we used to be able to do before. The system is still low” (See 

the interview with Credit Controller) 

• “It is going to take a lot of time to get things right” (See Appendix 2:1) 

Throughout the project, “Consensus" could be achieved, although the merge between Royal 

Potato and Sun Foods had caused some strains. 

• “As a company, we failed to prepare adequately” (See Appendix 2:2) 

• “It is very plain that there were strains between vendor and client once the deal was 

reached, but this, I feel, is very normal”. He continued by saying that: “At the end of 

the day, we went live.  It happened.  It worked.  This was achievement” (See Appendix 

2:7). 

Company’s IT- Manager was asked whether the integration and implementation project had the 

support of the owner of the company, he answers: 

• ” The owner did, certainly, not appoint top management to lead the implementation 

project and the oversight of the project was delegated to the lower level management. 

This affected the quality of the implementation negatively, such as the lack of training, 

lack of requirement’s fulfilment and few other shortcomings” (See Appendix 2:7) 

• “Managers were not working full time with the project. They were engaged in their own 

day-to-day work while they were leading the project” (See Appendix 2:7) 

Credit Controller’s answer about the supports by CIO, CEO and middle managers was very 

positive. This contradiction between answers could be attributed to the level of decisions which 

must be made by company’s IT- Manager going through changes while being loaded by 

assisting Project Master in their daily work:  

• “How would you describe the level of commitment and involvement of each of the 

following three project stakeholder?” The chairman /CEO? (his answer was: very good), 

The CIO? (his answer was: very good), The Middle managers? (his answer was: very 

strong, since they wanted this to be done) (See Appendix 2:1) 

The answers received during interviews emphasises top management support as CSF. 
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5.3.3 CSF “Project Schedule and Plans” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

Two different projects were implemented through 28 months according to steps defined 

by Audit Master in “ERP Project Time Line” (See Table 3 of this paper). Audit Master specified 

project drivers, project objectives, project time line, project plan and project risk analysis. ERP 

was implemented by Project Master, a consultancy company specialized in ERP and in 

cooperation with IFS. 

The initial ERP Project’s scope was changed to an expanded scope due to Royal Potato 

joining the company and the whole project was re-launched in September of year 2. The 

timescales and variable pace of project in different sites was a risk and the project could be 

delayed. According to Audit Master (See section 4.6.3 of this paper) integration of Royal Potato 

and re-launching the project would also affect maintaining momentum and credibility with 

vendors and could lead to limited availability of resources and skills and lack of focus and 

commitment in the early stage of integration. To reduce risks associated with Royal Potato 

acquirement, more resources were planned. Without a detailed project specification, it would 

not be possible to implement a successful project.  

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light (1999) require detailed specification of individual action steps required 

for project implementation to shows project’s critical paths and boundaries clearly. 

Following questions fulfil the definition and character of this CSF: 

• “Have employees been conscious about the merging plans between 2 companies and 

their ERP systems?”. Company’s Finance Director answered “Yes” 

• “Have you been, in advance, given a good general picture of how implementation will 

be working?” Company’s Finance Director answered “Yes” 

• “Have the time plan and project member presentation in advance been communicated to 

the employees?”. This question was about project activities and project schedule. 

Company’s Finance Director answered “Yes” 

• “The Tuning of the project plan to see if it corresponds with reality has been presented?” 

This question was about clear project status. Company’s Finance Director answered 

“Yes, during different phase of the project, since there was constant tuning during team 

revision by project release” 
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• “Has it been shown which input and output the system requires and who was the person 

providing the system with that information?” This question was about project extension 

and horizon. Company’s Finance Director answered: “Yes, it was clear in advance who 

the responsible person inputting the data would be and what results would be expected. 

A successful ERP implementation is impossible without a detailed project schedule and plan. 

5.3.4 CSF “Legacy System” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

The complexity of the Legacy Systems affected even the complexity of the ERP project 

at different stage of implementation project. The present Legacy System after Royal Potato 

joining consisted of autonomous and heterogeneous systems with multiple technology 

platforms. This leads to the conclusion that to manage a common business process, a variety of 

procedures would be needed. Thereby the amount of technical and organizational change 

required were very high (Holland and Light, 1999).  

Company’s IT was undergoing rapid growth. Integration with Royal Potato, IFS 

implementation and introduction of new hardware for file, print and mail servers, as well as 

giving support to Project Master in their daily work when preparing the network to process data 

transactions, managing Oracle database and data migration from the Legacy Systems, all these 

tasks put a lot of pressures on IT organisation. The IT hardware profile showed that integration 

of the legacy server systems effected the planning of the implementation project in details since 

one legacy server would still be accessible whereas three aging servers should be phased out 

gradually following the project plan. The interfaces between the new system and the existing 

Legacy Systems should be developed to transfer data between systems in real time. 

Holland and Light (1999) state that “Legacy System encapsulates the existing business 

processes, organisation structure and culture and information technology”. Legacy System 

expresses the situation as – is, with no changes, and “therefore they cannot be controlled by a 

company in the same way as the other variables”, on the other hand, “by evaluating existing 

Legacy Systems, you can define the nature and scale of the problems that you will likely 

encounter” (Holland and Light 1999). Sun Foods managed all these critical challenges and the 

project was successfully implemented. 

The following Legacy Systems are presented in this study: 

• Hardware Profile (See section 4.7 of this paper) with new core server systems planned 
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• IT Asset (See section 4.7 of this paper) with mainly six web servers, 85 computers 

and rationalisation of 6 legacy servers    

• Software Application (See section 4.7 of this paper) with 12 new application programs 

which needed to be integrated into the new ERP system 

• System Software (See section 4.7 of this paper) with 10 different systems that needed 

to be re-installed, upgraded or replaced to satisfy the new requirement.  

• Network System (See section 4.7 of this paper) with possibility of rationalisation and 

development 

• IT Organization (See section 4.7 of this paper) with new organization as in Figure 5 

of this paper. 

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light (1999) state that: 

1. Legacy System encapsulates the existing business processes, organisation structure 

and culture and information technology 

2. Complexity of the Legacy Systems affects both the complexity of the ERP project at 

different stage and the amount of technical and organizational change required 

3. Existing Legacy System influences the choice of ERP strategy 

The critical role of Legacy System as a CSF has been illustrated by the answers of interviewees 

in below: 

• Legacy System is the system as-is. It indicates the amount of changes required.  Manager 

for Purchasing and Control of Raw Material explained the Legacy System he has been 

working with and what changes to the present business process he needed: “There was a 

system that was made solely for our company on AS-800, IBM platform. It was a good 

system, but it failed from the reporting side. You were not able to export them to 

anything. You got what you printed out, that was it. You had no way of using the figures 

in another report” (See Appendix 2:5) 

• The complexity of hardware Legacy System and changes necessary due to ERP 

implementation were very expansive. IT- Manager described the changes as: “Entire new 

Communication room was built, production server, reporting server (all are Oracle DB), 

file server, BES server, Exchange server, old Vantage / DEC server and old Windows 

server are all kept.  No Royal Potato servers were used.  All servers were required 
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regardless of Royal Potato acquisition except BES server which was requested by Royal 

Potato Sales” (See Appendix 2:7) 

• Holland and Light mention that company’s Legacy System effects the choice of ERP 

strategy. After the merge, the Legacy ERP System C&C was only available for a limited 

time, due to a license problem. This influenced the choice of ERP strategy. According to 

company’s ERP Finance Project Manager after the end of license period: “We could 

have bought the C&C ERP and set it up here but that would have meant for a series of 

temporary periods, maybe a year” (See Appendix 2:2) 

Holland and Light (1999) state that a unified ERP system for an organization is the result 

of merging different business processes into a common business process. This has been 

the case in our ERP implementation where each company with complex Legacy System 

should be integrated into a unified ERP System. Following answers shows the complexity 

of the integration with the Legacy System. 

• Company’s Finance Director said that in the case of “Vantage project, the solution 

requirements were more complex than what IFS estimated in their initial reviews of 

company requirements and that caused a lot of problems. Admittedly, the problem is 

quite complex, technically. But, I do not think that they think so “(See Appendix 2:3). 

5.3.5 CSF “ERP Strategy” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

Company’s business vision was the implementation of ERP at three sites (Sun Foods, 

Royal Potato and a site nearby) and its integration with the legacy systems into a single 

standardized ERP system. 

Vendor’s ERP software system consists of different functional modules. Legacy Systems 

often consists of few interfaces. Although each ERP software module could independently work 

with the Legacy System, there is no assurance that they all work together. Therefore, each ERP 

software module needs to become individually integrated into the identical module from the 

Legacy System until all the modules are integrated to the whole Legacy System and the new 

ERP system is integrated and built up.  Through linking, the interface between the Legacy 

Systems and the new system were integrated in a series of integrations. During this procedure, 

the system boundaries across each interface are linked and tested.  This is called “Linking 

Strategy” by Holland and Light (1999).  
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Furthermore, “Fast Track” implementation method was used (Holland and Light 1999), 

a method based on a pre- configured version of the ERP system where the possibility of making 

changes in a complete vendor software product is limited. Holland and Light (1999) has 

recommended Fast Track method to control and avoid faults.  

Holland and Light (1999) explain that by adopting a skeleton approach, the roll-out of an 

ERP system across multiple sites can be achieved in a much shorter timeframe, this maintains 

the momentum of the project and gives fewer opportunities for user to try and replicate their 

Legacy Systems onto the new ERP platform, which is the very case when ERP implemented at 

three sites.  

The choice of correct ERP Strategy effects the success of ERP implementation project critically. 

ERP Strategy has been very fundamental in our case and certainly a CSF. 

Analysis of interviews 

Issues related to the method of software implementation belong to the ERP strategy and 

are discussed here. Holland and Light (1999) believe that various ERP strategies need to be 

evaluated against the CSFs Legacy System and business vision.  

ERP Strategy used in our case study was Fast- Track methodology with “Linking 

Approach” where a skeleton version of vendor’s software package (a prototype) was 

implemented and then extra functionalities were gradually added through linking (Holland and 

Light 1999).  

Company’s ERP Project and Finance Manager said in his interview that when the merge 

happened, sales team at Royal Potato was made redundant and there was a lot of information 

and knowledge that were lost with them, he continued that: 

• “There were assumptions made at the prototyping stage that were not made from 

knowledge, since no body was available to back them up” 

This indicates that the skeleton version of the ERP, which constitutes the starting base for the 

further configuration of the vendor’s ERP software, could have been wrongly configured with 

severe consequences.  

Fast-Track methodology stresses the importance of right software package selection, right 

consultant teams and a strong, experienced project management and project team to succeed 

(Shields 2001). Company’s Financial Director and IT- Manger both expressed their concerns 

about Project Master’s role as the consultant team responsible for implementation of IFS ERP 

software. 
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• “The implementation was difficult, and we felt that people we contracted to implement 

the system did not live up to our expectation” (See Appendix 2:3) 

• “They sold us the system, they put a big emphasis on the commitment to consultancy 

and implementation, also giving support on sites with their expertise. We found that they 

were lacking in all these areas really” (See Appendix 2:3) 

• “They told us that the project manager would be on site, nearly every day, all the days 

during the implementation phase, but that did not happen, except rarely (See Appendix 

2:3) 

• “IFS was not supposed to give support, it was Project Master who won the contract. They 

were the ones that promised sun, moon and stars but let us down” (See Appendix 2:7).  

IFS’s ERP package consist of software modules each for a department or function at the 

company.  ERP software modules were implemented initially into distribution, sales, finance 

and logistics (according to Company’s ERP Project and Finance Manager) and later, after Go- 

Live, into manufacturing side (according to Purchasing and Control of Raw Material Manager). 

By linking, the interface between the Legacy Systems and the new system were integrated in a 

series of integrations (Holland and Light 1999). 

The integration part of implementation is a crucial phase for two reasons: Firstly, because it is 

a part of ERP strategy and a wrong strategy has severe effect on the project. Secondly, because 

the linking approach affects the business directly during implementation period since the system 

will be generally out of drift during linking (Holland and Light 1999). Part of complains in the 

interviews could be attributed to the Linking approach. 

5.3.6 CSF “Client Consultation” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

ERP Software Vendor Selection Project in section 4.5.1 (Phase 1) describes how users’ 

requirements were taken into consideration at an early stage. Royal Potato joining Sun Foods  

almost one year after project start disturbed this process. Consequently, the project was re-

launched in September of year 2, this time Royal Potato’s requirements were identified and 

projected into IFS.  

IFS was a good match between company’s requirements, business processes and he 

software package selected (See section 4.6 of this paper).   
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Without listening to the clients and considering their requirements is not possible to implement 

any ERP project successfully. 

Analysis of interviews 

According to Holland and Light (1999), client consultation is: 

• The involvement of the users in design and implementation of business process at an 

early stage 

• “Formal education and training” in included in this CSF.  

Following interview answers illustrates how client’s requirements were meet through client 

consultation:  

•  “Audit Master assisted us in specifying our requirements” (See Appendix 2:7) 

• “During a few months of the selection processes, we made a spread sheet based on a 

scoring system. We got an external company who put together a scoring system in 

consultation with us “(See Appendix 2:2) 

The configuration of the ERP system during implementation should mirror clients work 

processes through client consultation: 

• The interview question was how software was configured during the implementation 

process. The answer was: “Configuration data should have been prepared by the staffs 

who were engaged practically in the Legacy System, with good knowledge of the 

department’s work process and ERP, but that was not always the case” (See Appendix 

2:7) 

• Knowledge of the business process is essential in formulating the departments 

requirements. When asked why Distribution Department’s requirements were not 

mirrored in the system, the answer was: “There should be a proper team who knows the 

supply chain well as such” (See Appendix 2:6). He continued: “There are problems now 

based on the facts we did not set up properly in the first place”  

• Answering interview’s question whether issues arising after Go- Live phase were mainly 

due to “IFS’s implementation errors” or there were due to “the requirements you put 

forward”, Company’s Finance Director said: “I think that in one area, i.e. Vantage 

project, the solution requirements were more complex than what they estimated in their 

initial reviews of the requirements of the company, and that caused a lot of problems. 
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Admittedly, the problem is quite complex, technically. But, I do not think that they think 

so” (See Appendix 2:2) 

• Department of Purchasing and Control of Raw Material state that they had 80% of their 

requirements fulfilled and “Some of them are still pending and will come later in time” 

(See Appendix 2:5). 

Sun Foods was engaged with formulating its requirements and selecting a vendor when Royal 

Potato came for sale. Then all these selecting vendor efforts were pushed into one side and 

company’s focus was then on integrating Royal Potato. When integration work was done and 

at the end of that, it was the time to collect new ERP system. This processes of embedding 

Royal Potato’s requirement into already defined requirements belonging to Sun Foods caused 

some disturbances: 

• “A decision to get new ERP was made however, completely before the opportunity to 

buy Royal Potato emerged and before final choice of product / vendor was made. 

Because of the companies’ obviously different systems and work procedures such a 

change would have had to have been made in any case” (See Appendix 2:7) 

• “The acquirement changed the owner’s priorities. It is very plain that there were strains 

between vendor and client once the deal was reached” (See Appendix 2:7)  

• When Sun Foods requirements were formulated through a process of three months, then 

processes of including even Royal Potato’s requirements started from beginning. “The 

whole selection process took few months, 3 months. Then we worked with” request for 

tender” about Royal Potato, adding the Royal Potato element. That process was now 

reversed, sending it back out again.” (See Appendix 2:2) 

• “What we should have done is to get Royal Potato involved in the very beginning. So, 

we really missed out getting the Royal Potato staffs involved. The Royal Potato staffs 

were involved at the end, very sharply before Go -Live phase, which is far too late. That 

was the problem at the start” (See Appendix 2:1). 

Training issue is crucial while ERP system is being designed and implemented before Go- Live 

phase. This study considers training as a separate CSF in section 5.2.10 of this chapter.  

The interview illustrates the critical role of Client Consultation as a CSF.  
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5.3.7 CSF “Personnel” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

The personnel involved in ERP implementation project were from two expert consultancy 

teams, Project Audit and Project Master, and the personnel from Sun Foods and Royal Potato. 

Consulting organizations have been involved in numerous ERP project implementations (See 

section 4.3 of this paper). Project Master won the contract partly because they consisted of a 

team of experts representing IFS (See section 4.4 of this paper). 

IT support after merging was required to give support to the new IT environment (and the new 

ERP) with new technical systems (See section 4.6.3 of this paper).  

Project Master was concerned about maintaining project momentum and credibility with 

vendors due to project re-launch since the synergies caused personnel losses. Audit Master had 

taken measures to ensure resources necessary for the project after the merge (See section 4.6.3 

of this paper).  

Analysis of direct interviews  

Holland and Light (1999) sees this CSF as: 

• The need for technical experts to configure the system new ERP package  

Holland and Light (1999) further state that: 

• “Organisations need to decide how they are going to manage the Business Process 

Change, organisational change aspects of the implementation” and thereby they need to 

secure “technical experts in their chosen ERP package to configure the system” 

Holland and Light (1999) recommend that only after fulfilment of this condition, the project 

management team can begin to set objectives and design the implementation approach. 

In our interviews, the role of skilled personnel in success of the ERP implementation became 

clear. 

Sun Foods reduced head- counts and the thereby lost some expert staff, the consequence of 

which is illustrated in the answers below: 

• “At that time IFS ERP system was installed, we from warehousing and logistic area did not 

have the time to get engaged in the implementation and set ups of the ERP system, which 

we are now paying for. So, we were deemed to ask another department who were familiar, 

to some extent, with our area. We asked one of the account guys who looked after 

warehousing requirements for the set ups”. He continued: “We struggled from day one to 
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get the “Order Capture System” integrated into the new ERP system since a lot of set ups 

were not done properly and were not correct “(See Appendix 2:16) 

• Company’s ERP Finance Project Manager said: “Some of their districts were outsourced to 

Royal Potato’s parent company”. He continued: “The other thing that happened and 

consequently caused significant problems was that we virtually lost all the finance team at 

the Royal Potato when the merge happened. The sales team was made redundant and there 

was a lot of information and knowledge that were lost with this. So, there were assumptions 

made at the prototyping stage that were not made from knowledge, since no body was 

available to back them up”. He then said: “So, if you could do implement the ERP when the 

business is stable and with the staff required, it would have been a lot easier” (See Appendix 

2:2). 

5.3.8 CSF “Software Configuration” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

In research’s case study, the process of finding an ERP vendor that is based on company’s 

business processes and thereby satisfies all company’s requirements, was implemented by 

Audit Master through 6 phases called “ERP Software Vendor Selection Project” (See section 

4.5 of this paper). These phases were: 

• Phase 1. Preparation: Audit Master reviewed all the current business processes to find 

the strength and weakness of the current system. Based on company’s business 

processes, the functional requirements of the whole company were documented. Table 

4 shows extract from company’s “Requirements Specification” (See section 4.5.1 of 

this paper) 

• Phase 2. ERP Software Vendor Compliance Review: how well vendors meet company’s 

requirement is documented was this review (See section 4.5.2 of this paper) 

• Phase 3. ERP Software Vendor Short Listing: filters were used to list the most suitable 

vendors (See section 4.5.3 and Tables 5, 6 and 7 of this paper) 

• Phase 4.  ERP Software Vendor Presentation and Demonstration: vendors presented and 

demonstrated their ERP and received feedback (See sections 4.5.4 and 4.5.5, Tables 8 

and 9 of this paper) 
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• Phase 5. Software Vendors Recommendation: based on above result in a final 

evaluation, vendors are either “Preferred Supplier” or “Reserve Supplier” or 

“Eliminated” (See section 4.5.6 and Table 10 of this paper)  

• Phase 6. ERP Vendor Contract: Audit Master negotiated with two vendors and based 

on amendments in price and functionalities, IFS was chosen (See section 4.5.7 and Table 

11 of this paper).   

In phase 1, finding the strength and weakness of the current system forced the organization to 

go through organization wide changes and simplified business processes by eliminating 

redundant activities. While implementing the ERP, Project Master’s intension was to simplify 

and optimize processes in close contact with Sun Foods. They jointly decided which processes 

were redundant and need to be eliminated (See section 5.2.9 of this paper).  

 Vendor Selection Project was successful in aligning the software with company’s requirements 

such that IFS did not need to acquire bolt-on third party offerings to fill functional gaps and the 

implementation team, therefore, did not need to modify vendor’s source code or do custom 

programming to add functionality to the package (See section 4.6.1 pf this paper). IFS provided 

the required functionality and was particularly strong in factory floor control and procurement 

planning, inventory and warehouse and quality management (See section 4.6 of this paper).  

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light mean that: 

A fully integrated ERP system forces the organization to undergo re-engineering with ERP 

software merely being an enabler of the change. They see this being achieved by finding the 

best match between companies’ business processes and requirements and vendor’s ERP system.  

• Company’s Credit Controller was now, after the merge, working with a unified ERP 

system for the whole company but this ERP software did not embed the whole 

company’s business process and suffered from shortcomings. He said: “I can recall very 

profound consequences that the new system has set for the business since it has 

interrupted the cash flow. I do not need to give too much details, but it has disturbed us”. 

He mentioned that it has taken him two months for specifying Sun Foods’ requirement, 

but the new ERP system did not embed Royal Potato’s requirements: “In this two-

month’s period, they asked me about my requirements and I answered them with mine. 

The problem was that I could tell them what Sun Foods required but I did not know 

what Royal Potato needed. Royal Potato’s requirement was quite different since Royal 
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Potato had a very large van sales operation, roughly 26 vans nationwide” (See Appendix 

2:1)  

• Company’s ERP Project and Finance Manager explained why ERP software 

Configuration was not successful: “While we implemented the ERP system here, this 

company underwent the biggest single change ever”. He sees the changes as the root 

cause of the huge problems company inflected, such as losing sales. He said “Nothing 

was stable. We implemented ERP into Distribution, Sales, Finance and Logistics and 

these were the areas there were significant changes. You really need to have a stable 

period of implementation from a stable system during a stable time” (See Appendix 2:2)  

• To align the ERP software, company need to configure ERP software to match the 

business processes. Configuring the software requires deep knowledge by staffs who 

knows the requirements and the work processes and cooperates with Project Master, 

who know the software parameters. Company’s ERP Project and Finance Manager 

pointed to the changes in the organization due to synergies and gave an example of how 

these changes contributed to the shortcomings in the requirements, he said:” Throughout 

the period of ERP implantation, from the time we were starting prototyping to the time 

we finished, we had three logistic managers and one of the major areas that we were 

trying to implement the new system was just in the logistic in the warehouse. From day 

one we had huge problems in there. There were questions such as:” who decided that?” 

The answer was:” oh, but he’s gone”. He continued by saying that many configuration’s 

parameters at the prototyping stage were based on assumptions which later during 

implementation turned out to be wrong: “You really had to make new assumptions all 

the time and they did not work” (See Appendix 2:2)  

• Company’s Distribution Manager described how changes of business processes due to 

the merge effected other work processes: “Trying to put two companies together is a 

traumatic job while delivering products to the customers. That was a vast number of 

people who were struggling, trying to provide the customers the products they have 

ordered at the same time IFS ERP system was installed” (See Appendix 2:6) 

• Company’s manager for Purchasing and Control of Raw Material referred to the merge 

between two companies to give the reasons why business processes within the new ERP 

systems should match company’s business process: “We purchased the second 

company. Then you had two different ERP systems for logistics, for van sales. Two 
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different ERP systems will not operate on the old system we had earlier. So, we had to 

buy a new ERP software to merge both systems” (See Appendix 2:5). 

5.3.9 CSF “Business Process Changes” 

The following analysis of direct observations and interviews in our empirical study presents 

the necessity of considering adding a CSF that takes care of the changes explicitly caused by 

integrations of ERP Systems. By analyzing direct observations and interviews, this study 

concluded the necessity of a separate CSF for managing business process changes.   

Analysis of direct observation data 

ERP implementation project causes changes in company’s business processes and business 

structures. Following changes resulted from ERP implementation effected company’s 

technical, business processes and organization. 

Technical Changes 

ERP implementation resulted in changes in IT- technology. There was often a choice 

between changing a process, the infrastructure or the software configuration. 

New realities of IT support were based not just around IFS, but also major co-dependent Legacy 

Systems such as Easybiz, EDG Mobilise and Cognos. The major external support groups at Sun 

Foods  supported followings: wage system (Earnie), time system (TMS), Weighbridge 

software, INVAN, Vantage (ERP), VVMS ERP, irade- telecom (telephony operator), SQL 

(Crystal Reports), Hardware support for VMS Alpha server Sun Food’s print server and WAN 

for Watch Guard firewall hardware. Most of these supports have been minimalistic by nature 

or based on annual premium but now the IT Support needed to support also the components 

that were joined or replaced by IFS such as:  new servers, Oracle for SQL server, EDI 

transaction and EDG support for van sales. 

Besides, IT support needed to learn IFS system configuration to the extent that they could 

take over Project Master due to excessive cost of IFS maintenance per licence. 

Because of national expansion, the role of WAN for companies’ national communication 

coverage became more important. WAN maps were redrawn. 

Process Changes 

These technical changes caused changes in the business process. There was often a choice 

between changing a process, the infrastructure or the software configuration. Project Master’s 

intension was to simplify and optimize processes while considering the total costs. The options 
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were analyzed by Project Master in close contact with Sun Foods and decisions were made 

jointly, feed backs received, and redundancies were eliminated. 

 

Organizational Changes 

For the past four years, Sun Food’s IT has aimed towards being as self-sufficient as 

possible, managing its needs as much as possible in the house. This was being challenged by 

the new circumstances. The integration of Royal Potato which came from large holding group 

and whose policies generally acted in the interest of the group rather than any entity within, 

would inevitably affect the position of Sun Foods  IT Support immediately. Changes were partly 

due to synergies and partly due to the dominant organization prevailed by Royal Potato that 

prevented Sun Food top manager’s open attitude towards changes. 

Analysis of interviews 

Following interview shows how ERP implementation enables other changes. Changes 

because of Sun Food’s merging with Royal Potato were due to ERP implementation and were 

managed by the managers.  

This is a clear case of ERP implementation causing changes in the company’s business 

processes that are highlighted in the following interview questions and answers.  

• Change in Organization: According to company’s Credit Controller: “We needed 10 

persons in my department before implementation of the ERP system, but we now need 

12 persons. This is because we have so much manual work to do and so many hours to 

spend to sort things out. The new system is too slow and cumbersome” (See Appendix 

2:1)  

• Change in Business Process: Company’s Accountant Project Manager, who has been 

working with the new ERP since 10 moths has changed her work process:” It has just 

so many fields. You must go in and out many different fields.” She continued: “The 

system is not flexible”, “So, that is 4 different places you should go to do what you used 

to be able to do in one place. I used to do this in one section!” (See Appendix 2:4)  

• Change in Technology / Business Process: Company’s Distribution Manager has been 

working for both Sun Foods and Royal Potato for 17 years and with the new ERP for 

the past 10 months. He mentioned that his department’s work processes were changed 

due to the new ERP. He was not happy with the new ERP. He said: “We were more 

than a group together at Royal Potato who tried to get the “Order Capture” involved in 
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the new ERP system. We struggled from day one to get the “Order Capture System” 

integrated into the new ERP system”. He continued: “Even this week alone, there is an 

item we have been demanding and apparently has been on the system all along but was 

not a product for some unknown reason. We used to substitute the item. We needed the 

item without knowing that the item was already there. It is disturbing to know that the 

item has been there. Partly due to this, we lost huge amount of sales on the first sex 

month” (See Appendix 2:6) 

• Changes in Organization: Company’s IT- Manger talked about changes in organization 

and work process caused by merging wo companies: "The owner and the top management 

decided to place some of Royal Potato’s staffs in here and consequently, the acquisition of 

Royal Potato caused some changes both in our organization and in our work process. 

Suddenly we were few who would do similar job. It caused some frictions. Sun Foods is 

family owned business and has been enjoying a “family environment” before acquirement 

and by acquiring Royal Potato, the company stepped into a “large company environment”. 

That is a big change. With a good change management, the changes would have been 

managed properly without affecting the business process negatively; after all, the company 

has made significant investment of both capital and time to implement the new ERP 

system!" He then mentioned that the technical changes were managed as the project 

progressed (See Appendix 2:7). 

5.3.10 CSF “Training” 

This CSF is added to Holland and Light model.  

Holland and Light (1999) include variations of “Training” as a part of few other CSFs in the 

their following CSFs: 

• CSF “Clint Consultations”:  Holland and Light (1999)  doses not only include 

“Involvement of the users in the design and implementation of business process” in 

this CSF but they also include “Formal education and training” in this CSF. They give 

an example of a case study where clients were consulted through a series of 

workshops 

• CSF “Personnel”:  Pinto and Slevin (1987), and thereby Holland and Light (1999), 

consider a project team consisting of expertise for “recruitment, selection and 

training” 
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• CSF “Business Process Change and Software Configuration”: Holland and Light 

(1999) state that a consequence of not managing business process changes is “costly 

re- training” later in post Go-Live project phase. They mention how users attempt to 

use the new system as they used to use the old one.  

Analysis of direct observation data 

One of the company’s challenges after the merge was to train the internal personnel. Vendor’s 

approach to training was an issue. Audit Master required three levels of customer support. The 

first level was desktop support to answer questions. The second and the third line support 

involved having technicians on site in case of programming errors and design errors.  

Analysis of interviews 

Some interviews showed that there are users who try to use the new ERP system as they used 

their old system, leading to disturbances in company’s performance and thereby they need “Re- 

Training” which often is costly. Following interviews support “Training” as a CSF:  

• “Lack of training” is mentioned in an interview (See Appendix 2:7)  

• “Project Master started training at a time when so many key people were heavily 

involved in bringing Royal Potato over. So, in effect, the only people who could get full 

time training were people who had generally not much work to do. There was one 

training person sent over from Project Master who trained 3 persons who would train 

all the other staffs” (See Appendix 2:7) 

• “Training did not go to those considered critical to core running of company, which 

with time, in many cases proved to undermine their skill sets at the expense of those 

who received full training” (See Appendix 2:7)  

• “The fact is that the person who trained us did not have a background from warehousing; 

it took her a lot of time to set up the routes and the customers. She did not understand 

the way we upgrade, since she worked on Sales. Thus, the training was not sufficient” 

(See Appendix 2:6) 

• “The training was not great because there was only one person there trying to train 7 

persons. He was not that knowledgeable. But, you need it anyway. You would have 

needed it as one-to-one training” (See Appendix 2:4) 

• Company’s Distribution Manager said about training after Go- Live: “In our meeting, 

last week with Project Master and IFS, we mentioned that we need training, they agreed. 
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They know that we, all working at this department, need training. So long we have come 

up with ways around the aspects of the system that delay us in our day-to-day work. It 

is delaying us at the moment.  To work patiently is delaying us. They are not there, and 

we need to find ways around it” (See Appendix 2:6) 

• Purchasing and Control of Raw Material Department Manager has been working 25 

years with Royal Potato. He said that: "I believe that we gained good insight in the 

new system by hands on training. In this way, you encountered real-life problems. 

We were also able to train other staffs in house. So, we were the trainers, we became 

the trainers". He continued: "Me and my colleague James, we would probably try to 

solve the problem ourselves unless it was a technical fault. We have an administrator 

here who would contact the company which supplied the system and they would 

have a look at it and solve the problem. We have not been having too many problems 

on our end though. The others have had a lot of problems"(See Appendix 2:5) 

• Company’s Financial Manager expressed his concern over the project manager of 

the technical experts in IFS: “They did not have, and still do not have, enough skilled 

people in here in the financial area. I suppose their technical people were ok, but they had 

to go back to their head office in UK quite a lot and I think that some of the solutions they 

proposed initially were not good enough” (See Appendix 2:3). 

5.3.11 CSF “Client Acceptance” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

IFS was generally known for its interface openness and being strong in food 

manufacturing and could thereby satisfy Sun Food’s needs in factory floor, control and 

procurement planning, inventory and warehouse and quality management (See section 4.6 of 

this paper).  

IFS offered an ERP software based on company’s requirements that did not have any 

need to acquire bolt-on third party offerings to fill functional gaps. Furthermore, their ERP 

source code did not need to be altered and there was no need for custom programming to add 

functionality to their package, which increases the level of Customer Acceptance.  

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light (1999) state that: 

• Client’s satisfaction is expressed in client acceptance of the system and therefore through 

client consultations, a system will be generated “to ensure that it meets business needs 
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and facilitate the client acceptance of the system later in the implementation process”. 

“The ERP project team must ensure that the client acceptance of the system is high” 

Furthermore, Holland and Light (1999) explain that this CSF consolidates majority of other 

CSFs such as ERP strategy, top management support, project schedule and plan, previous client 

consultation and motivated and knowledgeable personnel. 

Following questions refer to how this CSF has satisfied client’s high acceptance and 

shows that the degree of customer acceptance varies among departments: 

• Company’s manager for Purchasing and Control of Raw Material has been working for 

Royal Potato for 25 years.  He is satisfied with the new ERP system although he has 

some issues about system’s efficiency. He said: “The IFS system is very good. It gives 

an awful lot of reports. You can break down the information very easily. But, it is a bit 

slow for updating, for putting in the usages and goods received and general day-to-day 

stuff. It is a bit slow, but on the reporting side it is very good”. He mentioned that at a 

later stage, when manufacturing will be implemented as a part of ERP, then the ERP 

system will automatically deduct the packaging and work out their usage and yields” 

(See Appendix 2:5) 

• Company’s Credit Controller answered the question whether his activity been disturbed 

by the new ERP system, he answered: “Absolutely. Very much so”. He continued by 

saying that:” The system is still low”. (See Appendix 2:1)  

• Company’s Distribution Manager was very critical to the ERP function “Order Capture” 

which did not work from day 1. He said: “The basic system was very, very slow from 

the user’s point of view. And then the knock-on effect that was set up showed that 

“Delivery Charges” was not correct, “Pricing” was not correct, “Customers” were not 

correct. The new system was not just tested enough and by the right people before it went 

live”. He said furthermore: “I am not happy with the product at the moment. We need to 

get to that level of change which we need and suits us” (See Appendix 2:6) 

• According to company’s ERP Finance Project Manager, it was decided that Project 

Mater would be on site, nearly every day during implementation phase but that did not 

happen, although the company had paid for the resource.  This was a source of client’s 

dissatisfaction (See Appendix 2:2). 

Client satisfaction is expressed in client acceptance of the system. Without high acceptance of 

the system there will not be a successful ERP implementation. 
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5.3.12 CSF “Monitoring and feedback” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

Continuous monitoring of the project was possible by discussing project’s risk factors 

which presented by Project Master to the project steering group continuously (See section 4.7.9 

of this paper). 

The biggest change in project’s life cycle was in project scope after Royal Potato joining 

Sun Food. This resulted in project re-launch. Risk analysis of the project was performed to 

monitor the project and measures to meet these risks were suggested (See section 4.4 of this 

paper).  

The new IT- organization made it possible to monitor the project and get feedback from 

the users by creating interfaces between company’s Finance Director as the highest responsible 

post, ERP Project and ERP Project and Finance Manager, IT- Manager and the suppliers (See 

section 4.7.8 of this paper). 

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light (1999) refers to this CSF as: 

• “Monitoring and feedback is the exchange of information amongst members of the 

project team and the analysis of feedback from organization users” and ultimately 

ensures that the project is “progressing as planned in technical and organizational terms 

particularly given the mix of internal and external staff working on the project and the 

resulting relationships”. 

To monitor the project and give feedback require that at each stage of the project 

implementation, the key personnel receive feedback on project’s progression and whether the 

project follows its schedule and budget.  

• According to company’s Finance Director: “There were people appointed to each 

functional area and there were also team of people who made the difficulties of reaching 

our goals quite clear. They were quite conscious of how to reach the goal”. He was asked 

whether the project’s status was clear and there was tuning of the project plan to see if it 

corresponded with the reality, and he answered: “Yes, during different phases of the 

project since there was constant tuning during team revisions by project releases”. He 

mentioned that they get a lot of responds from people who have been working with the 

system and since they have effective communication channels on various levels, they 

receive a lot of feedbacks (See Appendix 2:3). 
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This CSF is important in providing the managers with the possibility to anticipate problems 

and taking measures to remedy them, which is critical in the success of any ERP 

implementation project. 

5.3.13 CSF “Communication” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

Company’s new IT organization facilitated for communication with company’s cross-

functional area. The project steering group represented different goals in the organization and 

used to meet with Project Master regularly to present and discuss project challenge (See sections 

4.7.8 and 4.7.9 of this paper). 

Communication channel is necessary for exchanging information about project goal, 

possible changes in policies and procedures and getting and receiving feedback. In an analysis 

of the project risks, Project Master sees that project re-launch could lead to “Limited availability 

of resources and skills” and “To meet these challenges, Audit Master had plans for measures 

such as getting additional resources, re-distributing resources, reassigning difficult tasks and 

hiring specialists” (See section 4.6 of this paper). 

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light (1999)  state that: 

• “A conscious effort to manage the communication between the project group and 

the wider user community is therefore essential to ensure commitment and identify 

problems quickly”. 

There following were answers about project’s communication channels for exchange of 

information regarding changes in the project. These channels are also used for getting and 

receiving feedback.  

• Company’s IT- Manager said that: “team leader discussed the project at their weekly 

meetings. They communicated the project news to the staffs in their weekly group 

meetings” (See Appendix 2:7) 

• Company’s Financial Director was asked whether there has been constantly and rich 

communication on all the levels and whether news has been regularly communicated to 

the employees and he answered by saying:” Yes, by their team leaders. We have planed 

the activities through the team leaders. We are dependent on the team leaders. I think in 

some cases it did not happen but generally I am satisfied with them. They knew the time 
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for Go- Live and so on”. He continued by saying that they had good mutual 

communication with users of the system (See Appendix 2:3)  

Holland and Light (1999)  state that: 

• “A conscious effort to manage the communication between the project group and the 

wider user community is therefore essential to ensure commitment and identify problems 

quickly”.   

The critical role of cross- functional communication in configuration of the new ERP is 

emphasised by interview answers. 

5.3.14 CSF “Trouble shooting” 

Analysis of direct observation data 

Continuous improvement of the new system was important before and after “Go- Live” 

and therefore Audit Master required three levels of customer support: The first level was 

desktop support to answer questions, the second and the third line support involved having 

technicians on site in case of programming errors and design errors (See section 4.6 of this 

paper).  

IT support organization was required to learn IFS system configuration and to take over 

Project Master during the ERP project implementation and to support all other major co-

dependent Legacy Systems and the modern technologies while giving IT support (See section 

4.7.8 of this paper). 

Analysis of interviews 

Holland and Light (1999) state that: 

• “Trouble shooting must be performed continually throughout the project. Mistakes and 

potential problems need to be dealt with rapidly so that the project stays on target”. 

Trouble shooting was arranged in the implementation plan. Following interview answers 

highlights the importance of this CSF: 

• Holland and Light explain this CSF further by saying that top management must ensure 

that resources are available to support the client after the main project is finished.  

Company’s Credit Controller answered the question whether he was satisfied with 

problem solving support and he answered: “Yes, we had internal support and we had 

support by IFS and IT- support. But because the problem was all over the company, it 
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meant that everybody wanted everything fixed at the same time, so we had to prioritize 

alternations. So, you had to wait your turn” (See Appendix 2:1) 

• Company’s Account Project Manager was asked whether he gets any feedback to the 

problems she reports, and she answered: “No, we do not get any feedback on anything. 

You do not know if anything has been done. I got the answer for “Automated Cheques” 

for the first-time last month, until then I had to hand write my Cheques! You do not even 

know that you have not been prioritized”. She has been trying for months to find a way 

of linking an invoice with a payment and a payment with an invoice. Furthermore, she 

needed to be able to register an invoice and its Cheques number. She continued by 

saying: “I needed to find out which invoice is that Cheques. But, it took them up until 

last month to do that for me. I was going mad, because people often ringed me up and 

asked me what Cheques number that is paying and the only thing I could do was to guess 

the Cheques number “(See Appendix 2:4) 

• Company’s Finance Director was asked why users are not satisfied with the new ERP 

system. He explained company’s policy towards trouble shooting as: “We basically try 

to focus on their functional activity, to remove stops from the work”, “It is difficult to 

facilitate for the biggest majority in the beginning. At the end of the day we just try to 

get thing to run, so, that is the highest priority to get things to work and then we would 

tailor as much as we can to suit people’s demand.  (See Appendix 2:3) 

• Company’s Account Project Manager has been trying to answer client’s question about 

what Cheques number belonged to a certain payment, she explained: “the only thing I 

could do was to guess the Cheques number. I was going through all Cheques numbers, 

one by one, to find out that number. It was taking time and my phone was busy” (See 

Appendix 2:4). 

The critical role of trouble shooting in implementation of the new ERP is emphasised by 

interview answers. 

5.4 Summary of Analysis of Empirical Data 

The empirical study and analysis is summarised in the table below.  
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Table 4: Summary of Analysis of Empirical Data 

CSF 
Theory by Holland 

and Light 

Findings at Sun Foods  

and Royal Potato 

 

Analysis 

1. Business Vision 

Business model behind 

ERP implementation is 

required. Business goals 

and benefits should be 

identified and traced  

The ongoing ERP 

implementation was 

interrupted due to merging 

process between 

companies 

When merging, new 

business goals are 

achieved by changing the 

joint company’s business 

model and creating new 

goals and fresh benefits 

2. Top Management 

Support 

 

 

Top management should 

ensure appropriate man- 

power, project consensus 

and resources for 

continuous improvement  

High expertise was hired, 

and a new project 

organisation was 

stablished. Constrains 

existed between ERP 

vendor and the client due 

to merging with the second 

company in the middle of 

the project. The project 

enjoyed the support of 

CIO, CEO and the middle 

managers 

 

 

Support of CIO, CEO 

and middle management 

is fundamental for the 

insurance of project 

resources and the project 

consensus     

3. Project Schedule 

and Plans 

 

 

 

Detailed specification of 

the individual action steps 

is required to show 

project’s critical path and 

boundaries clearly 

The project plan, drivers, 

objectives, time- line and 

risks were specified in 

detail. Two different ERP 

projects were implemented 

simultaneously due to 

merging which changed 

the total project scope. By 

continuously tuning the 

project plan, a clear project 

status could be obtained 

 

 

 

Project requires a project 

schedule and plans that 

shows which system 

input the system required 

and who was responsible 

for that  

4. Legacy System 

 

 

Legacy system 

encapsulates the existing 

business processes, 

organisation structure and 

culture and information 

technology. The amount 

of technical and 

organisational changes 

required are very high in 

case of complex legacy 

systems   

The legacy system at Sun 

Foods  and Royal Potato 

consisted of autonomous 

and heterogeneous systems 

with multi technology 

platforms: hardware 

profile, IT- Asset, software 

applications, system 

software, network system 

and IT- organisation. Each 

company’s complex legacy 

system was integrated into 

a unified ERP system 

separately and successfully 

 

 

 

 

Legacy System effects 

the complexity of ERP 

Strategy and the amount 

of required changes   
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5. ERP Strategy 

 

 

 

The choice of correct 

software module and 

integration strategy effects 

the success of ERP 

implementation critically 

A prototype version of the 

ERP software package was 

implemented, extra 

functionalities were 

gradually added through 

linking. By integrating 

each software module into 

the identical module from 

the legacy system the new 

ERP system was built into 

a unified ERP system 

 

 

ERP Strategy is related 

to the method of 

software implementation 

and is associated with 

Legacy System and 

Business Vision 

6. Client 

Consultation 

 

 

The involvement of the 

users in design 

implementation of 

business process at an 

early stage  

By specifying business 

processes for each 

department, users’ 

requirements were 

mirrored in the system. 

Merging disturbed the 

process of identifying 

Royal Potato’s 

requirements 

 

 

The ERP software 

selected needs to be a 

good match between 

company’s requirements 

and business processes 

7. Personnel 

The use of technical 

experts to configure new 

ERP system is essential. 

Organisation need to 

decide how they are going 

to manage the business 

process change and 

organisational change 

aspects of the 

implementation  

 

Due to the merge, “ERP 

Overall Project” was 

relaunched, staffs made 

redundant and valuable 

knowledge were lost, 

leading to wrong 

configuration 

 

Due to the merge, the 

business was not stable 

while implementation 

project was ongoing. 

Merging resulted in 

information lost  

8. Software 

Configuration 

 

 

 

 

To align ERP Software 

with company’s business 

processes  

Vendor Selection Project 

was successful in aligning 

the software with 

company’s requirements 

such that IFS did not need 

to acquire bolt-on third 

party offerings. 

Process of finding an ERP 

vendor was based on 

company’s business 

processes aiming to satisfy 

all the company’s 

requirements  

 

 

 

The philosophy of this 

CSF is to align the 

business processes with 

the ERP software and to 

simplify company’s 

business processes by 

eliminating redundant 

activities 
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9. Business Process 

Changes 

 

 

ERP implementations 

involves a mix of business 

process change and 

software configuration to 

align the ERP software 

with the business process.  

This forces the 

organization to undergo 

organization wide re-

engineering with ERP 

software merely being an 

enabler of the change 

Changes due to ERP were: 

technical changes, 

organisational changes, 

business processes 

changes. While the ERP 

project was implemented, 

the company underwent 

the biggest single change. 

Company needed to 

configure the ERP 

software to match the 

business process which 

required deep knowledge 

of the system by the staff 

whereas many 

knowledgeable staff had 

left the company  

 

 

Organizations need to 

understand their current 

business structure and 

business processes 

associated with their 

existing IT systems and 

relate this to the business 

processes within the new 

ERP systems 

10. Training 

Costly re- training in post 

Go- Live phase since 

users attempt to use the 

new system as the old one.  

Formal education and 

training in form of work- 

shops is needed. Project 

require expertise team 

members for training 

Many users were critical 

about lack of training and 

/or shortage of 

knowledgeable training 

staffs. Mutual internal 

training was adopted. 

Project manager required 3 

support levels to answer 

questions 

  

 

 

Formal, timely, full 

training for users of the 

new system is essential 

11. Client 

Acceptance 

 

 

 

Client satisfaction is 

expressed in client 

acceptance of the system. 

Clients accept a product 

which satisfies their 

requirement. The ERP 

project team must ensure 

that the client acceptance 

of the system is high 

 

 

Few functions were not 

working properly in the 

beginning causing system 

slow-downs and product 

disturbances. Project 

expertise were supposed to 

be on site, nearly every day 

during implementation 

phase but that did not 

happen!  

This CSF consolidates 

majority of other CSFs 

such as ERP strategy, top 

management support, 

project schedule and 

plan, previous client 

consultation and 

motivated and 

knowledgeable 

personnel. Without high 

acceptance of the system 

there will not be any 

successful ERP 

implementation 

12. Monitoring and 

Feedback 

 

 

 

 

Monitoring and feedback 

is the exchange of 

information among the 

members of the project 

team and the analysis of 

the feedback from the 

users 

During the different phase 

of the ERP project, project 

status was presented to the 

project steering group and 

risk factors were discussed. 

Changing the project scope 

was discussed after the 

merge and measures to 

meet the risks were 

suggested such as: 

additional resources, re-

assigning difficult tasks 

and hiring specialists  

 

 

A control process by 

which key personnel and 

project team members 

exchange information 

and receive feedback on 

how the project is 

comparing to initial 

schedule and budget 
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13. Communication 

A conscious effort to 

manage the 

communication between 

the project group and the 

wider user community is 

essential to ensure 

commitment and identify 

problems quickly 

 

 

 

Team leaders regularly 

communicated with the 

employees and discussed 

the project at weekly 

meetings 

 

 

Cross- functional 

communication are 

necessary on all the 

levels 

14. Trouble Shooting 

 

 

 

 

Trouble shooting must be 

performed continually 

throughout the project. 

Mistakes and potential 

problems must be dealt 

with rapidly.  

Management provided 

internal support by IFS and 

IT- support as three 

support levels dealing with 

errors reported. Many 

users complained about not 

getting feedback to their 

problem. It was difficult to 

facilitate for the biggest 

majority in the beginning 

and trouble shooting’s 

highest priority was to 

remove stops from the 

work. 

 

 

 

 

Continuous improvement 

of the new system, both 

before and after Go- 

Live, is necessary  

Source: Own construction 
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6 Conclusion  

To answer the research questions, this research performed an “Analysis of Empirical 

Data” consisting of “Analysis of Direct Observation Data” and “Analysis of Interviews” in a 

case study. Research contributions and research limitation and recommendations are presented 

in this chapter.     

6.1 Apprehension of research questions 

This section presents how this study has reached the aim of the research by answering the 

following two questions: 

1. Which factors are critical in successful implementation of an ERP project? 

2.  How is the model of CSF implemented in a merger? 

6.1.1 Answer to research question 1:  

Due to high cost of ERP implementation, many researchers have developed a “CSF 

Approach” to assist managers with successful ERP project implementation.  

The factors that are critical in successful implementation of ERP systems are empirically tested 

and shown below.  

Empirical test of CSF ERP Strategy and Legacy System: 

The case study showed that the CSF Legacy Systems in these two companies consisted 

of few complex IT structures, business processes and organizational structures. One aspect of 

this complexity was the complexity of integration of these Legacy Systems with the third-party 

applications. The ERP strategy, which is the software integration strategy, is affected by this 

complexity. The analysis of empirical data at Sun Foods shows how their Legacy Systems 

influenced the amount of technical and organizational changes required.   

Empirical test of CSFs Business Process Change and Software Configuration:  

Research’s empirical data shows how failure in aligning company’s business processes 

with ERP Software vendor will lead to shortcomings in defining company’s requirements and 

consequently to shortcomings in the post Go-Live phase. The study showed that unified ERP 

implementation in merging companies caused the biggest single change in their history and 

concludes that: “Organizations needs to understand their current business structure and business 

processes associated with their existing IT- systems and relate this to the business processes 
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within the new ERP system”.  A successful software Configuration will simplify company’s 

business processes by eliminating redundant activities.  

Empirical test of other CSFs:  

By analysing “Direct Observation Data” and “Interviews” this research study validated 

factors that are critical in a successful implementation of a successful ERP system. 

Empirical test of  Interplay Between Strategical and Tactical CSFs  by Merging Situation 

Holland and Light (1999) mention the interplay between strategic and tactical factors. 

Analysis of the empirical data showed the consequences of Royal Potato joining the company 

under preliminary phase of ERP implementation project. Merging influenced tactical factors 

such as technical software configuration and project manager variables as well as broader 

strategic influence such as overall strategic influence (Holland and Light, 1999).   

6.1.2 Answer to research question 2: 

The “ERP Overall Project” was managed in two stages through following two projects: 

Stage 1: “ERP Software Vendor Selection Project” and Stage 2: “ERP Implementation Project”.   

How was “Stage 1: ERP Software Vendor Selection Project” implemented successfully?  

The project was managed by a consultancy company called “Audit Master”. The aim of 

the project was to find the best match between company’s requirements and an ERP vendor’s 

product. The project followed “ERP Package Selection Methodology” by Shields (2001). 

In this case study, the project was planned to get executed through 6 phases (See Figure 3 of 

this paper). Through direct observation, this study shows the detailed implementation of each 

phase.  

Each company’s requirements were initially listed, weighted and matched against ERP 

vendors. Those vendors that did not meet the requirements were short listed. Vendors were 

inserted through priority filters and ranked accordingly.  Vendors were then evaluated based on 

a list of criteria such as “Functional fit”, “Technical fit” “Data migration”, “Support” and few 

more. The vendor selected provided the required functionality and did not need bolt-on third 

party offerings to fill functional gap. There was, therefore, no need to customize the product to 

add functionality to the package by modifying vendor’s source code.  

Effects of Merging of two Companies to the “ERP Software Vendor Selection Project”: 

How were the consequences of the merge managed? By giving more support, engaging staffs 

in training each other and furthermore, by internal support, engaging IT support into the project 

and hiring experts.       
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How was “Stage 2: ERP Implementation Project” executed successfully?  

The project was managed by a consultancy company called “Project Master”. Detailed plan was 

according to the following: 

• The Project drivers (showing business benefits and returns), Project objectives (with the 

goal of improving the business processes), Project intangible benefits (showing the 

consequence of a unified ERP system), Project time line and plan (showing planning 

for 28 months ahead), Project risks (highlighting the challenges and the way to meet 

these challenges).  

Following CSFs were recognized in this study : a clear “Business Vision” for a unified ERP, 

“Top Management Support” throughout, a detailed  “Project Schedule and Plan”, user 

involvement in “Client Consultation”, upgrading of “Personnel” to become expertise, “Client 

Acceptance” by accepting IFS, “Monitoring and Feedback” by the steering group who 

continuously exchanged information and gave feedbacks and monitored the project, 

“Communication” to give information in weekly meetings by team leaders and “Trouble 

Shooting” by consultancies to improve the system. The ERP Strategy was based on prototyping.    

According to the empirical data, managing changes was the biggest challenge in the 

integration of the Legacy Systems with the new, unified ERP system.  

Effects of Merging Two Companies on the “Overall Project” Scope: 

Royal Potato’s acquisition almost after one year, changed the scope of the “ERP Overall 

Project”. The project was re-launched by adapting an expanded version that included the new 

company’s ERP system. Direct observation showed that merging between two companies had 

caused delays in the overall project’s timescales due to variable pace of the project in different 

sites. The consequences were difficulties in maintaining momentum, resource availability, IT 

resource shortage, lack of focus and commitment in the early stage of integration and credibility 

with vendors. To meet these challenges, the project asked for additional resources, hiring 

specialists and re-assigning difficult project tasks. 

The integration work was technically hard, but it succeeded at last.   

6.2 Theoretical Contribution 

Following are the contributions made by this research study. 
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• A literature review was undertaken to identify what CSFs to consider in this research.  It 

outlines the critical success factors for ERP implementation in different industries with 

varied sizes in previous researches.  

• This research shows that Holland and Light’s CSF model can be considered as a reliable 

model. In chapter 5, the empirical analysis of CSFs could lead to successful ERP 

implementation and thereby Holland and Light model is internally validated by this study.  

• Initially, this study presents the concept of “ERP Package Selection Methodology” and then 

shows how this methodology is applied by “ERP Software Vendor Selection Project” in a 

case study.   

• This study preformed a literature review on other researcher’s definition of the concept 

“Legacy System” and collected their definitions as the “Scope of Legacy Systems” 

comprising IT infrastructure, business process, organizational structure, and organizational 

culture.  

• This research develops further the theory of integration of ERP systems when two company 

merges together. This has been achieved by analysing an integration case in a case study 

both through direct observation and interviews and studying literature reviews by other 

researchers.  Merging caused variable pace in project development in different sites and all 

CSFs were influenced. Empirical data showed Software configuration (software alignment), 

business process changes and training were influenced critically. 

6.3 Managerial Contribution 

Following presents managerial contribution made by this research study: 

• This study examines a Critical Success Factor (CSF) model and its contribution in aiding 

managers to successfully implement ERP while two companies are being merged. The ERP 

software vendor selection project and ERP implementation project described in the case 

study ensures a successful outcome for ERP implementation by reducing the risks 

associated with project implementations and reducing financial losses when two companies, 

each with own ERP systems, are merged together.  

• The case study shows that in a complex business case where companies each with their own 

Legacy Systems are being merged together, technical changes, process changes, 

organizational changes and changes incorporated in project scope can be managed by 
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considering the CSFs “Legacy Systems”, “Business Process Change”, “Software 

Configuration” and appropriate “Training”.  

• Research shows also the essential role played by “Package Selection Methodology” in 

selecting an ERP software vendor based on the new company’s business model, providing 

managers with a clear methodology for succeeding in aligning company’s business model 

with an ERP software vendor product. This methodology was applied in “ERP Software 

Vendor Selection Project” to find the best software match.  

• This study illustrates how finding the strength and weakness of the current system forced 

the organization to go through organization wide changes and simplified business processes 

by eliminating redundant activities and thereby assisting managers.   

6.4 Research Limitation and Further Studies 

There are three major further research areas (Grabski et al. 2011): (1) critical success 

factors, (2) the organizational impact, and (3) the economic impact of ERP systems. This 

research study recommends literature review to update the existing reviews of CSFs towards 

wholesale and retail industry with varied sizes separately to gain more knowledge about CSFs. 

Furthermore:  

• To build a general ERP implementation model applicable to different organizational 

context, further case studies are required. The empirical results and conclusions of this study 

were performed in a company in the food branch. The question is whether this CSF model 

also is applicable to successful ERP implementation in other environments and branches. 

For external validation of a CSF model and Holland and Light CSF model’s, it is 

recommended to perform further studies of ERP implementation across a range of different 

industries in several case studies.  

Theoretical sampling can be used to choose cases (companies) representing different 

industries to make case comparison across industries. This research method has been used 

by many authors including Holland and Light.  

• The complexity of the data collection increases with the size of the employees in a company. 

Satish Krishnan (2009) shows the influence of the size of the company where the number 

of employees were 400000 worldwide compared to a company with 25000 employees 

locally. Deep et al.   (2008) investigated the selection of an enterprise resource planning 

system in a made‐to‐order (MTO) small‐to‐medium enterprise (SME) scenario and 
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developed a framework or methodology for selection. The recommendation for further 

studies is to collect data in case studies within different business domains and with different 

number of employees.  

Lych (2014) conducted a systematic literature review to update the existing reviews of 

CSFs, focusing on ERP Projects in Small and Medium-sized Enterprises and found that 

some CSFs there are less important than the CSFs in large companies. In these projects, 

technological factors gained much more importance compared to those factors that most 

influence the success of larger ERP projects. Factors such as the Organizational Fit of the 

ERP system as well as ERP System Tests are even more important than Top Management 

Support or Project Management, which were the most important factors for large-scale 

companies (Lych 2014).  

Data collection can be improved by interviewing managers, users of the ERP system and 

consultants while company’s internal documents can be used to obtain facts. Since ERP 

implementation is the processes of implementing changes, interview questions could be 

focused on the effect of changes in business processes, technology and organisation during 

the whole implementation life cycle. Online questionnaire survey can make the questions 

available and thereby improve the quality of data collection.   

• This study recommends researches about identifying CSFs in implementation of the next-

generation of ERP called extended enterprise resource planning (ERP II), which uses e-

CRM to develop a platform for extended enterprise initiatives (Norton et al., 2013). e-CRM 

in ERP II has an implication on the CSFs required for ERP II which incorporates elements 

of CRM in its design. This is reflected in the amount and type of training required to support 

end users of ERP II systems with possible distinct set of CSFs (Norton et al., 2012). 

• This research has followed an ERP implementation project in a company in UK for one-

year through direct observations. In performing the empirical study, shortages of evidences 

have put limitations to the research.  

It was not possible to establish contact with the consultant companies who selected an ERP 

package and executed the implementation of the project. Instead, companies’ internal 

documents were used which also imposed some limitations in gaining in situ information on 

the project details and progress via direct observation. There were some interview questions 

that required previous knowledge of ERP platform and thereby follow-up questions were 

subjected to constraints. The changes in company’s business processes that are discussed 

here are limited to the technical changes, process changes and organizational changes, while 
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cultural changes are not investigated here. This research is restricted to only one case in food 

industry. 
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Appendix 1 

Detailed Holland and Light CSF Model 

In this appendix, all the CSFs in Holland and Light’s CSF model are explained.   

 

A) Strategic CSFs 

1. Business Vision  

The Business Vision in an ERP implementation is described by Pinto and Slevin as “The 

clarity of the business model behind the implementation of the project” Holland and Light 

(1999). Holland and Light require a business model behind ERP implementation that answers 

the following questions:  

• Is there a clear model of how the organization should work?  

• Are there business goals and benefits that can be identified and tracked?    

No successful ERP implementation is possible without a clear business vision. Finney 

and Corbertt (2007) believe that a clear connection between business goals and IS strategy must 

be provided by means of a clear organizational vision and objectives. Other researchers argue 

in favour of “Business Plan and Vision” in ERP implementation as a CSF, among them there 

is:   

• Buckhout et al, (1999) , Rosario (2000), Roberts and Barrar (1992), Shanks (2000), 

Falkowski et al.    (1998) and Ross (1999).    

2. Top Management Support 

Pinto and Slevin (1987) define this factor as “Willingness of top management to provide 

necessary resources and authority or power for project success”. This factor practically involves 

aspects such as allocation of sufficient resources (financial, manpower, time, etc.) as well as 

project manager’s confidence in top management’s support in the event of crisis.  The ultimate 

success or failure of the project depends on this CSF. Holland and Light (1999) refer to 3 

following tasks to the top management:    

• To ensure consensus throughout BPC and Software Configuration phase of the project  
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• To ensure resources are available for continuous improvement after the main project is 

finished  

• To ensure the appropriation of people and resources to the project and the usage of the 

system post Go-Live.  

Researchers Ngai et al.   (2008) and Nah et al.    (2003) argue that top management must 

be convinced to achieve approval for the project as well as be willing to allocate resources to 

the implementation. Another researcher who argue in favour of “Top Management Support” in 

ERP implementation as a CSF are:  

• Bingi et al.   (1999), Buckhout et al.   (1999), Murray and Coffin (2001), Roberts and Barrar 

(1992), Shanks (2000), Sumner (1999). 

3. Project Schedule and Plans  

In their selection of strategic factors, Pinto and Slevin (1987) define project schedules as 

“Detailed specification of the individual action steps required for project implementation”, and 

by that they mean planning and scheduling details such as project checkpoints, project 

manpower and project equipment. The project schedule and the project plan show clearly 

project’s critical paths and boundaries. Ngai et al.    (2008) and Nah et al.   (2006) also argue 

in favour of this CSF and showed that a clear and well-defined project plan is essential in all 

major checkpoints, goals and scope. Nah et al.   (2006) has identified this CSF in literatures as 

the following two sub-factors:  

• Clearly establish project scope: by Holland and Light (1999), Shanks (2000) 

• Define project checkpoints: by Holland and Light (1999) 

4. Legacy Systems  

This CSF has been added to the list of Pinto and Slevin by Holland and Light (1999). 

No successful implementation is possible without taking the Legacy System into 

consideration. Holland and Light (1999) state that “The Legacy System encapsulates the 

existing business processes, organisation structure and culture and information technology”. 

The Legacy System expresses the situation as – is, with no changes, and “Therefore they cannot 

be controlled by a company in the same way as the other variables”, on the other hand, “By 

evaluating existing Legacy Systems, you can define the nature and scale of the problems that 

you will likely encounter”. A unified ERP system for an organization is the result of merging 

different business processes into a common business process. If the variety of business 
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processes to manage is numerous then we either need to make change in ERP software or alter 

the business process. Myerson (2001) states that even the best application package can only 

meet 70% of the organizational need. Since the possibility of making changes in a complete 

vendor software product is limited the only alternative is to make technical and organizational 

changes. According to Jarrar et al.   (2000) “an organization must change its processes to 

conform to the ERP package, customize the software to suit its needs, or not be concerned about 

meeting the balance 30 %”.  

The Legacy System in Holland and Light’s model (1999) determines “The amount of 

changes required to successfully implement an ERP system and will dictate the starting point 

for the implementation”. There are examples of ERP projects with extremely complex Legacy 

Systems which consist of autonomous and heterogeneous systems with multiple technology 

platforms. Evaluating the existing Legacy System leads either to the conclusion that the Legacy 

System is extremely complex with “Variety of procedures to manage common business process 

and thereby the amount of technical and organizational change required too high”, or it 

concludes that due to simple architecture there “Already is a common business process, 

(thereby) change requirements are low”. 

Few other authors have stated similar research results about the Legacy System, such as 

Adolph (1999), Bennett (1995) and Roberts and Barrar (1992). Ward and Griffiths (1996) 

believe that “Reviewing an organisation’s IT and business legacy, such as its structure, culture, 

business processes, can help to determine the influence these antecedents may have on the 

implementation strategy and the whole implementation process”. Nah et al.    (2003) states that 

“The more complex the Legacy System, the greater the amount of technological and 

organisational change required”.   

Since the Legacy System in an implementation project is the link between the past and 

the future then by evaluation of the existing Legacy System, the scale of the problems in the 

future can be defined. This should then influence the choice of ERP strategy (Holland and Light, 

1999). Holland and Light state that they have seen many implementation models that ignore 

Legacy System while adopting a simplified approach. This approach underestimates the 

importance of the existing situation while choosing ERP strategy in implementation process. 

Literature studies by Nah et al.   (2006) show other researchers who have identified this 

factor or related sub-factor as CSF:    

• Al-Mashari et al.   (2003), Holland and Light (1999),  Lee et al.   (2003) 
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5. ERP Strategy 

This CSF has been added to the list of Pinto and Slevin by Holland and Light and aims to 

put the ERP strategy in the focus of an organisation. The ERP strategy is to implement ERP 

and integrate it with the legacy ERP system into a unified single standardised ERP system. 

Issues related to the method of software implementation belong to the ERP strategy and are 

discussed here. Holland and Light (1999) believe that various ERP strategies need to be 

evaluated against “The Legacy System and business vision” to ensure that an appropriate 

strategy is selected while an inappropriate ERP strategy can lead to “implementation difficulties 

and potentially a failed project”.    

Software implementations should be structured and follow a strategy. Holland and Light 

(1999) state that there are generally two main technical options in software implementation: the 

first option is” implementation of a standard package with minimum deviation from the 

standard setting” and the other is “Customization of a software system to suit the standard 

software package to the company’s local requirements”. Holland and Light (1999) see the 

difference between software configuration and software customization in their system 

development and state that in software configuration “The focus of the development effort shifts 

from system analysis and design to software configuration” and software customization is a 

software engineering with high rate of failure. They believe that the organisation’s inclination 

for changes should affect the ERP strategy choice between these two. The manager then needs 

“To decide whether to carry out customer development on the packaged software and how this 

will affect upgrading the system in the future”. Holland and Light (1999) show that the amount 

and the extent of customization “Depend on whether an organization is willing to change its 

business to fit the software or whether it prefers to change its software to fit the business”. They 

illustrate their model with two case examples and state that “The case study highlights the 

critical impact of Legacy Systems upon the implementation process and the importance of 

selecting an appropriate ERP strategy”.  

Holland and Light (1999) named two general ERP strategies using following two 

methodologies: the “Fast- Track method” and the “One Go method”. Many implementations 

combine these two. The step after deciding the ERP strategy will be to consider the project 

management issues.   
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1) Fast-Track Methodology 

The Fast- Track methodology of implementation is based on increments. Holland and 

Light (1999) mention that “You can implement a skeleton version of a software package and 

then gradually add extra functionalities once the system is operating and the users are familiar 

with it”. The first increment is a skeleton version of the intended software. This version is fully 

functional software with little functionality that is most essential for the organisation. The next 

increment adds on to the previous. As the system gets tested, the functionalities are approved, 

and the users get used to the new system. Thereafter a new increment will be added. The new 

system is performed incrementally. Holland and Light (1999) see the advantage of this method 

in its simplicity and speed that gives more time to link to the Legacy System. They state that 

by adopting skeleton version “the roll-out of an ERP system across multiple sites can be 

achieved in a much shorter timeframe; this maintains the momentum of the project and gives 

fewer opportunities for user to try and replicate their Legacy Systems onto the new ERP 

platform”.  

However, this strategy assumes that a preconfigured version of the software is available. 

The fact that some ERP implementation needs up to thousands of parameter settings makes it 

necessary to prepare before it takes place. Murrell G. Shields (2001) suggest to “start with 

preconfigured version of the software”, as a key factor in what he call the “Rapid 

Implementation”, where the speed of ERP implementation should be fast. He mentions that the 

amount of changes required to get the preconfigured version to become a working version 

depends on the match between initial configuration and the organisation’s needs. Thereby he 

emphasizes the importance of right software package selection, the right consultant teams and 

a strong, experienced project management and project team to succeed with the rapid 

implementation.  

2) One Go Methodology 

By this methodology, the whole implementation is performed in one go: “This strategy 

implements a system with complete functionality in a single effort”, Holland and Light (1999). 

The advantage is that all needed functionalities will be implemented at once. Since the test of 

software system is a complex task, this approach has some disadvantages such as the difficulties 

to trace and manage the faults stepwise and is generally not recommended in any complex ERP 

case.  
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Linking Approaches 

Once the ERP software is prepared, either by Fast track or One Go methodology, then the 

ERP software should be linked with the existing system. This is called “Linking” and is done 

through software integration. The integration part of implementation is a crucial phase for two 

reasons: Firstly, because it is a part of ERP strategy and a wrong strategy has severe effect on 

the project. Secondly, because the linking approach affects the business directly during 

implementation period since the system will be generally out of drift during linking. Vendor’s 

ERP system consists of modules and the Legacy Systems often consists of few interfaces. 

Through linking, the interface between the Legacy Systems and the new system are integrated 

in a series of integrations. Although each module could independently work with the Legacy 

System, there is no assurance that they all work together. Therefore, each module needs to 

become individually integrated into the identical module from the Legacy System until all the 

modules are integrated to the whole Legacy System and the new ERP system is integrated and 

built up.  During this phase, the system boundaries across each interface are linked and tested.  

The linking approach is dependent on the implementation methodology although it is 

independent of the “Level of functionality chosen”. Holland and Light (1999) state that there 

are different approaches to linking to the Legacy System ranging from integrating one ERP 

module at a time and interfacing with the Legacy System to integrating an entire, customized 

system. 

ERP Strategies in Research Literatures 

Holland and Light (1999) emphasizes the importance of ERP methodology and linking 

approach to the Legacy System. No other author has adopted ERP Strategies and linking as a 

CSF. However, Nah et al.   (2006) mentions that “Rigorous and sophisticated testing is very 

important for the success of the implementation” and refers to it as a sub-factor to a group of 

CSFs called: “Systems analysis, selection and technical implementation”. Researchers who 

adopted “rigorous and sophisticated testing” as CSF are: 

• Al-Mashari et al.   (2003) and Rosario (2000). 

Linking is another expression for system integration. The following authors studied by 

Nah et al.   (2006) have considered “system integration” as a CSF: 

• Bingi et al.   (1999), Lee et al.   (2003), Somers and Nelson (2001) 
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B) Tactical CSF 

In the following, the tactical success factors of Holland and Light’s CSF model are 

defined and explained.  

6. Client Consultation 

Pinto and Slevin (1987) define client consultation as “Consultation and active listening 

to all affected parties”. By “Client” it is meant anyone who will ultimately be making use of 

the result of the implementation project, both internally (such as an internal department or 

organisation) or externally (such as customers). The aim is to obtain their support for the 

implementation project and satisfying their needs by taking their requirement into consideration 

at an early stage. Holland and Light (1999) state that “Client consultation is the involvement of 

the users in the design and implementation of business process that includes formal education 

and training” and mentions variations of this CSF where in a case study client were consulted 

through a series of workshops. In another case study “Client consultation was conducted with 

users via a project newsletter and 'business champions' at each site” (1999). This CSF ensures 

that the system meets client’s business needs and thereby facilitates another CSF: “Client 

Acceptance”. Nah et al.   (2006) grouped authors’ CSFs into sub-factors but no CSF by this 

name is found among them, although “targeted and effective communication” has been named.   

7. Personnel  

Pinto and Slevin (1987), consider that this CSF embraces several aspects of necessary 

personnel for the project team such as the “recruitment, selection and training”. They emphasize 

the skill necessary to contribute to the implementation process: “For the model, Personnel, as a 

factor, is concerned with developing a project team with the requisite skills to perform their 

function”. Holland and Light (1999)  believes that “Organisations need to decide how they are 

going to manage the Business Process Change, organisational change aspects of the 

implementation” and thereby they need to secure “Technical experts in their chosen ERP 

package to configure the system”. Only after such a diagnosis takes place, the project 

management team can begin to set objectives and design the implementation approach.  

Nah et al.   (2006) has identified the following similar sub-factors and the authors who 

have adopted them: 

1. Best people on team: by Bingi et al.   (1999), Shanks (2000), Sumner (1999), Buckhout et 

al.   (1999), Falkowski et al.   (1998), Rosario (2000), Shanks (2000) 
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2. Balanced or cross-functional team: by Holland and Light (1999), Shanks (2000), Sumner 

(1999) 

3. Full-time team members: by Shanks (2000) 

4. Partnerships, trust, risk-sharing, and incentives: by Stefanou (1999) 

5. Empowered decision makers: by Shanks (2000) 

6. Business and technical knowledge of team members and consultants: by Bingi et al.   

(1999), Shanks (2000), Sumner (1999) 

8. Business Process Change and Software Configuration 

This CSF has been added to the list of Pinto and Slevin by Holland and Light and has 

central role in Holland and Light’s model: 

• ERP implementation involves a mix of Business Process Change (BPC) and Software 

Configuration to align the software with the business process”.  

ERP implementation is not done just to implement new technologies but to create values and 

ERP projects provides little value if the new software package replicates the old business 

processes.  

Holland and Light (1999) argue for BPC by mentioning that: 

• “A fully integrated ERP system requires the organization to adhere to the same precise 

processes” and thereby  

• “This forces the organization to undergo organization wide re-engineering with ERP 

software merely being an enabler of the change”.  

Holland and Light (1999) seek good match between company’s present processes and the 

future business processes that are embedded in the ERP system. They mention: “Organizations 

need to understand their current business structure and business processes associated with their 

existing IT systems and relate this to the business processes within the ERP systems”.  

Thereby, their emphasis is put on changing the company’s current business process. This 

is named Business Process Change (BPC). Gustafsson and Singman (2004) use the term 

“Process Re-engineering”. The terms “Business Process Change” and “Business Design” are 

synonymously used by researchers.   

Holland and Light (1999) explain that the philosophy of this CSF as to: “Align the 

business processes to the software and simplify business processes to eliminate redundant 
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activities” and argue that case study analysis has shown that “It appears easier to mold the 

organization to the ERP software than vice versa”. The term “Software Configuration” and 

“Software Alignment” are used interchangeably. 

Furthermore, they argue that not all processes comprising the company’s business process 

are possible to change. As they put it:  

• “Business processes can be customized to a certain extent without changing any code” and 

refer to unsuccessful cases of business process re-engineering.   

Holland and Light (1999), point out that in software configuration approach to ERP 

implementation, most of ERP system design efforts already match company’s new business 

processes and the task of system design instead: 

• “Focuses on enabling the required functionality embedded within the ERP system’s 

business model”.  

Therefore, they prefer no changes in the standard ERP software codes throughout the life cycle 

of ERP implementation. They argue that:  

• If ERP software is modified to fit the business: “It is possible that the benefits from re-

engineering business processes will not be achieved”.  

They refer to a “Process modeling tools” that help “Organization to align business processes 

with the standard (ERP) package”. 

Holland and Light (1999) further state that: 

• Although “A successful BPC and software configuration process makes a large contribution 

to the alignment of the ERP system and the organization”  

• But implementations that have not managed this process have experienced problems in form 

of “costly re- training” later in post Go-Live phase of the project since “many users were 

still trying to use the ERP system in the same way that they used their old systems, and this 

led to significant drops in business performance”.   

The ERP implementation project manager’s role play a supporting role to “Business Process 

Change and Software Configuration” in choosing the right software vendor that matches to the 

company’s business processes. 

Based on 30 research papers on CSFs, Bahmanziari (2004) refers to other researchers 

who have discussed the issue of software modification versus business process changes and 

consider this as a CSF. These researchers are: 
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• Markus and Tanis (2000), Motwani (2002), Parr and Shanks (2000), Robey et al.   (2002) 

and Umble (2003).  

Another literature studies by Nah et al.    (2006)  show researchers who adopted similar CSFs 

or its sub-factors: 

• Business Process Reengineering: Al-Mashari et al.    (2003), Bingi et al.   (1999), Holland 

et al.   (1999), Murry and Coffin (2001), Shank (2000), Sieber et al.    (2000) 

• ERP package selection: Al-Mashari (2003), Bajwa et al.   (2004) , Hong and Kim (2002), 

Nah et al.   (2004), Sieber et al.   (2000) , Soh et al.   (2003), Somers and Nelson (2001), 

Umble et al.   (2003) 

• Appropriate modelling methods/techniques: Scheer et al.   (2000) 

• Minimum customization: Bajwa et al.   (2004), Light (2001), Murray and Coffin (2001), 

Rosario (2000), Shanks (2000) , Somers and Nelson (2001) and Sumner (1999) 

9. Client Acceptance 

At this final stage, the implementation project has reached its technical goal and only 

minor configuration issues are left. Pinto and Slevin (1987) define client acceptance as the “Act 

of selling" the final project to its ultimate intended users”. Clients will ultimately accept a 

product which satisfies their requirement when the product matches client’s business process 

and business vision. On the other hand, without successful ERP strategy, top management 

support, reasonable ERP implementation project schedule and plan, previous client consultation 

and motivated and knowledgeable personnel, the ERP implementation will never come to the 

stage of client acceptance. Thereby, this CSF consolidates majority of other CSFs which 

constitutes the Holland and Light CSF model.  

Holland and Light (1999) state that client’s satisfaction is expressed in client acceptance 

of the system and therefore through client consultations, a system will be generated “In order 

to ensure that it meets business needs and facilitate the client acceptance of the system later in 

the implementation process”.  

The customer acceptance also has a commercial dimension. A satisfied customer will 

boot the sale of the ERP product. insist that “The ERP project team must ensure that the client 

acceptance of the system is high”. 
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10. Monitoring and Feedback 

Pinto and Slevin (1987) defines monitoring and feedback as:” Timely provision of 

comprehensive control information at each stage in the implementation process”. They explain 

that monitoring and feedback refers to project control process by which, at each stage of the 

project implementation, key personnel receive feedback on how the project is comparing to 

initial schedule and budget. This CSF also refers to monitoring performance of project team 

members. Monitoring provides the manager with possibility to anticipate problems, to oversee 

corrective measures and to ensure that no deficiencies are overlooked. Holland and Light (1999) 

argue that “monitoring and feedback is the exchange of information amongst members of the 

project team and the analysis of feedback from organisation users” and ultimately ensures that 

the project is “Progressing as planned in technical and organisational terms particularly given 

the mix of internal and external staff working on the project and the resulting relationships”. 

Perskill and Russ-Eft (2005) emphasizes the importance of constant monitoring and 

"Fine-tuning" in the process of any project implementation. ERP integrates different 

departments in a company each having its own function and causes changes in an organisation 

and therefore “Efforts involved in change management must not be underestimated otherwise 

the benefits from the implementation may not be achieved” (Holland and Light 1999). Nah et 

al.   (2006) considered this CSF to belong to a group of CSFs called “Change Management” 

and showed that following authors stated this factor as a CSF: 

• Al-Mashari et al.   (2003). 

11. Communication 

Pinto and Slevin (1987) define communication as:” Provision of an appropriate network 

and necessary data to all key actors in the project implementation”. They point out that 

communication is not only essential within the project team itself, but also between the team 

and the rest of the organization as well as with the client. The purpose of project communication 

is not only to exchange information regarding project goal, possible changes in policies and 

procedures but also as a channel for getting and receiving feedback. Many ERP projects require 

cross- functional teams with different goals and even different international cultures and 

languages. Holland and Light (1999)  state that “A conscious effort to manage the 

communication between the project group and the wider user community is therefore essential 

to ensure commitment and identify problems quickly”. 
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Many other researchers have chosen communication as a factor for success. This is shown 

by Nah et al.   (2006) in a literature study where communication is identified by following 4 

sub-factors: 

• Targeted and effective communication: by authors Al-Mashari (2003), Falkowski et al.   

(1998), Somers and Nelson (2001) 

• Communication among stakeholders: Holland and Light (1999) and Shanks (2000) 

• Expectations communicated at all levels: Holland and Light (1999),  Rosario (2000), 

Shanks (2000), Somers and Nelson (2001) and Sumner (1999) 

• Project progress communication: Holland and Light (1999) and Sumner (1999)  

12. Trouble Shooting 

Pinto and Slevin (1987) define trouble shooting as the “Ability to handle unexpected 

crises and deviations from plan”.  Furthermore, they point out that problem area exists in almost 

every implementation, regardless of how carefully the project was initially planned. It is 

impossible to foresee every trouble area or problem that could possibly arise. Knowing this, the 

project manager should have arranged adequate initial arrangements for the users to be able to 

promptly report faults and deviation from the business process. Holland and Light (1999) state 

that “Trouble shooting must be performed continually throughout the project. Mistakes and 

potential problems need to be dealt with rapidly so that the project stays on target”. This 

mechanism should be arranged in the implementation plan. Literature studies by Nah et al.    

(2006)  shows that “Trouble Shooting” was chosen as a CSF only by Holland and Light. 
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Appendix 2 – Interview Questions and Answers (Transcribed) 

1. Interview with Credit Controller 

1. Question: Could you please introduce yourself? 

Answer: My name is Martin and I am the Credit Controller working with Sun Foods  I 

have been working for the company for 16 years. Recently our company has joined forces 

with another, larger company called Royal Potato. There were 2 separate companies still 

running during the time, they were called Sun Foods and Royal Potato. This means that 

we have now separate invoices and statements for each of these two companies. But they 

are on the same computer systems. So, in our system, we call Sun Foods, company 1 and 

Royal Potato, company 2. 

2. Question: Could you please state your impression of the new ERP implementation, judging 

as somebody with long ERP experiences in your profession? What are the negative points 

and what are the positive points?   

Answer: Well, first I think this implementation is a much more challenging task than 

what we expected, for several reasons. Looking back now, we really should have done 

more preparations. We should have involved the Royal Potato people more in the 

requisites. 

3. Question: In what stage of project implementation, initially or later during the 

implementation?  

Answer: Well, it should have happened in the start. What we should have done is to get 

Royal Potato involved in the very beginning. So, we really missed out getting the Royal 

Potato staffs involved. The Royal Potato staffs were involved at the end, very sharply 

before Go -Live phase, which is far too late. That was the problem at the start. The second 

problem is that the IT system that we chose is very challenging. It is completely different 

from our own system at Sun Foods . The new ERP system was presented to us in a very 

raw condition. So, for us to mould that to our needs was an enormous task.  

4. Question: Was the new system based on the same business process as the one you were 

working with before or was it far from that? 
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Answer: It was not like anything that we’d work with before. So, you know, it had to be 

customised. And a lot of that work was done after Go-Live. This meant that we were 

testing, in a live environment, some key aspects of the fault’s causes. 

5. Question: And of course, that was not appropriate, since the tests should have been done 

earlier, not in live!  

Answer: Also, in some respects, the items such as “Customer Statement”, in the basic IFS 

module, did not give the extent of information which we had in our previous IT- system, 

which have caused some basic faults. Also, basic programs such as “Age Disk Analysis 

Report”, which is basically a report showing your customer’s aging status of the 

outstanding payments, was not available in IFS’s ERP system. These are two small 

examples of “key reports” which have caused huge problems.      

6. Question: Do you think that if the project was carried out in a more communicative way, 

if the project manager could communicate the problems and the goal of the project then you 

would have been of another opinion? Do you think the problem was a project managerial 

issue? 

Answer: As a company, we failed to prepare adequately, preparation was not enough. 

And because of that we were not rectifying the problems, and because of that we were 

slowly grinding us the solutions, spending a lot of extra time but not rectifying problems. 

It is going to take a lot of time to get things right.      

7. Question: Have you been disturbed by the new system? Has your activity been disturbed 

by the new systems?  has it caused severe consequences? 

Answer: Absolutely. Very much so. I can recall very profound consequences that the new 

system has set for the business since it has interrupted the cash flow. I do not need to give 

too much details, but it has disturbed us. On the human level, it meant that our staff had to 

work much longer hours. It is taking longer to do what we used to be able to do before. 

The system is still low.  

8. Question: Would you say that if the staffs have been given the opportunity to get trained 

and learn the new system better, it would have affected the results? 

Answer: I think the staff took it quite well. I think we have not developed the system 

sufficiently. It was not advanced to the point where it should have been. The staff took it 

quite well since they did not have any problem understanding what to do, within that short 
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space of time. But the system was not quite ready and correct. So, what we had to do was 

to develop it. We had to develop and perfect the system. We had to modify and perfect it.       

9. Question: Who had to do the job? Was it the staff or IFS? 

Answer: Combination of both us and them. We worked in house.  

10. Question: Did you get support? Did you have access to help documentations? What did 

you do when you were stocked somewhere? Did you have some reference point to go to?   

Answer: Yes, we had internal support and we had support by IFS and IT- support. But 

because the problem was all over the company, it meant that everybody wanted 

everything fixed at the same time, so we had to prioritize alternations. So, you had to wait 

your turn.  

11. Question: Do you believe that configuring will take a long time now and is the main 

problem now?  

Answer: Yes, I do. 

12.  Question: Fine, I would like to put some questions to you, questions I prepared earlier. 

Tell us about your company. 

Answer: The Company is called Sun Foods Exports Ltd. Sun Foods  has acquired Royal 

Potato and there are two companies now:  Sun Foods Export Ltd. and Royal Potato. We 

have offices in UK. But our ERP systems are not connected yet. Royal Potato have their 

own stand-alone ERP systems. The company’s total annual revenue is £150 million. The 

two companies employ now about 400 together: 300 working for Sun Foods and 100 for 

Royal Potato, after joining. 

13. Question: What ERP modules have been already installed or will be installed? 

Answer: I do not know all the new modules but as far as “Credit Control” is concerned, 

modules such as “Pay Rolls” have been installed.  

14. Question: Any consultants were used in the project?  

Answer: Yes. We employed consultants from a company called “Audit Master” to help 

us.  

15. Question: Please answer how long it took to carry out the following project phases: 

1. Vendor Selection Phase? Answer: Roughly six months. 

2. Testing? Answer: Roughly two months. 
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3. Configuration and Customization? Answer: Still ongoing.  

4. Requirements Specifications: Two months. In this two-month period, they asked 

me about my requirements and I answered them with mine. The problem was 

that I could tell them what Sun Foods  required but I did not know what Royal 

Potato needed. Royal Potato’s requirement was quite different since Royal 

Potato had a very large van sales operation, roughly 26 vans nationwide.  

16. Question:  How was the implementation performed practically? 

Answer:  Royal Potato was initially using a different ERP system. We had to do away 

with our system and they had to do away with their system. We then put them up into a 

new system. Then we had to build the two companies together into a unified new system. 

The integration required a very detailed planning for these two simultaneous activities. 

These activities were done at the same time. It was too much faults.  

17. Question:  What was your total planned budget for this implementation? 

Answer: Sorry, I cannot tell you. 

18. Question:  How would you describe the level of commitment and involvement of each of 

the following project stake holder: 

• The chairman /CEO/: Answer: Very good 

• CIO: Answer: Very good 

• Middle managers: Answer: very strong. They wanted this to be done.  

19. Question: Has the rate of your work changed due to implementation of the ERP? 

Answer: We needed 10 persons in my department before implementation of the ERP 

system, but we now need 12 persons. This is because we have so much manual work to do 

and so many hours to spend to sort things out. The new system is too slow and 

cumbersome. Of course, the plan is to perfect us and get the system to work properly. 

Then we can reduce the numbers.  

20. Question: Did the business process improve after implementation? 

Answer: We did not improve anything. We are not yet back to the level of service and 

speed that we were before. So, it is too soon to say that we have improved. Potentially, we 

will improve, but it is going to take some time. 
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21.  Question: Would you say that the management is pleased with the outcome of the new 

ERP system? Which answer would you chose: 1) yes, but……or 2) no, not at all? 

Answer: I do not think they want to think anything worse than that! So, my impression is 

that is something like: “Yes?” 

22. Question: Would you say that staffs are pleased with the outcome of the new ERP system? 

Which answer would you chose: 1) yes, but……or 2) no, not at all? 

Answer: No, not so far. 

23. Question: Would you say, “Our Company have business problem or stoppage immediately 

before Go-Live phase? 

Answer: We have problems yes! We have improved this and this improvement process is 

still going. 

2. Interview with Company’s Finance Project Manager  

1. Question: Can you start by presenting yourself? 

Answer: My name is Mike and I have been with Sun Foods food for 2 years now. I 

initially joined the sales department. However, in February / March last year Royal Potato 

came for sale, so I’ve been involved heavily in the whole process of Royal Potato deal. 

Around the same time, we were involved in doing analyses to collect a new ERP system 

because we were aware of that we must change the system we were using within the old 

Sun Foods. That was due to the aging system which was implemented for 16 years ago. 

About that time, Royal Potato came for sale. And all got pushed into one side because 

Royal Potato was for sale. When the whole Royal Potato integration work was done, at the 

end of that it became even more imperative to collect new ERP system. We were going to 

merge two ERP systems, one of which we did not own and was going to be cut off after a 

period. So, that is my background! I became the project manager for the ERP 

implementation.   

2. Question: Which were these two systems? 

Answer: One of these two systems was Vantage which has been used for years in Sun 

Foods. And the one which was used by Royal Potato was C&C, as they call it.  This ERP 

system was not owned by Royal Potato but was owned by their parent company. They 

allowed us to use their ERP system (C&C) for a period, although C&C was meant for a 

totally different company. 
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3. Question: At what stage was the implementation done? 

Answer: The implementation was performed during merging which was a disaster to do. 

If it was not for Royal Potato and if we just purchased one ERP system for Sun Foods, 

then it would have moved at least 50 times smoother and simpler.  This was due to the 

level of understanding of the business and the kind of assumption that we made. There 

were two food manufacturers and two food distributers merging together, but, things were 

done differently within these two companies, the procedures and the way sales were 

handled were totally different. 

4. Question: So, that would be your experience, if I take the next question? Your general 

impression of the positive and the negative things in handling the situation the way you did. 

Could you please talk about these? 

Answer: The timing was a disaster, but we were victims of the circumstances. The ERP 

system C&C was available for us for a limited period. Then there was going to be no ERP 

system for Royal Potato. C&C was a complete ERP system. We could have bought the 

C&C ERP and set it up here but that would have meant for a series of temporary periods, 

maybe a year. We could have moved Royal Potato on to Vantage which would also have 

meant a lot of work for a short period of work because Vantage was not what you want to 

go for, for a long period. The alternative was to close both down and put them on one ERP 

system which was what we did. That was a big bang. If I would do the job again then I 

would still do it in the same way since you’re planning for a long-term substitution. But 

under those circumstances it was the worse option, logically. Anything else would have 

meant double implementation. It meant you had to change something into something else.  

5. Question: But just out of curiosity, could you not implement a new ERP at Royal Potato’s 

site and then at Sun Food’s site and at the third stage merge them together? 

Answer: We did look at that too, but that option was excluded because of the level of the 

decisions that had to be made. This would have affected the implementation at both 

companies. We required that both ERP systems to be taken care of. So, it was decided that 

“if you want to go to that land you have to bring in penguins” and everything during one 

go! Our first objective was to get it up and running on one system. The other thing that 

happened and consequently caused significant problems was that we virtually lost all the 

finance team at the Royal Potato when the merge happened. The sales team was made 

redundant and there was a lot of information and knowledge that were lost with this. So, 

there were assumptions made at the prototyping stage that were not made from 
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knowledge, since no body was available to back them up. And when we wanted to 

implement the system, a lot of those assumptions fell and then we had to make new 

assumptions all the time. And so, you really had to make new assumptions all the time and 

they did not work. In addition, there was a huge warehouse that had been built here. And 

there were major changes in how the logistics were being done. And there were also major 

changes in the people in logistics. Throughout the period ERP implantation, from the time 

we were starting prototyping to the time we finished, we had three logistic managers and 

one of the major areas that we were trying to implement the new system was just in the 

logistic in the warehouse. From day one we had huge problems in there. There were 

questions such as:” who decided that?” The answer was:” oh, but he’s gone”. The main 

thing is if I was to do any implementations then I should not do any changes before and 

during the merging. You really need to have a stable period of implementation from a 

stable system during a stable time. That is ideal. But unfortunately, nothing was stable 

enough, there was always something going on. If you have a choice, do not implement 

while there are major changes. While we implemented the ERP system here, this company 

underwent the biggest single change ever. It merged two companies together. Royal 

Potato was a bigger organization and they manufactured potato crisps before. There was 

very little change to the manufacturing process, but the ERP system was not implemented 

into the manufacturing side. It is rolled out. It would be done when we get everything else 

tighten up and sorted. We implemented the ERP system into the distribution, sales, 

finance and logistics and those were the areas where there were significant changes.  

6. Question: Could you give me an idea of the size of merging?  

Answer: Royal Potato at that stage was only a sales company consisting of about 500 

people.  No manufacturing. There was no manufacturing in Royal Potato, but we were the 

manufacturing part.  We produced everything already for Royal Potato in years. Some of 

their districts were outsourced to their parent company. So, we had that problem. There 

were huge problems in the warehouse. We did the warehouse in February while we were 

prototyping the warehouse to operate from the old system. There were huge problems in 

February. Literally, they lost all their sales in February. Then we had huge problems in 

May when we were labeling the system and then they lost another week’s sales there.  

There were big problems, but they were thriving with everything which was going around 

the time of the ERP system. So, if you could do it when the business is stable and with the 

staff required, it would have been a lot easier.  
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7. Question: What ERP system had Royal Potato at that time?  

Answer: Royal Potato was leasing ERP system.  

8. Question: What was your negative experience? 

Answer: After merging, that ERP system became the Legacy System. We could lease the 

ERP system for a period. The license for C&C at Royal Foods was for the usage and was 

allowed for six months. They wanted to get this ERP implementation done by six months 

and no longer. It was not like, ok, you could take a year before you make your mind up 

and work around it.  Although we could use a longer time to decide.  

9. Question: What was your positive experience? 

Answer: I do not have huge number of positive ones until now, it is going to take a time 

before we experience that. But I can see the implementation of the new ERP system as the 

driving factor of the business praxis within the organization, now it is going to take a time. 

It is still too soon to see it. But I can see the possibility for huge improvements in the 

business process within the organization over the next years.   

10. Question: Would you generally say that the implementation was not purely based on the 

business process of the two companies, but you were almost forced to do implement it?  

Answer: Yes, but we were getting to a point where we needed to implement any ERP 

system any way. The day it became obvious that Royal Potato was for sale, we were 

sitting down, that very day, with one of the vendors doing a demonstration of ERP system 

going through vendor selection process.  

11. Question: On what basis, did you choose IFS? 

Answer: During a few months of the selection processes for Sun Foods, we made a 

spread sheet based on a scoring system. We got an external company who put together a 

scoring system in consultation with us in Sun Foods. Initially, there was a request for a 

tender test which we prepared. Most of it was a yes or no questions and initial scoring on 

that and pricing on that basis of that and we could eliminate quite several vendors in a 

short list. We at Sun Foods were not big enough for ERP as we may look.  So, we got the 

short list quickly based on that. That was then presented to Royal Potato. The whole 

selection process took few months, 3 months. Then we worked with the” request for 

tender” about Royal Potato, adding the Royal Potato element. That process was now 

reversed, sending it back out again. They were returned. They only had a week to turn it 

around and ask. They did not even bother to answer within a week. Then we went through 
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it very quickly. Did we make the right decision? It would probably be no huge different 

between the one and another. There were 2 vendors in the end. There was IFS and the 

other one was Pirit, which was not good enough. The biggest area of contemplation in the 

whole process! 

3. Interview with Company’s Finance Director 

Some of the questions are collected from some research papers and are about the 

significance of project communication and communications on different levels. 

1. Question: Could you please introduce yourself? 

Answer: My name is Tim. I am the financial director of Sun Foods Export Ltd. 

Manufacturing snacks in Northern Ireland.  

2. Question: Could you give us your impression on the positive and negative aspects of the 

ERP implementation, including the post- implementation period? 

Answer: I suppose the positive aspect is that we have moved from an old Legacy System 

to a modern ERP system and that will give us substantially more data analysis to 

manipulate information and we will be able to extract information. On the negative side, 

the implementation was difficult, and we felt that people we contracted to implement the 

system did not live up to our expectation that is Project Master who is the IFS 

representative. When they sold us the system, they put a big emphasis on the commitment 

to consultancy and implementation and giving support on sites with their expertise. We 

found that they were lacking in all these areas really.   

3. Question: Were they not quite as knowledgeable as you’d expected? What problems did 

you find in their implementation process? 

Answer: They did not have, and still do not have, enough skilled people in here in the 

financial area. I suppose their technical people were ok, but they had to go back to their 

head office in UK quite a lot and I think that some of the solutions they proposed initially 

were not good enough. I think that this is the major negative area. 

4. Question: Do you think that the problem was a technical problem? Would you not see some 

communication problem in between? 

Answer: I would say yes, there was communications problem, going back to when they 

sold us the system. They told us that the project manager would be on site. Nearly every 

day, all the days, during the implementation phase, but that did not happen, except rarely!  
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5. Question: You did not get one person who was totally devoted throughout all the system 

implementation phases? Did you pay for such a resource? 

Answer: From the Project Master? No!  We did not, although that was decided. We have 

paid for the resource. But locally, in here, we had one person from Audit Master who was 

totally devoted and was present all the time on our site at the project plan. 

6. Question: So, the problem as you see it, were mainly implementation errors based on the 

shortcoming of IFS system? Or were they based on the requirements you put forward? Have 

your requirements not been met? 

Answer: I think that in one area, i.e. Vantage project, the solution requirements was more 

complex than what they estimated in their initial reviews of company requirements and 

that caused a lot of problems. Admittedly, the problem is quite complex, technically. But, 

I do not think that they think so. Now, having said that, the problem is some faults on our 

side in that we went from being quite a small company, last year on September the 6th 

when we bought another company in nearby. We had just an awful lot going on here. 

They would say that people were not available when they should have been, which did 

happen for a few weeks in the beginning of January. But, after that, we did give them 

what they wanted.  

7. Question: You mean, your fault was that you expressed your requirement not according to 

the business process? 

Answer: No, I think we expressed our requirements very well. We gave them complete 

access to whatever information they wanted so. We did not do anything wrong. 

8. Question: I know that you have been going through merging between 2 companies while 

each company had already its own ERP system. Some people who are working with the 

new system are now dissatisfied with it. This is the reason why I have formulated some 

questions about the communication issues within the project. The questions have been 

picked up from some research papers and are about the significance of the communication 

on different levels. There is always a reason behind a question. Now the questions follow 

here:  Has the problems been communicated to the employees by clear project presentation?  

Has the project goals and advantages been communicated to the employees, even how to 

reach the goals?  
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Answer: Yes. There were people appointed to each functional area and there were also 

team of people who made the difficulties of reaching our goals quite clear. They were 

quite conscious of how to reach the goal.  

9. Question: The project background on different levels. Did the people who work with the 

project know the background of the emergence between the two ERP systems? 

Answer: Everybody who was working with the project know the reason why we had to do 

what we have done! 

10.  Question: Project extension and horizon.  Has it been shown which input and    output the 

system requires and who was the person providing the system with that information?  

Answer: It was clear in advance who the responsible person inputting the data would be 

and what results would be expected. 

11. Question: Have you been, in advance, given a good general picture of how implementation 

will be working?  

Answer: Yes. 

12. Question: Have employees been conscious about the merging plans between 2 companies 

and their ERP systems?  

Answer: Yes. 

13. Question: The project activities and project schedule. Have the time plan and project 

member presentation in advance been communicated to the employees? 

Answer: Yes.  

14. Question: Project leader presentation in advance was communicated to the employees?  

Answer: Yes. 

15. Question: Clear project status. Tuning of the project plan to see if it corresponds with reality 

has been presented?  

Answer: Yes, during different phases of the project since there was constant tuning 

during team revisions by project releases.  

16. Question:  Evaluation of the activities and measures taken to correct the shortcomings?   

Answer: Yes, it was a constant process. 

17. Question:  Possible update of the project plan has been communicated to the employees?  

Answer: Yes. 
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18. Question: Communication application constantly and rich communication on all the levels? 

News has been regularly communicated to the employees?  

Answer: Yes, by their team leaders. We have planed the activities through the team 

leaders. We are dependent on the team leaders. I think in some cases it did not happen but 

generally I am satisfied with them. They knew the time for Go- Live and so on. 

19.  Question: Has the plan about the checkpoint “Go-Live” been communicated, to show the 

continuity in the communication?  

Answer: Yes.  

20. Question:  Has the communication been expansive on all the different levels?  

Answer: Yes, to some extent. It had to be. People should be trusted. Everybody is 

professional. 

21. Question:  Mutual Communication. Have you been getting feedback from people who have 

been working with the system?   

Answer: When something does not work, we get a lot of feedback. 

22. Question: Have you been open for user’s needs?  

Answer: Yes. It is difficult to facilitate for the biggest majority in the beginning. At the 

end of the day we just try to get thing to run, so, that is the highest priority to get things to 

work and then we would tailor as much as we can to suit people’s demand. 

23. Question:  My next question is about tailoring the communication channels according to 

the circumstances and applying the channel to the users in all levels. If the problems have 

been communicated to everybody involved, why then are there still people who are 

dissatisfied? 

Answer: We basically try to focus on their functional activity, to remove stops from the 

work. We do not use wall papers, newsletters and so on. We just did not have the time. 

We just used the team leaders in our organization to communicate the problems. The 

problem is that people have been using things in some way for some 15 years in the old 

system. This is that is why it’s in their second nature and now they need to work with a 

new system which is not the most user-friendly system now, but hopefully it will improve 

providing the solution to their problems.  

24. Question: Do you see any shortcomings in the communication?  
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Answer: I believe that we communicated with them about providing the solution to the 

problems. If somebody does like to do a long complex table now throughout a quite long 

windows process, we would like it, but we tend to simplify things.  

4. Interview with Accountant Project Manager 

1. Question: Could you please introduce yourself? 

Answer: My name is Christine. I am the Accounts Payable Manager paying all the 

Creditors. I am working for Sun Foods Export and Royal Potato, food manufacturing in 

UK.  

2. Question: Could you tell us about your positive and negative experiences with ERP 

implementation?  

Answer: Very shortly, I have many positives, mostly negatives. The new system is very 

un-user friendly. You have too many fields to go into to get information that was so easily 

obtained on our previous ERP system which was 20 years old system! Stuffs that we 

could get on the 20-year-old system are not available now. 

3.  Question: How flexible is the system?  

Answer: It would possibly be more flexible to the higher accounts that need records, but 

to the day-to-day running, it is not! The system is not flexible. And there are a lot of 

problems that still has not been solved. It has just so many fields. You must go in and out 

many different fields, you have many fields to deal with day-to-day things. I would have 

to have, may be, 15-20 fields open to do my work, which is too much. 

4. Question: I am very thankful that you share your opinion on how the system works 

according to your needs. Can I just look to see how you do things while you work with this 

new ERP system on your computer? 

Answer: Certainly. In the “Creditor”, what we do is that we should go into “Enterprise” 

and then “Supplier” and then “Supplier Here” to fetch up a full account. Now in this, there 

is 8 different fields you must fill up and you must fill up each field otherwise it will not let 

you carry on. Now, for people to produce “Purchase Orders” and then to receive 

“Purchase Orders”, these must be done and must be done correctly. So, we need the name, 

address, telephone number, fax number, that kind of things, so we can fetch it up. So, that 

is just one fetch. Then we have where we put in the actual “Invoices”. We have the 

“Invoice Entry”.  Then we also have the “Authorized Invoices”.  It says, “The invoice 
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does not match up to the goods received”.  When this comes in, maybe there is something 

wrong. And since it is not authorized straight away, then we must go to the “Authorize”.  

So, there are 2 more there. Then in the “Payment” section, which I deal with quite a lot, I 

have 3 or 4 different sections. I go into the “Cash Payment”, then I need to go to "Mixed 

Payment", when I post in "Direct Debit". If I am posting "Automated Checks" I must do it 

in here, in the "Automated Subjects", "Create a Payment of Both", "Create the Payment 

Order", and then go on to the "Cheques". Then if I am posting "Manual Cheques", I 

should go in here. You know, there is 3 different, you should go in here and then the 

section "Supply of Cheques" and then here. You should go in here to post the Cheques. If 

you want to “Authen” prepayments, say you had a pre- payment when someone had to be 

paid a found, you had posted the payment and then you got the invoices, you had to 

“Authen” it. You should go in here again. So, that is 4 different places you should go to do 

what you used to be able to do in one place. I used to do this in one section! I used to be 

able to go in here and do everything in one section. You kind of say which one do I go to 

now? And if, you put in a "Credit Note", you should remember to put in a minus figure.  

Even though you are stating a “Credit Note” and you do not put a minus figure then it will 

be going in from invoice. And as for mixed payments, everything out, but the mixed 

payment. You must put as a minus figure too. So, you must put "Direct Debit" or 

"Transfer" with a minus figure. There are different ways of doing one thing. To “Access 

Payment”, or: “Match Up Payment”, it is not the same “Pay” as for the whole lot, you 

should go in there each time and do different things, i.e. different fields you should go 

into. To find out “Enquiries”, we go now, and it is in here into the "Query of Account". 

Then you should come up here and you should select each time you should go in either, if 

you know the number. If you do not, you go in here and put it here and you get it now, as 

you could see here.  I have, at last after months and months of trying, found a way of 

telling that I want to be able to link an invoice with a payment and a payment with an 

invoice. So, I want to be able to say that that invoice was paid by such a Cheques number. 

But, all this gives me is an internal number, which is no good to me. They have eventually 

found a way doing it to find the Cheques number, which is perfect! I needed to find out 

which invoice is that Cheques. But, it took them up until last month to do that for me. I 

was going mad, because people often ringed me up and asked me what Cheques number 

that is paying and the only thing I could do was to guess the Cheques number. I was going 

through all Cheques numbers, one by one, to find out that number. It was taking time and 

my phone was busy.  
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5. Question: What do your colleagues who work with you at this department do? 

Answer: My colleague Angela does “Reconsolidation” so she goes into the open balances 

and does “Reconsolidation of Statement”. Michelle does all the invoicing. She will be 

putting the invoices, matching them up with all POs and with “Received Notes”. So, she 

does all that and then they give me the payments. So, there are all done. That is the basic 

of my job. And then at the month’s end, I should “Reconcile” the balances with the 

general agents.  

6. Question: How long have you been working with this system? 

Answer: I have been working with this system since January when I started training, that 

is, since the last 10 months.   

7. Question: How did you experience the training? 

Answer: The training was not great because there was only one person there trying to 

train 7 persons. It was not sufficient, because, you had to wait until there were finished 

and the chap who was doing it needed to go to find out the correct way of doing stuff. I 

mean, you would say “I want to find this, and I want to do that” and it would take him 

may be 2 days to come back to you. He was not that knowledgeable. But, you need it 

anyway. You would have needed it as 1-to-one training.   

8. Question: Did you use to do the same job at a shorter period on the Legacy System? 

Answer: You would find the information you wanted in a very short time. If I wanted to 

find out how much this man ends for the year, I used to have to go to his account in the 

old system. But now, I go to “Purchases” that will tell me the month to date and the year 

to date what we have spent and through this and a couple of others I will find out the 

answer. That means more job! If I go there, that shows me the “Current” and if I wanted 

to go back to the “History”, all I should do is to go over the history, put in the date 01-06, 

I go back to that date and that can be printed out: “Your Invoice”, “The payment of that 

invoice”, “Your Invoice”, “Your Payment of That Invoice” now, that checks the same 

number. You know, it is too complex. “Transfers” does not show up in the “Accounts” In 

IFS system. Neither does the “Direct Debits”, neither does “Debtor’s Offsets” against 

“Creditors”. These does not show up in the “Accounts”, whereas in the old system, 

everything showed up. And you could go back to the history to pick what you wanted, 

whereas in IFS, if you want the history, you should leave everything open, you cannot just 
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go back to a certain date, you should, literally, go in to the whole account to see the 

history. 

9. Question:  Ok. I think I have got a good picture of your day-to-day reality. 

Answer: As I said, after the initial product demonstration, I said that it was not user- 

friendly. There are too many fields. You know, the difficulty to get the information is 

important. We cannot get the basic information which you are able to get from a 20 years 

old system at very ease. If I wanted to have that information on “Purchases” today, again, 

I should go to another field, but, I should know the number. So, I should go to “Info 

Services”, “Quick Support”, which was set up for me, “Creditor” and “Supply Turnover” 

and there I put the following to obtain the number: “7 period 5”, and “Supplier” which is 

02025, and some more inputs and the number 2031 comes up. Now, I have the number 

2031, but when I put it in here, I must write 02031. Here, you must put a “0” before the 

number, i.e. 02031. In the old system, if you put numbers 2031than it will come up. When 

this comes up, it tells you how much the year to date, which is just a month is, it will not 

show you last years, as in the old system. Whereas in the old system, you have everything 

under the one section, in this system, there are far too many fields to fill in, there are too 

many windows! You should go in a new field all the time, right click, on and on, you just 

cannot find it. Whereas in the old system, you needed to just go in, go to history to see 

right that invoice payment of that Cheques and if you go in and even highlight that 

Cheques, it will tell you exactly the full amount of that Cheques, whereas this IFS system 

will not, you should go down and go right click and so on. There is an issue of “Date 

Order”. Nothing runs in date order! I need to say this, nothing! Not “Invoice”, not when 

you are making “Supplies” and taking out invoices. I have one company with 

International papers. It has four-five hundred invoices a month and all of them could be 

more than 1 page, see, you then need to go up and down to finally find all the invoices. If 

everything was according to the “Engaged Order”! So, I still have problem with the issue 

of “Date Order”!! Angela who works with “Reconsolidation of Statement” says that, there 

is also the issue of the “Currency”. The problem is that the “Currency” is not in the 

balance sheet. If you have Sterling account (£), the account on the top and the balance on 

the top is in €. It does not go over to £. These are the problems we have had with us. I 

have had these problems from day one. I was told that these will be solved in the first 

month. This is my reality! I hope I have not been too negative, but, I should say, the 
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reality of it is very difficult! I was told that this system will cut my work by half, but, I 

would say, it has increased my work by another 50% to 75%. 

10. Question: When you face a problem, whom do you turn to? 

Answer:  I have been sending a list of problems to Project Master and IFS and they 

promised to deal with us, but they never seem to deal with the problems. You get a feeling 

that since we are the “Creditors” then we are not prioritized. You know, we are secondary 

since we are spending money, we are paying those. To my understanding, they do not 

seem to have enough man power, that is, they do not have enough man power to cover all 

the problems. I have been asking for solutions since January and it is now November. 

11.  Question: Do you get any feedback to your problems? 

Answer:  No, we do not get any feedback on anything. You do not know if anything has 

been done. I got the answer for “Automated Cheques” for the first-time last month, until 

then I had to hand write my Cheques! You do not even know that you have not been 

prioritized.  

5. Interview with Purchasing and Control of Raw Material 

1. Question: Could you please introduce yourself? 

Answer: My name is Johan. I look after “Purchasing” and “Control of Raw Material” for 

production for crisp company.  

2. Question: Could I ask you how long you have been working here? 

Answer: I have been working here for two years now. But I was with Royal Potato, which 

is another crisp company for 25 years.  

3. Question: Then you know the business quite well? 

Answer: Yes. 

4. Question: Could you please tell us about your impression of IFS’s ERP system, the positive 

and negative aspects of it and its shortcomings? 

Answer: The IFS system is very good. It gives an awful lot of reports. You can break 

down the information very easily. But, it is a bit slow for updating, for putting in the 

usages and goods received and general day-to-day stuff. It is a bit slow, but on the 

reporting side it is very good.  We have access to running various parts in diverse ways, 

like, for value or for usages, for the month and waste and, you know, waste, we have 
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wastes. Now, we are not totally using the system yet. We are not using it as we should 

have done.  

5. Question: What is the reason? 

Answer: When I first came in six months ago, they did promise us an awful lot more than 

what it is doing.  And we then started to work with them trying to solve the shortcomings 

and that has been slow. So, the second phase of which was putting manufacturing on the 

system, so it will automatically deduct the packaging and work out their usages and 

yields. But, that side of it is not up and running. It is said to come later. But, it is a good 

system. Some of the older systems will just give you reports. This will export the report to 

Excel or spread sheets and data bases so that you can use the figures in diverse ways by 

putting them into an orderly part, it will merge with some reports for you. So, it is good 

that way. 

6.  Question: Have you done IFS training? How long was the training? 

Answer: Yes. The training we got was mostly about “Set Ups”, so you were learning it as 

you were setting everything up.  It took us few weeks. A lot of time you were getting 

information ready for it. It needs a lot of information. One of us from the purchasing side, 

has put a lot of efforts into it at the start and it has paid off for us. Our area is running 

much better than many others. It works a lot better here, maybe others have not put 

enough time into it. We have a list of raw materials and we find them with separate codes, 

two or three different codes. So, we can search for two or three different codes, whereas 

other people put it in as it was in the old system. They do not bother changing anything 

and it becomes a lot harder for them to search. Regarding training, I believe that we 

gained good insight in the new system by hands on training. In this way, you encountered 

real-life problems. We were also able to train other staffs in house. So, we were the 

trainers, we became the trainers. 

7. Question: When you meet a problem, how do you deal with it? Do you report it to 

somebody? Do have the possibility of getting feedback? 

Answer: Me and my colleague James, we would probably try to solve the problem 

ourselves unless it was a technical fault. We have an administrator here who would 

contact the company which supplied the system and they would have a look at it and solve 

the problem. We have not been having too many problems on our end though. The others 

have had a lot of problems.  
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8. Question: What could be the reason why you have not been having that many problems? 

Answer: Maybe our area is not as complex as other areas. “Finance” is very complicated. 

Even “Purchasing” can be complicated, but, as I said, we put a lot of efforts into it so, we 

know it inside out.    

9.  Question: What system did you work with in Royal Potato? 

Answer: There was a system that was made solely for our company on AS-800, IBM 

platform. It was a good system, but it failed from the reporting side. You were not able to 

export them to anything. You got what you printed out, that was it. You had no way of 

using the figures in another report. But, I think IFS is good. It does not do so many things 

that they promised, and we then should walk around that, but I am 90% satisfied. We do 

have few problems, small problems, although some other areas have bigger problems. Our 

problems have just been put to the back. And sometimes that is a bit of mind, but we get 

around them.  

10. Question: Could you please explain the process of your job here? 

Answer: We would order all the raw material to make the product, i.e. Royal Potato’s 

character flavours and everything to do with that. We would ensure that the company has 

adequate stocks for production but no over-stocks, which are values that is not going to be 

used. It is a balance with just-in-time. At the end of the month, we would reconcile the 

raw materials to see what sort of waste we have had on all the different elements of the 

product and we will report on them.  

11. Question: How many people work here? 

Answer: It is only two of us here. We do both the “Purchasing” and “Production 

Planning”. We plan what the factory is making tomorrow and the next week.  We do the 

planning for other companies. We would monitor our stock level of finished products in 

the warehouse. We try to have an eight- day’s stock holding. We do want neither too 

much stock nor too little stock.  So, we should manage production to suit the warehouse. 

The product has quite a short shelf- life. It only holds 14 weeks. Some shops and some 

customer will not accept it with less than 10 weeks’ shelf- life left on it. So, you are the 

small window to make it shipped in 4 weeks, which is quite tight. Some will want it 

perhaps on a specific date, it makes it hard. So, that is basically what we do here.     

12. Question: You have been involved in putting your requirements forward? 
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Answer: Well, they did ask us what our requirements were. We did take part and 

highlighted what we had in the old system and what extras we would want in the new 

system. 

13. Question: Did you get your requirements? 

Answer: Now, we do not have them all fulfilled. We would have 80% of them. As I said, 

some of them are still pending and will come later in time. We purchased the second 

company. Then you had two different systems for logistics, for van sales. Two different 

systems will not operate on the old system we had earlier. So, we had to buy a new 

package to merge both systems. So, from material point of view, we were just getting a 

new system, because there was a new system coming in, which was not purchased 

specifically for us.  

14. Question: So, this IFS system was imposed on you? 

Answer: Yes, but it has been a benefit to us. Until then, we were operating the old system. 

We were operating it properly. But this new ERP system has made it better for us. We use 

the reporting part. The only fall of the old system was the reporting side.  It was good for 

users and it was user friendly. The information was there, but it was not good for 

reporting. Its reporting was restricted. Although we did not ask for a new system, it has 

been a great benefit. 

6. Interview with Distribution Manager  

1. Question: Could you please introduce yourself and tell us shortly about your activities? 

Answer: We work in distribution department, logistic department where you cover the 

Royal Potato and Sun Foods business. We turn around probably 10, 000 products per 

week delivering to the central distribution. Our multiple distribution directors, as in Tesco 

director, are some of the largest director in Ireland. We also have a lot of whole sellers and 

a lot of Cash and Carries. On average, we will be slipping out, probably in the range of 20 

container loads per day, which is quite substantial amount of business. 

2. Question:  How long have you been working in this warehouse? 

Answer:  I have been working here since the two companies were merged ten month ago, 

I was working for Royal Potato. Sun Foods bought the Royal Potato. Totally, I have been 

working for both companies for 17 years.  
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3. Question: Could you please tell us your opinion about the positive and negative aspects of 

the new ERP system? 

Answer:  Our IFS ERP system was only installed about 5 month ago, Prior to that we 

were trying to merge Royal Potato and Sun Foods business together. As you know trying 

to put two companies together is a traumatic job while delivering products to the 

customers. That was a vast number of people who were struggling trying to provide the 

customers the products they have ordered. At that time, the IFS ERP system was installed. 

So, we from warehousing and logistic area did not have the time to get engaged in the 

implementation and set ups of the ERP system, which we are now paying for. So, we were 

deemed to ask another department who were familiar, to some extent, with our area, one 

of the account guy who looked after the warehousing requirements for the set ups.  You 

perhaps would not be familiar with how warehousing upgrades while pleasing the 

different departments.  Both because of the goals and the set ups of Royal Potato and Sun 

Foods, we could not get involved. But the new ERP system was still implemented for five 

month ago, and we were only getting over the first terrible phase of joining the two 

companies together and they were deep into the ERP system. There was no training for us, 

probably an hour of training was given to some of the chaps with one from Royal Potato 

who worked at another department, and she previously worked with sales with no 

experience of warehousing. She was our point of contact as such for ERP and IFS. She 

probably was not trained up to properly lead us. Our “Order Capture” which is a part of 

our old ERP system in Royal Potato, is used to receive orders from the customers and 

field sales. We were more than a group together at Royal Potato who tried to get the 

“Order Capture” involved in the new ERP system. We struggled from day one to get the 

“Order Capture System” integrated into the new ERP system since a lot of set ups were 

not done properly and were not correct.  

4. Question: Are you saying that the “Order Capture System” was used separately without 

being integrated into the new ERP system? 

Answer:  A lot of set ups were incorrect and were not tested properly, since the person 

who was engaged did not have the knowledge. The “Order Capture” was a part of ERP. It 

was not possible to put the orders from day 1. The basic system was very, very slow from 

the user’s point of view. And then the knock-on effect that was set up showed that 

“Delivery Charges” was not correct, “Pricing” was not correct, “Customers” were not 

correct. The new system was not just tested enough and by the right people before it went 
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live. For their company, it was a large achievement. And the tests probably were a test of 

our patient; everybody was doing a struggle, it was really a good team building exercise! 

Now after five months, we are still, only now, getting familiar with some of the areas in 

the system.  Some of our things were not there. The “System coverage” out there in the 

country is not best. You know, there are an awful number of options that you never need 

to know, and there are just there. These are complicating the system. There should be a 

proper team who know the supply chain well as such. They are improving the system as 

they go on the daily basis. Many of the improvements should have been conducted in 

advance by Project Master, by the right people. The company has made a mistake doing 

too much together in a brief period. This is probably the negative side of the system. The 

positive side of the system is that, you know, when it is working properly, but we are not 

there yet, you can check the stock in real time, we can exactly see what we have, where 

we have, what prices are there, you know, what orders you have in system. You can check 

the lot. You can move stuffs around very easily. Probably in twelve months’ time I can 

tell you the full benefits of the ERP system and if it is working properly as the warehouse 

and distribution department requires.    

5. Question: You have mentioned that your department’s requirements were formulated by 

somebody who was not quite familiar with Supply Chain Managements. Could you say that 

your requirements are not mirrored in the system?  

Answer: Correct. We acquired our legacy ERP system in the previous company Royal 

Potato. We went from a manual system into an enhanced system as such.  But the level of 

our training, the level of our inputs and the level of set ups were far superior to that of the 

level ten years ago, because we had time to invest in it, everything went smoothly! But 

there are problems now based on the facts we did not set us up properly in the first place. 

6. Question: What do you think about the training?  

Answer: The fact is that the person who trained us did not have a background from 

warehousing; it took her a lot of time to set up the routes and the customers. She did not 

understand the way we upgrade, since she worked on Sales. Thus, the training was not 

sufficient. In our meeting, last week with Project Master and IFS, we mentioned that we 

need training, they agreed. They know that we, all working at this department, need 

training. So long we have come up with ways around the aspects of the system that delay 

us in our day-to-day work. It is delaying us at the moment, to work patiently is delaying 

us. They are not there, and we need to find ways around it. We need to do things which 
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the system is having difficulties to cope with. We put a “Virtual Data” in the system 

which makes it very sustainable and which could be viewed, as a system is unable to carry 

much stock. So, we should have the “Virtual Stock” there, to upgrade so the orders will be 

coming in and going out. It gets jammed and then it gets moved on to get delivered to 

customers.  

7. Question: How does the “Virtual Stock” work? 

Answer: The virtual stock shows what the salespeople can sell. If the virtual stock is more 

than real stock it’s because products will be coming in and if it’s smaller than real stock, 

then it’s because certain products are reserved for other sales orders or works orders. We 

needed to hold balance of the order while we still get orders all the time. But, we have 

such a fast-moving stock with only a 14 weeks’ shelf life on the products and we deliver 

to hundreds of customers, at least, twice a week. Any faults would have affected the 

distribution terribly. And we do not need to deal back-up delivery on the next delivery. If 

we have not got what we should have, and you target having a product, say, called 

985145.6, if we do not have it there, we will have it for you on your next delivery. So, 

your orders always reflect what you just want at that time and therefore we do not need to 

hold a back-up order on the system.  

8. Question: How does the order process works?  Does the process match the new ERP 

system? Will it not be difficult to locate somehow? 

Answer: Let me tell you the way the order comes in. We could be in production of an 

item that is a low stock, since it might delay the order, we do not have a virtual stock 

there, and we will not be able to slow the order down. So, by the time the guys put the 

order on the floor, picking the order, we could not print it now and have it down on the 

floor in time for them to pick tomorrow, because production has changed for hours. We 

have made a lot of adjustments in the new ERP. I mean there were an awful amount of 

locations in our warehouse. Their idea is for a certain type of warehouse where you drive 

in and turn on the track and need a car. But, we have fades all the ways to reach the 

warehouse, 40 x 60 fades. So, the ERP system does not fit the type of warehouse we have. 

So, you really need to look at what are you working with? What is your current warehouse 

set up? And if you are not changing it, which we were not, you need to look at a system 

that suits that kind of operations.    

9.  Question: Are you quite happy with the new ERP system?  
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Answer: I am not happy with the product at the moment. We need to get to that level of 

change which we need and suits us. 

10. Question: Do you receive support in case you need to solve problems? 

Answer: Now, the size of the organisation we work in and our IT- department has only 

grown to three people in the last four weeks. Prior to this, there was only one person who 

was trying to cater for everybody’s needs, both on soft and hard wares, on e-mails, on 

servers, on printers and it was not fare to that individual who was pretty good. He surely 

knows IFS but has not time. We are left then to talk to the people who were involved in 

the set ups. That was totally wrong, because you have no one else to talk to about it now 

locally. We had two from our IT- department and one, Michelle, from IFS and she knows 

her way around. But there are now so many people working here who all need help and 

she is trying to serve everybody’s needs. So, she is firefighting. The problem currently she 

is working with is “Credit Control”. We have issue which is going to take six months 

before we get people back to assign to and it would probably take twelve months before 

we find the solution.  

11. Question: Do you get feedbacks from the consultancy company, Project Master?  

Answer: No, we do not. Some of programmers are very good in Project Master.  There is 

no space for conciliation process on the system. You need to be very specific about what 

we want from them. No arguments with individuals. 

12. Question: Are you happy about the communication with Project Master and the vender? 

Have they communicated the problems with you daily?  

Answer: No, but they have daily IT meetings in relation to IT issues.  

13. Question: How do you see the present and the future? 

Answer: We will probably manage on daily basis. We have the system in place now 

while we are changing a lot. We are streamlining the system continuously. But, this is not 

what we wanted it to be. People does not have the time to get involved, IT people do not 

have time to get involved and others are not familiar with the system yet to help us. 

14. Question: Do you see that the sales of the company have been affected negatively due to 

the new system?  

Answer: Originally, yes, due to four-five months of general defecting and the problems 

we had. Even this week alone, there is an item we have been demanding and apparently 
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has been on the system all along but was not a product for some unknown reason. We 

used to substitute the item. We needed the item without knowing that the item was already 

there. It is disturbing to know that the item has been there. Partly due to this, we lost huge 

amount of sales on the first sex month. 

7. Interview with IT- Manager 

1. Question: Could you introduce yourself please? 

Answer: My name is Peter and I am the IT- manager working for Sun Foods. I have been 

with the company for seven years. 

2. Question: How did the ERP system look like before the integration? 

Answer: Sun Food’s ERP was not so fragmented; some bespoke elements but this is 

normal.  We had VMS package which worked well. A decision to get new ERP was made 

however, completely before the opportunity to buy Royal Potato emerged and before final 

choice of product / vendor was made. Because of the companies’ obviously different 

systems and work procedures such a change would have had to have been made in any 

case.  

3. Question: What was the company’s ERP strategy? 

Answer: As stated, ERP strategy to integrate all business elements, such as 

manufacturing, sales and distribution was made prior to opportunity to buy Royal 

Potato.  With the Royal Potato, the issues just multiplied in complexity.   

4. Question: How expansive were the changes of the hardware within the company due to the 

new ERP strategy? 

Answer: Entire new Communication room was built, production server, reporting server 

(all are Oracle DB), file server, BES server, Exchange server, old Vantage / DEC server 

and old Windows server are all kept.  No Royal Potato servers were used.  All servers 

were required regardless of Royal Potato acquisition except BES server which was 

requested by Royal Potato Sales. 

5. Question: The implementation of the ERP project started last year in November after IFS 

selection and the new ERP system went on-live for a week ago, it has taken 1 year. Is there 

any chance to finish the project in time by obtaining client acceptance? 
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Answer: The project timeline was in the end successful.  There was a delay, but this was 

more to do with Sun Foods - Royal Potato Go- Live discussions / differences.  As stated, 

training did not go to those considered critical to core running of company, which with 

time, in many cases proved to undermine their skill sets at the expense of those who 

received full training.  

6. Question: Have you done any “re- engineering” to change the business process to match 

the ERP software? It-Support assisted Project Master in implementing, what do you of 

them? 

Answer: In general, this was not a significant issue. IFS was not supposed to give support, 

it was Project Master who won the contract. They were the ones that promised sun, moon 

and stars but let us down. 

7. Question: Do you feel that the integration and implementation project had the support of 

the owner of the company? Can you give an example of how owner’s support / lack of 

support affected the implementation process? What do you say about the following 

statements: “The owner did, certainly, not appoint top management to lead the 

implementation project and the oversight of the project was delegated to the lower level 

management. This affected the quality of the implementation negatively, such as the lack 

of training, lack of requirement’s fulfillment and few other shortcomings”.  

Answer: This is largely true, but entirely understandable.  The owner was faced not only 

with the day to day running of the company, but also the massive Royal Potato purchase, 

and no doubt many demands regarding change of business practice demanded by banks 

which lent money for purchase. Royal Potato cost 62 million Euros, a staggering sum, at 

absolute pinnacle of boom, just before winds of recession began to blow. 

8. Question: Were the company’s project management taken out of their daily work to work 

full time with leading the ERP implementation project?  What do you think of the role the 

ERP project management played during the implementation project, what was the goal of 

the project? 

Answer: Managers were not working full time with the project. They were engaged in 

their own day-to-day work while they were leading the project. The team leader discussed 

the project at their weekly meetings. They communicated the project news to the staffs in 

their weekly group meetings. As stated, the acquirement of Royal Potato made the ERP 

project secondary, yet still vastly important. The acquirement changed the owner’s 
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priorities. It is very plain that there were strains between vendor and client once the deal 

was reached, but this, I feel, is very normal.  

9. Question: How was the whole implementation prepared? 

Answer: the financial director and I compiled the tender.  It appears that we were obliged 

to use Audit Master to then conduct the search for the right product, at considerable 

expense, and their findings echoed our own. Audit Master was an external Auditor who 

prepared documents presenting “Project Drivers”, “Project Objectives”, “Project 

Timeline”, “Project Plan”, “Vendor Selection Methodology”, “Requirements 

Specification”, “Evaluation of RFT”, and few other documents. They assisted us in 

specifying our requirements.  I would qualify this by stating that I found working with 

Audit Master to be a rewarding experience, a high point, if you like, of the entire issue. 

10. Question: How was the software configured during the implementation process? 

Answer: Configuration data should have been prepared by the staffs who were engaged 

practically in the Legacy System, with good knowledge of the department’s work process 

and ERP, but that was not always the case. I think that Sun Food’s chief fault was lacking 

someone with programming abilities, as skill set. I urged that Sun Foods acquire in my 

time there, but to the best of my knowledge has never been addressed in-house.  

11. Question: How do you think the acquisition of Royal Potato affected the implementation 

of ERP? 

Answer: The owner and the top management decided to place some of Royal Potato’s 

staffs in here and consequently, the acquisition of Royal Potato caused some changes both 

in our organization and in our work process. Suddenly we were few who would do similar 

job. It caused some frictions. Sun Foods is family owned business and has been enjoying a 

“family environment” before acquirement and by acquiring Royal Potato, the company 

stepped into a “large company environment”. That is a big change. With a good change 

management, the changes would have been managed properly without affecting the 

business process negatively; after all, the company has made significant investment of 

both capital and time to implement the new ERP system!  

12. Question: When I did my interviews with the staffs, a year had gone since the 

implementation started; the project was still on schedule. Ser the project plan, the project 

should have been implemented after one year. But, there were still many issues which were 

not solved yet. There were issues with the Software Alignment (Software Configuration)  
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with the business process, training and functional requirements, re-engineering of the work 

process to match the ERP system and few more.  Do you know the outcome of the project? 

Were these issues solved later?  

Answer: As the implementation project proceeds, new faults are normally found. I 

believe that the shortcomings are quite common in all software implementation project 

life cycle. It is impossible to find an ERP system that matches all the company’s 

requirements and thereby, either the software should be changed to align with our 

business model and work process or we should change ourselves by re-engineering. I can 

only add that after implementation phase, I saw Royal Potato personnel and their 

associates gain control of many business areas within the company. Really, there was no " 

implementation phase " as such until the politics of the Royal Potato / Sun Foods 

'marriage' had bedded down. Some degree of " implementation phase" has taken place. 

13. Question: Do you have any further comments? 

Answer: I have three final points:  

o The arrival of the Royal Potato issue at the time it did placed enormous 

strain on the whole ERP project. 

o At the end of the day, we went live.  It happened.  It worked.  This was 

achievement. 

o From a personal perspective, the entire experience, despite our success, and 

my own considerable contribution to this, left a bitter taste.  As you state 

above, Sun Foods was a family run company, and one felt part of real 

team.  The introduction of a vendor and the political pressures, frictions, 

responsibilities, and deadlines such a deployment may generate, can be, and 

were, often to my mind, unpleasant. 

 

 

 


